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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUC TION 
Each yea r, substantial effort goes into the production 
of self-improvement programs for school principal s s workshops , 
ins titutes , symposia , and forma l courses (Goodlad, 1968). 
Early (1963) indicated that institutions of higher education 
throughout the United states are constantly striving to 
create new and better ways to prepare men and women f or 
role s of educational l eadership. However. there is little , 
if any, " f uturism " in these typical in-service pr ogr ams . 
They center, a lmos t exclus ively, on the traditional task 
al'eas (Cunningham, 1965 ; Gol dhammer , 1966; Lamb, 1972 ). 
Yet, the needs of administrators, particularly those of 
· school p~incipal s , ar e changi ng ; pro fessional development 
has broadened in depth and design ( Phar es , 1968) with 
admini stration emerging as a process r ather than a t ask-
centered role ( Wayson, 1971). Protessional development 
ha s now become a life-long curriculum proces s (Cunningham , 
1965). Lamb (1. 972 ) c alled for a redefinition of renewal 
programs for building-level educational l eader s , and 
Farquhar and Martin ( 1972 ) have surveyed and i dentified 
some of t he s e redefinit i ons. 
Statement of th e Problem 
If renewa l progr ams are to be re - defi ned , planned , 
and implemen ted, then a bas ic question mus t be pos ed t 
Wha t are the continuing prof e s s ional development needs 
of school pr incipals for t he future and . how do educational 
administrators, teachers , and boards of education perceive 
the se. needs? 
Rationale 
It is a truism of our time that change is occurring 
exponentially; in fact, change is considered to be the 
only constant of the future (Holmes & Seawell, 2965). 
"'l'he only stability possible · is stability in motion 
(Gardner , 196L}, p. 7)." Everywhe.re one looks, there is 
change. Population growth is phenomenal; people are on 
the move, from rural areas to industrial centers, from 
urban areas to suburbia; scientific discoveries and 
inventions out-pace man (Culbertson, 1969), Old values 
··are being re-examined and some abandoned. Roles and 
r~sponsibilities are being changed . There is scarcely 
a shift in general public policy which does not have its 
implications for educational administrators (AASA, 1963). 
Erickson ( 196L1-) identified a new authority system 
in edutation--that of the teacher. He delineated three 
ch~racteristics of the teacher-authority system. Each 
has implications for the school principal: the growing 
self-consciousness of teachers as a professional group, 
the development of pride in teaching as a life-long 
vocation, and the emergence of the concept of collegialism 
in dec ision··malcing . In another context, Campbell ( 1967) 
identified s everal results of urbanization& more teachers 
are becoming sympathetic to union membership or to orga n·· 
izations similar to unions; there has been an increase in 
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teacher militancy; paternal i sm betwr:en teachers and admin-
istrators and between teachers and boards of education is 
decreas ing. Each of these has implica tions for the school 
principal . McNally (1968) and Wayson (1971) have discussed 
several changes that are of concern to school principals. 
j 
Among them are the demand for acc6untability; the increasing 
demands of citizens to participate in school policy- making J 
and an increase in the number of students concerned with 
poor teaching , res trictive policies, and irrelevant curricula . 
Consequently, i n the fi eld of educational administration, 
where new organizational models and change s are being con~ 
sidered (Ross , 1969 ), where there are increased demands for 
teacher and community involvement and participat ion in the 
· deci s ion··making process ( Wayson, 1979) , where there is need 
for lmproved leadership (Haas, 1957), where t here i s 
continuous additi on t o our knowledge in general, and to 
our knowl edge about children and t~e learning process in 
particular ( Haas , 1957), where all t hese changes are 
occurring s i multaneously , to maintain oneself i s to barely 
survive (Cunningham, 1965 ; McGowan, 1967). 
Writing in the liar.vard Bus iJJJUl.§....B.f',_'{i ew , Dill, Crowston, 
and Elton (1965) have stated s 
As the pace of change in the business environment 
and the development of new managerial me t hods and 
knowl edge accelerate, even an alert and informed 
executive must wonder occasionally whether he will 
be nimble enough to survive. Beyond the changes 
in the worl d of business which affect his role as 
a manger, changes in society may outdate his com-
peterices and att itudes as a citizen. The threat 
of personal obsolescence is a challenge a t all 
levels. The seni or manager wi th 10 to 15 year s to 
serve can no longer count Olf exploiting hi s present 
knowl edge and skills comfortably until he retires 
(p. 1). 
The race to keep up with advances in knowledge and practice 
never ends (G oodl ad , 1968 ). C. H. Springer (1 967 ) has 
quoted F'rancis Keppel as sayinga 
A necessary revolution in American education implies 
c ontinuing education . No longer can individuals talk 
of completing their education. For those who move to 
college and graduate school and into the professions 
there is a constant need to keep up t o date (p . 58). 
Campbell (1967 ) has been more specifica "In t he sciences 
a body of knowledge can become obsolete in ten to fifteen 
years; i n the social sciences and t he humanities, the 
obsolescence r ate t hough lower, still is r apid (p . 6) )." 
The literature of oreanizational theoris ts 
(Griffiths, 1959; Lippitt, 1969 ; Owens~ 1970) postulates 
. 
that organizations exist to effectively achieve cer tain 
goals, and that administrators exist to meet and furt her 
these goals (Lippitt, 1969; Walton, 1969 ). It is t he 
r esponsibility of the organi zation to provide oppor tunit i es 
to administrators to renew themselves in order to further 
t he organ izat i on . The ideal result is a reciprocity of 
renewal between individual and institution ( Bennis, 1966) . 
As administrators extend t heir personal and leadership 
qual ities, as they expand their knowledge of self and 
sharpen and s trengthen their executive skills, they renew 
themselve s ; in turn, the organization i s maintained as a 
dynamic , viab1e enterprise. "Renewal ," Gardner {1964) 
hafJ stated, "contributes on the one hand to versat i lity 
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6f the individual and on the other to fluidity of th~ 
organization (p. 77)," Connellan (1972) has called manage-
ment development ''a capital investment (p. 2)." Thus, 
the literature of the organizational theorists provides 
the philosophical basis for renewal, for continuous, 
life-long education. 
The purpose of continuing professional education 
5 
is not just innovation and change. It is the process of 
bringing the results of change into agreement with in-
dividual purposes (Gardner, 1964) and organizational goals. 
Through renewal programs, the time-lag between the discov~ry 
and the application of new knowledge, techniques, and 
methodology is decreased; and there is a gradual redefinition 
· of the goals of the instituti on (Holmes & Seawell; 196.5 ). 
Lamb (19'72) summarized the entire process in -terms of 
personal and professional responsibility. 
Gardner (1964) stated, "A society decays when its 
institutions and individuals lose their vitality (p. 2)," 
A state of growth, of stagnation, or of decay in· a school 
district at any given time is dependent upon leadership. 
Public education is not now or is it ever likely to be 
much better than it s leadership (AASA , 1.96]). Engleman 
(1961), writing in the ~hogl Admini str ator:, declaredt 
"Nothing grows obsolete more rapidly than public education 
under the leadership of an administrator gone stale or 
unaware of the critical issues and changing demands of 
the s chools (p. 2)." 
Holmes and Seawell (1965) s~w the quality of the 
performance of the school administrator as essential to 
the survival of education. Wal~uist (1952) discussed the 
relationship between the school administrator and societya 
The key person in American democracy is neither the 
busines s man nor the politician. It is the public 
school administrator who, in"the long run, shapes 
the communities, the states, and the nation, Few 
persons in any community are potentially more in-
fluential than the local superintendent of schools, 
the local high school principal, or the local elem-
entary school supervisor (p. 4). 
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Cunningham (1965) stated that "elementary school principals 
are key figures in the complex area of apprehending and 
translating social themes into educational programs (p. 62)." 
Rosenberg (1971) write in Ed\!._Q.,ations 
In analyzing American education a very large number 
of observers are lndeE::u i-n agreerntmt that t h.e sciwol 
principal holds the most s trategic position in the 
educational system. It is the principal, more than 
anyone else, who has key leadership responsibility 
for determining the conditions and standards of a 
school (p. 212). 
Therefore, it can be argued that it i s the principal, 
in his leadership position, who is in need of continuing 
professional development programs to meet the challenges 
of .change. He must follow a planned renewal program 
which will provide him with the necessary competencies 
to cope with the demands of the future (Connellan, 1972; 
Lrunb, 1972; Shane, 1973). When his l eadership is unable 
to arouse a school to bring it to the point of success-
fully meeting challenges, then decay begins. 
Pharis ( 1966) in h1.s di scussion .of In-Seryj.;.Q..~ 
EduC'~a~.i.Qn of Elementary Schoo_LPrin£i.l2.9..1S, further 
emphasized this point by writing• 
One ·can be prepared for the principalship in a 
graduate school or through nn internship, but one 
learns to be a principal only after one becomes a 
principal. Today, as never before, mastery of a 
profes s ional respons ibility is a continuous life-
long process. It is part of the job- -and should be 
clearly recognized as part of the job (p. 8). 
One facet of professional development programs that 
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requires discussion is the allocation of financial resources 
by boards of education for the support of professional 
development programs for school principals . 
Reynard (1963) has quoted Hayes as saying • "Lack 
of specifically assigned finances hindered the development 
of adequate in~scrvice programs for experienced su~er­
v:i.. s ors (p. 377)." At the 1966 seminar o:t' the Univer s ity 
Council for Educ ationa l Adminis tration Tas k Force, Howsam 
stipulated• 
Education has been s low to learn the value of the 
continuing inve s t ment in per sonnel. Only a t race 
of the budge t has gone f or this purpose ••• Proba bly 
already we s hould be talk i ng of a minimum of 10 per-
cent for this purpos e . Of this , as much as 2 per-
cent might be earmarked for the development of 
adminis trative and supervisory per sonnel (pp. 26-?). 
In 1970, Spain ~oncludeds "Local s chool systems have 
pla ced their emphasis on inservic e education progr ams for 
teacher s , with little, if any, attention to the s pecial 
needs of pr i nc ipals (p. 12)." 
The r a tionale for the que s tion of financial allocation 
of r esourccn by boards of education to meet the expenses 
of c ontinuing profes s i onal development programs for school 
principals rests on these premi oes 1 
1. Continuing education i s to be considered 
an investment (C onnell an, 1973; Engleman, 1961), 
2 . There should be a reciprocity of r enewal 
and development between the individual and the institution 
(Bennis i 1966 ; Gardner, 1964). 
3. The quality of American education depends 
to a great degree on the quality of educational leader-
ship provided (AASA , 1963 ). 
4. The quality of admini strator needs must 
change to better meet and cope with the challenges of the 
fut ure (Lamb, 1972 ; McNally , 1968; Phar i s , 1966 ; Shane, 
197 3) • 
In summary, school princ.i..paJs are faced wjth the 
necess ity of solving compl ex problems that have social , 
economic , and psychological components . They mu s t be able 
to cope with the new militancy of teachers and to meet t he 
challenge of communi ties demanding to be involved. IJ.'his 
is a perspective different from the traditional definition 
of the principalship. To approach t hese new dimenoions of 
l eadership , objectives must be carefully delineated , and 
financial r esources allocated to support such pr ograms. 
However, in l i ght of this rationale , before continuing 
profess ional development progr ams can be determin ed, the 
future needs of educational administrators must be 
identified and di s cussed (Sarthory, 1971 ), 
8 
Purpose of the §tt.ill.Y. 
It is the purpose of t his study ( 1) to present a 
br oad perspective of the present problems and role of 
t he school princ i pal ship ; ( 2 ) t o ident:i.f~r , through a 
9 
review of the literature , the f uture continuing profe:::;sior.al 
development needs of educational ~dministrators and to 
apply these to school pri11cipaJ. <:> ~ ( .'3) to determine v:hethGr 
pr incipals , superintendents, teachers , and mamber~ o~ boards 
of education agree on the importance of the future con-
tinuing professional development needs of school pr ineip:-).lSJ 
and ( 4) to provide findings which will bo of practical 
value to institutions of higher educatioJt, to administrator 
or ganizations, and to local boar ds of education to a ssist 
them to de·velop conti nuing profesf;ionh1 ·.l ~vt~ lopr:lf:"t l"~ ~l'O ­
grams for school principals . 
Quest_ions to be InvestiKa.t.ed. 
The application of the princi~le of renewal t o 
educational administrators requires that the following 
que stions be considered s 
1. • . How do principals pereeive future continuing 
professi onal development ne eds for themselves? 
2 , How do superintendents perceive future 
continuing professional development needs for principals? 
3. How do teachers perceive future continuing 
professiona l development ne eds for principals? 
4. How do members of boards of education perc~ ive 
future continuing professional development needs for pri l~c ipl. :t r;? 
An ancillary question will likewise be considered in 
thi s study. What is the opinion of board of education 
members ·regard ing the financial support for continuing 
.professional development programs for school principals? 
Significance of the Study 
Continued professional development for educational 
administrators has been recognized as crucial; in actual 
practice, however, relatively little of significance 
has been done (Spain, 1970). The . American Association 
of School Administrators' Commiss ion on In-service 
Education for School Administration (1963) considered 
this paradox. It observed that, "Traditiona lly, the 
people of this .country have not lodged with any ag~ncy 
or institution a substantial measure of r espons ibi lity 
for providing in-service assistance to school adminis-
tration (p. 7)." The Commission (1963) also noted that 
schools of education have concentrated on their pre-
service programs, while state departments o:f education 
have not had the resources or the personnel to develop 
professional growth activities for local school systems. 
Spain (1970) concluded that local school districts have 
given little attention to the continuing professional 
development needs of school principals. 
In th.is study, the writer summarizes the present 
role of school principals, and he reviews the literature 
which deals with the f uture trends in educational adtnin-
istration. Farquhar and Martin (1972) have indicated that 
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one of the typical . problems of administrator training 
programs has been the failure to examine the work of the 
futurists. They suggest that one approach to professional 
development programs is to examine "the work of futurists, 
who are constantly considering a variety of a lternative 
future s and ways to attain or avoic them. Administration 
students should be taught to · think in these waysa at 
present only a few of them are (p. 28) ." The review of 
the literature provides the foundation on which the 
identification of the future continuing professional 
development needs of principals r est ; it may assist 
colleges and universitiesi professional administrator 
··associations, and local school districts by serving as 
a guide1.ine for tile development of comprE:her,sive pro·· 
fessional growth programs for educational admini strators. 
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The data gathered from the needs assessment questionnaire, 
which emanated from the review of the literature, provided 
baseline information from which conclusions and recommendat ions 
were drawn for the cont inuing professional development of 
educational administrators in general, and school principals 
in particular. 
The future professional development needs abstracted 
from the literature and presented to the participants 
in t his study to determine their perceptions on the im-
portance of these futur e needs should help to establish 
priorities . Such perceptions will assist tho s e agenci es 
r esponsible for developing meaningful professional growt h 
programs .. ,des i gned to mee t the future needs of educational 
administrators . Each agency in its own locale will be 
able to ascertain the needs which require the most 
•ttention and to concentrate its efforts and resources 
on those needs. · Profess ional development programs should 
become more personal and relevant since they will be based 
on those needs identified by t he l iterature and per6eived 
by principals , superintendents, teacher s, and board of 
edu6ation members as being of greatest importance. 
It is hoped that another result of this study will 
he that local boards of education will become more aware 
of the necessity for professional growth on the par.t of 
educational administrators. It will provide information 
to asf;ist c:.dr:lini str ators and their school dist:cictB to 
incorporate an on-going procedure for continuous self-
renewa l to ll elp administrators deal effectively with the 
press ing and complex problems of school administration. 
Further, this study could lead t o cooperative working 
r el at ionshi ps between institutions of higher education 
and local school systems in meeting the present as well 
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as the future~ needs of educational administrators . For 
example, the recent r eport of t he Committee on Accreditation 
of the California State Board of Education concerning t he 
University of the Pacific (1971) recommended that the 
School of Education give consideration to establishing 
"an extern program for the continuing education of 
practicing admini s trators (p. JO ).h Lastly, practicing 
school administrators will be able to use the needs 
assessment questionna ire as a self-rating device: one 
which will identify and pin-point areas of concern for 
each administrator to assist him in planning his own 
continuous self-renewal program. 
Procedures a_nd 'l'echniques 
This study is divided into five partsa 
1. A review of the literature pertaining to 
the problem. This includes, but is not limited to, 
Research i.n Edt!.9..t'lt.,ion , Dissertation_ Ab stract;s , DATRIX , 
and works of futuristic educational authors. 
2. A development of the survey instrument 
based on the findings in the literature. 
3· Distribution of the survey instrument to 
the participants. 
4. Analysis and interpretation of the data. 
5· Presentation of the findings, conclusions, 
and recommendations. 
As ~ldJil.P t i on.§. 
Throughout this study, three assumptions are mad e: 
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1. That the needs of educational administrators, 
as identified through a review of the literature, are 
univers~lly dis·tributed. 
2. That the rol e of administration exists to 
meet and further develop the goals of the educational in-
stitution, and 
3. That the att itudes of the respondents to 
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the questionnaire are accurately reflected in the res ponses . 
Definitions 
Continuing Professional Development a Learning as a 
life- long process (Cunningham , 1965). It implies that 
t he preparation program is no longer to be regarded as 
terminal , but as a foundation for future professional 
development (Lamb , 1972 : Popper, 1966) • In this study , 
it is synonymous with in-service education, continuing 
educat ion , renewal , self-renewal, professional growth . 
Futuristic Literaturea Writings which discuss what 
education in the future will be (Lonsdale & Ohm , 1971 ); 
writings which present reasonable assumptions about the 
future based on the best evidence available (Morphet , 
1968 ) ' 
J'ifeeQ.t A definite , objective lack within the 
individual which must be sat i s fied if the ind3.vidual is 
to survive and prosper in a heal thy and congr·uent manner; 
it r eceives it s character from an objective deficiency 
in the relation of the individual to his environment 
( Archambault, 1. 966 ) • 
Pri.nc.inal ' 'l'he adrninistrati ve head and professional 
leader of a school (Spain , 1970). 
]?rQQ...EiSS Oriented Admin:i. s tration1 Administering 
the institution through theoretical principles which Arise 
from a range of behavioral disciplines, e.g., decision-
making , managing,change, communi cation . The theoretical 
principles are common to all organizations, and they 
assist administrators to view org~nizational problems 
in a broad perspective (Cunningham , 1965; Griffiths, 1959 ; 
Walton, 1969). 
Superintendent s The chief exec~tive officer of the 
board of education (Knezevich, 1969). 
Tas~ Oriented Administrations" Perceives itself 
as concerned with the technical and specialized tasks 
that principals ordinarily perform on the job , e.g., 
supervision~ budgeting, pupil accounting (Cunningham , 
1965). 
Organization of .th.Ei.__Stt].£y 
This study is organized into five chapters. In 
Chapter I, the topic was introduced and the need for con-
. tinued p.cofess ionc:tl developn1ent for sci'·Lc;;J:i. principals was 
demonstrated. The probl em was stated, and a.set of 
general hypotheses as questions to be answered were pre-
sented. A review of the lit eratur~ is presented in 
Chapter II . The methods and procedures us ed in the design 
and development of the questi ~nnaire , the procedures 
followed to obtain randomization, and the process used to 
collect and analyze the data are described in Chapter III. 
The findings are presented in Chapter IV. In Chapter V, 
the findings are discussed, conclusions are drawn, and 
r ecommendations for further study are presented. 
.l_) 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The review of the literat ure i s intended to give 
a broad perspective of .the problems and roles of the 
~rincipalship and to devel op the position that principals 
are experiencing continuing education needs. A review 
of previous s tudies pertinent to the continuing pro-
fessional development needs of principals gives the 
necessary background for an understanding of the rela.tion-
ship of thi s invest i gation to previous ly accumulated 
literature. 
This review is organi zed into four major sections. 
· ~n the first section, a r eview is made of sel ected studies 
which summarize the present problems and posi ·i;ion of 
school principal s . The task ori ented view of adminis-
trati on and the process oriented view of administration 
are bd.efly discussed in t he second section. The future 
continuing professional development needs of principals 
as i dent ified in research studies and in the literature 
dealing with the future are r eviewed in s ection three . 
In section four, t he literature con cerning the finanei a.l 
allocatior1 of resources by boards of education to support 
continuing professional deve lopment programs in review0d. 
§electeq_ Studies 
Seven studies ar e included in thi s section. They 
are r eported in detail to give t he read er an understanding 
of the pre8ent role and problems of the pr:i.ncipalship n.s 
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perceived by practicing principals.and to provide a 
perspective for this study of the future continuing 
professional development needs of principals. The 
presentation of these studies in chronological sequence 
illustrates the continued concern for the role of the 
principal s hip by researchers, and the extension of studies 
from specific geographic regions to a recent s tudy of 
national scope • . These studies were chosen for review 
because they are repre sentative of studies concerned with 
the principalship; they represent relatively large randomly 
selected sample s , and they have been cited a s references 
by writers in the field of educational administration. 
Ho shall's (1951) study provides insight into the 
relative · value of some typical professional growth 
activiti es . The National Associati0n of Secondary School 
Principa ls (NASSP ) study (19 59 ) add s the perspective of 
teachers and l aymen to the ranking of d·ut ies of the 
~rincipal ship. The studies of Jarvis, Parker , and Moore 
(1969), Shaver (1970), and Spa in (1 970 ) discuss the 
principa l shi p in specific states . The Bargman study 
(1970) serves two purposes. As solely an analysis of 
the literature and a revi ew of written resear ch. it 
provides conclus ions different from t he field studies 
of Hoshall (1951), Jarvis and other s (1 969 ), Shaver 
(1970), and Spain (1970) which immediately precede it. 
Secondly, it foreshadows the conclus ions and present 
professional development needs of the e l ementary s chool 
principal as identified in the nationwide study by Becker, 
Withycombe, Doyel, Miller, Morgan, DeLoretto, and Aldridge 
(1971). This study was conducted under the direction of 
Keith Goldhammer for the Center for the Advanced Study of 
Educational Administration and is entitled Elementary 
School Princin~l.!s and Their Schoo).ss Beacons of BrilJiance 
and Potholes of Pestilence. 
In a study of 251 high school principals scattered 
throughout 46 states, Hoshall, In-Service Education of 
priQcipals, 1951, attempted to answer two questions a ( 1) 
what professional growth technique s were high school 
principals using , and (2) what were the principals' 
opinions of the value of these techniques to their pro-
_fessional growth? In a listing of 18 techniques used for 
profess i onal growth, attendance at professio~al meetings ~ 
reading and study of professional. literature, and com-
munity participation were used most often by principals. 
The techniques one might consider to be important to the 
professional growth of principals were ranked near the 
bottom of the 18 listed professional growth techniques. 
That is, service on curriculum committees was ranked 13, 
participation in educational workshops r anked 14, and 
organiz ing or participating in evaluation committees was 
ranked 16, 
Nevertheless, when considering the value of these 
activi ties, principals ranked them in this orders 
1. Participating in educationa l workshops. 
H5 
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2. Reading professional journals. 
), Serving as a member of evaluation committees. 
4. Organizing and directing work of curriculum 
committees. 
5. Studying or reading of professional or other 
books pertinent to education. 
6. Pursuing personal independent educational 
r esearch. 
7• Serving on curriculum committees . 
When Hoshall (1951) compared the list of techniques valued 
to the list of techniques used, he concludeds "Principals 
spend a lot of time with techniques that they judge t o be 
of little value (p. 272) ... 
Moshall (1951) noted that educatcrc should be on-
courae;ed by the value ranking since "the opportunities for 
making use of such techniques are virtually unlimited in 
most cases and at little or no costs to the principal 
(p. 2?2) " or the school district . He also concluded that 
if hi s findings were accurate , professional growth rests 
" square ly upon the principals themselves and depends 
upon their desire and will i ngness to take advantage of 
available opportunities (p. 27J) ," 
In 19 59 , j;, Stg.Q:y:_gJ_ .the IHc;h S_ghOJll Pr inq_J:.palshin. 
).JLPe.nnsylvania was conducted under the authority of the 
Pennsylvania branch of the NASSP and with financial as-
s ist a nce from the Kellogg Foundati6n. Statements of the 
spt::cific duties of school principals were received from 
2,000 teachers, ad~inistrators, citizens, and students. 
'I'hese returns were analyzed and summarized into 13 cate-
gories of duties for the high school principal. "Leader-
ship in the Professional Improvement of the Staff" was 
ranked first in total importance by all categories of 
respondents . "Self-improvement and Growth on the J'ob," 
another item, was ranked third by laymen; fifth by 
students; seventh by teachers, and ninth by principals. 
The topic was ranked sixth in the total list of rankings. 
The complete list of duties of the high school 
principal, as ranked by administrators , teachers , and 
laymen, is as followss 
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Duties Admin. ·.Teacher 1!!Y.ffian 
Leadership in the Pl'Of8ssional 
Improvement of the Staff 1 1 1 
Improving the Classroom 
Instruction 2 2 2 
Building and Improving the 
Curriculum 3 3 4 
Maintaining Order and 
Discipline 10 5 7 
Building and Improving the 
Extra- curricular Program 6 6 9 
Self-improvem ent and Growth 
on the Job 9 7 3 
Informa l Rel ations of 
Pr3.ncipal - Student s 13 11 8 
Public Rel ations and 
Community He sponsibility 5 8 6 
Making th e Schedule of 
Class es 4 Ll· 13 
Duties Admin. Teach~ Layman 
Guidance and Adjustment of 
Pupils 7 12 .5 
Desk work, Supplies , 
Corre spondence 8 9 12 
Provision and Up-keep of 
Building 11 10 10 
Relations to Superiors 12 1) 11 · 
Jarvis and others (1969) , in their study , Status 
§._urvey of the El~mentary School Principalship ill. Georp;ia, 
concluded that the primary role of the principalshi.p was 
educational leadership. The sample for their study was 
100 Georgia elementary school principals selected from 
throughout the state . Of the principals surveyed , 70% 
responded that they had authority to plan, organize, and 
administ er the school's program; yet 39% responded that 
they were not consulted in developing the educational 
policie s for the district . Only )6% indicated that they 
had a voice in selecting teaching personnel for their 
schools, and 53% indicated that they had no voice in budget 
consider ations . 
Of the r espondents , 83% of the principals s tated 
that they had primary responsibility for the supervis ion 
and improvement of ins truction. However, 60% of the 
respondents made no f ormal evaluation of beginning teachers, 
and 40% of t he re spondents made no formal rating . of con-
tinuing teachers . Of those making forma l evalua tions , 
56% made t hem annually. In this study of elementary 
school J.H"'ineipal s • 52% of the principals worked with th.~ 
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staff to select instructional materials; in 43% of the 
cases, school system committees decided on the materials. 
In this study , 35¢ of the principals considered the in- . 
creased demands by teachers in policy making as desirable 
while 43% felt no pressure from teacher demands . The 
Georgia principals r anked the following as the most 
valuable professional growth. experiences' teaching classes, 
self-directed research, and attending institutes and work-
shops presented by professional organizations. 
Shaver (1970) conducted a study on The Texas High 
s ·chool Princi..llillJ Characteristics and Views on Selected 
School J ssues. From this .study of 35% of Texas senior 
·high school principals, Shaver (1970) concluded that 
precent p~incipals have th~ee rnajor responsibilities: 
providing instructional leadership through teacher evalu-
ation, acting as instruments of change and experimentation, 
and assuming ~esponsibility for staff development. Shaver 
(1970) identified and discussed five topics of concern 
to the individual currently in the principalship relet 
(1) evaluat ion of teachers . (2) student activism , (3) 
profess ional negotiations, (4) federal activities , and 
(5) profess ional preparation . 
Of the respondents, 47% indicated that they were 
publicly recognized as the head of the school with authority 
to plan, organize, and administer the educat ional program . 
In this study, 56% of the principa l s stated that they were 
encouraged to propose policies and help develop them; but 
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80% indicated that. they had little or no influence over 
budgetary matters as they related to the instruct ional 
program. This 80% was divid ed into 43% who reported no 
re sponsibilities in this area, and 37% who identified their 
needs but t he decision was made by the district staff~ 
Over 80% of the principals surveyed stated that they 
were primarily respons ible for teacher evaluation, and 
75% said they were involved in faculty selection of their 
teaching staffs . Nevertheless. in considering nine activities 
for improving instruction suggested by writers in the field, 
the principals ranked the activity of classroom visitations 
fourth. The five highest ·ranked activities were • 
1. Providing instructional materials and 
mA1ntaining ~0rale, 
2 , Helping teachers identify, study , and take 
action on problems in their cl assrooms . 
J. Organizing committees of t eachers to study 
instructi onal problems . 
4, Making classroom visitations . 
5. Keeping abreast of r esearch and school 
development, 
When asked to indicate their desired time allocation to 
these activities , t he principals r anked classroom s uper-
viBion as second & 
Activity 
Administration 
Classroom Supervis ion 
Pupil Personnel 
Community Relations 
Clerical 
Classroom Duties 
Miscellaneous 
Jl 
25 
16 
9 
7 
7 
5 
Although 38% of the principals felt that professional 
negotiations tended to creat~ friction between principals 
and faculty, 41% viewed negotiated agreements as providing 
better understanding and educational improvement. Of the 
principals sampled , 71% considered student unrest as a 
major problem . In the area of federal government inter-
venti on in education, 6o% ·of the Texas principals saw 
· ~ederal aid to education as gr eatly improving the quality 
of education, and 54% predicted thAt increased federal 
aid would bring additional loss of local control. 
Spain (1970) conducted an extensive study of senior 
high school principals in Maryland. Of . the ll~LI- senior 
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high school principals identified in the MarylqL~_Diregto~ 
or: Scb_ool __ Officials;_,_ 1962··1970, 132 or 92fo were the 
sub;j ccts of this study. Spain's study , Th_g__Professional 
Q.row"!J.L.A.Q.ti'Li .. :U§_and_In- flervice Education Needs of P1.:J.blic 
SeniQr_...lligb_~?chool Prine in_a l s in th~ Stq_,t_g_...Q;f_~arylal).d, 
(1970), i s divided into two parts . Part I determined 
participation in and use of selected professional growth 
activities. Part II determined what Maryland senior 
high school principals considered their in- service needs 
to be . 
The principals were asked to iank topics of 
continuing education to meet their needs in four areas 
of responsibility& administration, instructional leader-
ship, the students, and the community. 
The 1)2 respondents ranked topic s on responsibil-
ities perta ining to instructional leadership as 
their most urgent area of need . Ranked second 
were topics on respons ibilities pertaj_ning to 
the students; third, topics on responsibilities 
pertaining to the community; and fourth, topics 
on responsibilities pertaining to administration 
(Spain, 1970, p. 16)). 
The total list of continuing education programs 
to meet the needs of Maryland principals consisted of 
40 topics. In his analysis of the data, Spain (1970) 
stressed only those topics which ranked in the upper 
quarti le of the total: li s t of 40 topics. 
In the category of "Instructional Leadership," 
the first five needs which were ranked in the upper 
quartile of the total list of 40 topics werea 
1. Effecting change so that the total school 
program is relevant to the changes and d emands of society. 
2. Translating student needs into school 
offerings , organization; and scheduling. 
J. Improving the professional growth and 
development of t eachers. 
4. Utilizing the latest research and develop-
ments in the instructional program. 
5· Evaluating the total school program, 
In the category of "Students, " the first two needs 
which were ranked in the upper quartile of the total 
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list of 4.0 topics were t 
1, Understanding the feelings , attitudes, 
values, and beliefs of students. 
2. Identifying students with special needs 
and developing programs for them. 
In the category of "Community," only one topic was 
ranked in the upper quartile of the total list of 40 
topless Improving communications with parents and the 
general public. In the category of "Administration," 
the first five needs which were ranked in the upper 
quartile of the total list of 40 topics werea 
1. Understanding legal matters affecting 
public high schools. 
2. Developing school policy and rt::gula tions . 
) • • Developing and implementing long term 
educational planning. 
4. Utilizing local board of education 
administrative and supervisory staff effectively. 
5. Organizing the principal 0 s schedule in 
order to minimize l ess essentia l activities. 
In rank order of the total list of 40 topic s to 
meet the needs of principal s , five of the ten topics 
in the upper quartile pertainE~d to the category of 
"Instructional Leadership ," with the r emaining five 
repre senting a cross section of topics within the other 
three categories. 
The r ank order of the ten topics in the upper 
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quartile of the total list of 40 topics was as follows a 
1. Und erstanding legal matters affecting 
public hi gh schools . 
2. Effecting change so that the total school 
program is relevant to the changes and demands of 
society. 
J, Developing and · implementing long term 
educational planning. 
4. Translating student .needs into school 
offerings , organization, and sc heduling. 
5. Improving the professional growth and 
development of teachers. 
6 . Understanding the feelings , attitudes, 
valuesr and beliAfs of students . 
7• Utilizing the latest r esearch and 
developments in the instructional program . 
8. Evaluating the total schobl program. 
9. Identifying students with special need s 
and developing programs for them. 
10. Improving communications with parents 
and the general public. 
F'ur.ther , even though the category of "Administration" 
was ranked last when ranked in the four areas of respon-
sibility, the topic which was ranked first in the category 
of' administration , "Understanding Legal Matters Affecting 
Public High Schools ," was also ranked fi:::-st in the total 
list of I}Q topics . 1l'his war; th(? only topic ~;ee.n as 
2'7 
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urgently ne eded by.more than 50% of the respondents . 
Another topic in the "Administration" category, 
"Developing a Personal Program of Professional Growth 
and Development," was ranked eighth in the administration 
category and thirty-fifth in total rank order . 
Two of Spain's (1970) conclusions are relevant 
to this review of hi s study. · The Maryland high school 
principal & 
1 , Feels that in-service education programs to 
meet his particular needs are most urgently needed 
on topics pertaining to his responsibility for 
instru~tional leadership and least urgently needed 
on those pertaining to administration . 
2 , Ranks ' Understanding legal matters affecting 
public high schools, such as state and federal laws, 
court decisions, and State Board of Education 
rulings ' as the topic on which in-service education 
programs are mo st urgently needed to mee~ his 
particular needs (p. 179) . 
In 1970, Bargman analyzed the role of the elementary 
school principal as it was described in the literature 
and resear~h from 1960 to 1970 . His review of the pro-
fessiona l literature and re search published since 1960 
considered several facets of the positions the historical 
background of the elementary school principal as an 
administrator, t he place of theory in under standing 
elementary school administration, differentiated roles 
of the el ementary school principal, and the National 
Education Association's Department of El ementary School 
Pr·incipals status studie s. From his study , Ba r gman 
(1970) concluded in part that: 
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1, The role of t he elementary principal has 
evolved to one of coordinator, P. Yaluator. innovator, 
and interpreter. The principal is a strate~ist who 
takc3 narticula r. himan and material component s of 
the community and the school and combines t hem into 
a functioning unit . 
2. Organiz.at ion , i.nnovat ion , and technology are 
chang ing the principal's role to that of coordin ··· 
ator of teams of staff members . 
3. The elementary school pr incipals have to develop 
sound and viable participatory techniques at the 
building level when the staff is participa ting in 
profess ional negotiat ions . 
4. , The elementary school principal cannot hope 
t o bring about innovati ve changes without cons j.der-
ation of the organized forces of the community 
( 1523-A) . 
The recent study by Becker et al. (1971) generated 
s i x bas ic categories of problems f or the el ementary 
school pr i ncipal . These were ( 1 ) School and Society , 
( 2 ) Pupil Pen:wnnel , ( 3 ) The Instr uctional Program , (/-!·) 
Administr ative Leadership , (5) Organizational Texture, 
and ( 6 ) Finance s and r'acilities . Within each ca t egory , 
sub-categorie s were identified. For instanc e , within 
the category of the Instructional Program, these sub ~· 
cateeori es were lis t ed 1 evaluation , personnel se l ection 
and placement , supervisi on, innovation , in- service . 
communicat i on, curriculum development . Each respondent 
was asked to identify the t hree most crucial problems 
f aced by t he elementary school pri.ncipal. The r ankings 
by the principals of the six basi c categories of problems 
follows 
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Categories 
1 . Instructional Program 
2 , Finances and Facilities 
3· School and Society 
4 . Pupil Personnel 
5. Administrative Leadership 
6 . Organizational Texture 
% of 
Responq.ents 
35 
21 
14 
14 
8 
8 
The investigators , Becker and others ( 1971) 
Number of 
Responses 
291 
176 
1 20 
1 17 
70 
69 
identified several crucial problems for the present~day 
principal. Awong them were & 
1 . There is general ambiguity of the principalh.ip 
position . No certain criteria are evident throueh 
which administrative performance can be measured, 
The principal has littie or no opportunity to 
participate in district-wide decision-making. 
2 . The principal's association with the teaching 
staff has been compromised by teacher militancy and 
negotiations in which he does not participate. 
3. The principal perceives an imbalanc e between 
~an~gerial and educa t ional responHibilities . He is 
uncertain about delegation to obtain time for 
supervision, planning , and evaluation. 
l.j. , The principal has difficulty in es tablishing 
and maintaining successful human relationships ( pp. 4-8) . . 
This study also identified the following needs for 
elementary school principals . Although not listed in 
order of importance , principals must develop, according 
to the authors: 
1 . Skills to develop adequate supervisory 
programs . 
2. Skills to involve teachers in planning and 
evalua tion . 
3· Skills of supervision~ e.g . , techniques 
of teacher evaluation, processes of grou,p decision-making, 
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and 'the technical ability to establish and maintain morale. 
4. Strategies to effect change . 
5. Skil l s i n guiding -planning and evaluation 
procedures. 
6. Skill s to develop long-range object ives 
and the means to show how the objectives have been 
accomplished . 
7• Skills to discern the potential effective-
ness of educational equipment and materials. 
The authors , Becker and others (1971) , summarized 
their research and implied the needs of t he future by 
stating a "Changing demands , mul tiplicity of innovation, 
and compulsory negotiations contribute to conditions 
· that require l eadership skills unfamiliar to many 
principals ( p. 54·)," 
'rhese seven studies have several points in common. 
( 1) 'l'hey i dentify t he central role · of the principal as 
leadership . This leadership consists of specialized 
tasks pertinent to contemporary and specific areas of 
concern , e.g., student activi sm , federal aid to education , 
profeasional negotiations. ( 2 ) These studies suggest 
that principal s are detrimental to themselves by fail-
ing t o pursue activities which they have identified as 
impo~tant in carrying out their leadership role . For 
instance, teacher evaluation , classroom visitations , 
and curriculum act ivit i es have received low rankings 
in techniques of supervising and improving inst ruction . 
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(3) In these studies, the tasks are seen as discrete tasks1 
there is li.ttle relationship of one task to another . In 
each instance the principal ' s perception of the importance 
of a task was determi~ed by the ranking technique. 
These studies summarized what is termed in the next 
section of this review of the litdrature as task oriented 
administration . The research studies do not recognize 
what some authors have called a new dimension of leader-
ship (Culbertson, 1965) , a gradual change in administration 
from a task centered role to a process centered role 
(Wayson, 1971) , what Bargman (1970) described as co-
ordination, evaluation, innovation, and humanism, or 
what Becker et al. (1971) alluded to as "leadership 
. skill::; unfawiliar to tnany prlnci1>als (p • .54)." 
This s tudy will move from this consideration of 
task centered administration to a consideration of process 
centered administration in three ways& ( 1) by describing 
the difference between task oriented administration, as 
exemplified by the studies just reviewed, and process 
oriented administration, (2) by reviewing the literature 
which deals with the future of education to identify 
the future needs of principals, and ( 3) by assessing 
the perceptions of principals, superintendents , teachers , 
and board of education members on the proce3s centered 
role of administr at i on rather than on the task centered 
role. 
Task Oriented and Process Oriented Administration 
If administrators are to meet and cope with the 
changing demand s of society, several authors (Gibb, 1967; 
Lamb, 1972; McGowan, 1967; McNally, 1968; Wayson, 1971) 
have suggested a shif·t from task or managerial oriented 
administrati.on to process oriented administration. The 
stress on mangerial or operat ional tasks stems from the 
industrial management theories of taylor, Fayol, and 
Gulick. Taylor (1911) saw the controlling aim of 
administration as efficiency, Employees were seen as 
cogs in the machine, as subservient to machines, and as 
performers of routine tasks. Fayol (1949 ) defined ad-
ministration as "to plan, to organize, to command, to 
cuor·dino..t e:, and to control ( p . 6)." These tasks have 
been delineated by Gross (1964) as followss 
To plan means to study the future and arrange the 
plan oi' opera ti.ons. To Q.r_g~niz...§. means to build 
up the material and human organization of the 
business, organizing both men and materials. To 
QQ!!lll1Ell<i me ans to malce the staff do t heir work. 
IJ'o co-o~ciinat:e means to unite and correlate all 
activi tfeS:~o pontro_1 means to see that every-
thing is done in accordance with the ruJ.es which 
have been laid down and the instructions which 
have been given (pp. 39-40). 
Gul.ick (1937) capitalized on Fayolts classification 
of tD sks and expanded them to his POSDCORB principles to 
raise the level of organi7.ational efficieney. POSDCROB 
identified seven administrative taskss planning , 
organizing , staffing , directing, coordina ting , reporting, 
budgeting . In the application of these t aslcs t o all 
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organizations, no matter how diverse, they were con-
sidered in relation to the managerial concepts of line 
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and staff, span of control, unity of command, and res-
ponsibility (Wayson , 1965). This concept of administration 
has been called scientific management (Gross, 1964; Owens , 
1970: Wayson, 1965). 
The predominant theme of management theory in 
industry today continues to be behavioral; that is, what 
happens in organizations is seen as the result of an 
interaction among all persons in the organization (Likert, 
1967; Lippitt, 1969 ; Owens, 1970; Wayson, 1965). Through 
such concepts as role theory, systems theory, formal 
and informal organizati ons , and reference groups, j_t is 
theorized that bEhavior within the organization is in-
fluenced by the environment , the people, and the events, 
both inside and outside of the organization (Novotney, 
1968; Owens, 1970). 
Educational administration has been conceptualized 
as task orient8d and as process oriented (Lonsdal e , 1964; 
Miklos, 1968), or as possessing managerial duties and 
professional duties (McGowan , 1967), School administrators 
identified with the scientific management concept of 
efficiency. The management of schools was seen, for 
example, as the technical process of staffing , directing, 
reporting , budgeting (Culbertson, 1965; Wayson , 1965). 
The traditional tas k areas have been identified by 
Cunningham (1965 ) as supervi s ion, curriculum cons tructi on, 
personnel management, budgeting , and pupil accounting . 
Miklos (1968) has specified t he task areas as · school 
program, pupil personnel, staff personnel, community 
relations, phys i cal facilities , and management. Within 
these areas, administrators performed the technical 
functions of Gulick' s POSDCORB. 
Four of t he studies reviewed in the previous 
section of this chapter were task oriented. In these 
studies, the traditional task areas and their various 
specialized functions were presented to the principals 
who then ranked the task areas in order of importance. 
The NASSP study of Pennyslvania high school principals 
.. (1 959) was concerned primarily with duties. Thirteen 
were listed, Shaver (1970) was concerned about the 
tasks involved in evaluation, student activism, and 
professiona l negot iations. Spain (1970) requested his 
r espondents to r ank 40 tasks in the areas of instructional 
leadership, students, community, and administrat ion. 
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Becker and his associates (1 971 ) were interested in several 
managerial functions associated with the topic s of in-
structional program, finances and facilities, school and 
society, pupil personnel, administrative lead er ship , and 
organizational texture. 
Other studies are also representative of the task 
oriented approach to administration. In a study by 
Lyngdal (1971) of Minnesota secondary school principals 
the two continuing education topics ranked of greatest 
.)LI 
interest were procedures to develop flexibl e scheduling 
and ways to solve the problems resulting from increased 
student activi sm . In a s tudy of .t he admi nistrator extern 
program, Early (1963 ) divided 108 administrative exper-
i ences into what he called "ten major areas of school 
admini~1tra tion ( p. 4)." These were curriculum and in-
struction~ personnel administrationf finance, bus iness 
management and practices, school plant, auxiliary services , 
pupil personnel, community relations, staff relations , 
school board relations. 
Whigham ( 1969 ) summari 7.ed the task approach to 
administration and to continuing education programs when 
he commentedt 
One n otes frequently such topics as the management 
of employee relationships , the improvement of 
school-community relationships, the autqmation of 
informat ion processing by computers and allied 
electronic t echnologies , and the problems and 
t echniques of school integrat ion (p. ?). 
As in business management so in education circles , 
the presen t movement is toward administration as a 
process. Culbertson (1964) has identified those concepts 
as process wh ich r el ate more directly to the personal 
dimensions of administration rather than the organization 
or efficiency dimens ions of the institution. It is 
"working toward the higher level of integrating the 
task- serving and needs-serving purposes of organ ization 
( Lonsdale , 1961-1- , p . 149) . " Administr ation is thought 
to be a process that can be identified, studied, and 
practiced separately from the t echnical activities t hat 
are being administered. It is assumed that this process 
is more s imilar than different in all types of organi-
zations and that the concepts of administration learned 
from the s tudy of one type of organization may be applied 
to others (Griffiths, 1959; Walton , 1969; Wayson, 1965). 
"It seems clear that such administrative processes as 
decision making , communicating , building mora le, organ-
izing , and managing change take place in all organizations 
r.egardle ss of their scope , level or purpose (Culbertson, 
1965, p. 55). " In this new approach to adminis tration, 
emphasis is placed on the transmittal of concepts and 
principles from many theories that will sensitize the 
··administrator to his total environment. The se stresses 
come from · sucn f i elds as sociology , anthropology, 
psychol ogy , polit ical science , and semantics . 
Por educa ticm.al administrators, McKay ( 1968 ) has 
identified these processes as decision-~aking , planning r 
organization of changing school s ys tems , coordinating , 
effecting communications, influencing , evaluating . 
Campbell (1965 ) has stated s "Another important concept 
is t he l."'O l e of the administrator as mediator in the 
organization (p. 24 )." He also has suggested t wo addi-
tional proc~sses , hel ping the organi zation clarify it s 
purpo ses and obta ining the resources t hat will p~rmit 
the organization to do its job. Bergen and Chamchuk 
(1 970 ) al so s tressed the administrative process of 
obtaining re sources to assist the organization to achi eve 
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its goa l s . Bargman (1970) has writtens "Elementary 
school principals can d~rect and control the decision-
making process through administrative theory (p. 1523-A)." 
The new concept of administration requires that the 
adminis trator unders tand the relationship between or-
ganiza tions, society, and individuals; and that he under-
stand the influence of organizations on people, with 
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particular knowledge about "the pathology of bureaucracies, 
not to denounce them, but tti prevent their ill-effect 
(Wayson, 1971, p. 19)," McGowan (1 967) and Wayson (1971) 
have perceived authority of position in process centered 
administration laid as ide .in deference to authority of 
knowledge or skill; autho:city , in this instance , i s 
earned and di ff~sed throughout the school. In process 
administrationr the ordinary f unctions and skills of 
managers are delegated and greater emphasis in placed on 
goal s (Wayson, 1971 ). 
Writing in t he t'l.lill.f!.g~ment of Personne 1 ~terl;v., , 
Fall , 1971, Crotty quotes Michael Schiff, Cha irman of 
the accounting area : of New York University' s Graduate 
School of Bus iness Adminis trat ion, as propos ing a 
Six permanent concerns of bus ine ss management 
from which t he entire bus iness curriculum should 
be developed : ( 1 ) planning ; (2) management infor-
mation, analysis , and contr ol; ( 3 ) marketing ; 
(4) i nnovation and the management of change ; ( 5) 
managing people : and ( 6) the social , political, 
and cultural environment (p. 6). 
According to Crotty (1 971 ), the traditional informat i on 
skill s (essenti als of economic s , quant itative methods, 
accounting , finance, and human behavior) should be focused 
on business performance through their relation to the six 
permanent business knowledge disciplines. There would 
thus be continuous shifts in content and emphasis in the 
traditional skill areas without losing the underlying 
purpo se and direction of management education. 
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A parallel can be drawn in educational a~ninistration. 
Those activities which relate to t he managerial or oper-
ational context of administration should be encompassed 
by those concepts which r elate more directly to the 
pers onal or process dimensions of administration (Culbertson, 
1964). The Standing Cmnmittee on Secondary Admini s tration 
·of the Assoc i ation of California · School Administrators 
(19?2) has A~ppo~ted the process dimensi on of adminis -
tration by defining the role of t he on- s ite school admin-
istra tor as an educational leader who creates a climate for 
openness , experimentation, and change; ·who is expert in 
human relations and group dynamics: who i s an evaluator 
and a personne l manager . 
The probl ems faced by principals now and in t he 
future present serious dilemmas of growth and change . 
The essential question is how to prepar e today's 
principals effectively for tomorrow 's problems of r apid 
growth , s tress , continui ng uncertainty 9 and ambi gu i t y. 
Some of the literature of the fu turo suggests that 
administration as a proc e8s is a poss ible a nswer. Under 
this concept, administrative processes , such as decis i on-
making , evaluating, mediating , and planning, would remain, 
while_ tasks that form these processes, e.g., budgeting , 
staffing, supervising , pupil accounting , could change. 
In this way, the necessary managerial tasks would not 
dissipate the administrator 's creative energies. - Task 
ori ented administration tends to emphasize the principal's 
function as a technician for vaguely £oreseen encounters: 
it mitigates against his function as a professional leader 
(McGowan, :1.967). For these reasons, adtni.nistration as 
a proce s s is the major focus in this study. 
Research Studie's ,_\'/ri tings I cand Futuris tic Literature 
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The sense of significance and urgency reflected 
in the following quotations is characteristic of most of 
t~1e :recent :1:\ te-rR ture d<-:>v-otect to the ~mbject of eontinuin~ 
profess ional deveLopment programs for school administrators: 
Although neglected at the present time by most of 
the preparat ory institutions and related agencies, 
the continuous in-servic e education of administra-
tors is one of the most imperative needs for the 
revitali zat ion of education in our society . To 
provid e t hos e experi ences which can effectively 
a}JSist the trained profess ional to modify his be-
havior, to obtain the new knowl edge which he needs, 
and to build new skills bas ed upon contemporary 
t echnology is probably the greatest challenge 
f acing the f i eJ.d of educational administration and 
all of i ts institutions and agencies today 
(Goldhammer, 196Ba , p. 183 ). 
Whigham (1 969 ) in a paper presented to th e American 
Association of School Administrators at their annua l 
conferenc e declareds 
Of all areas involved in the profe~:; s ionalization 
of school administrators , the a:r.ea whi ch needs the 
mo s t searching inquiry probably i s in-servic~ 
development. De spite t he call of the 1958 
Co111mi ssion for 'disc i pl ined in-service education 
of t he school administrator ,' this a r e of pro-
fe ssionalization is still inadequately understood 
through systematic study and poorly developed in 
effective programs of action (p. 8 ). 
In s ummarizing their findings concerning continuing 
educational opportunities, Culbertsont Farquhar, Gaynor, 
and Shibles (1 969 ) observedz 
Few, if any, of the programs are based upon a 
realistic perception of the needs of admini str a-
tors in the field . Few appear to be establiahed 
upon sound principles of professional education . 
Few seem to be developed with any cons i stency of 
effort toward the attainment of well established 
goals, and relatively few receive from school 
superintendents the patronage which t hey want 
(p. J7 2). 
The above probl ems characterizing continuing edu-
cation programs will not be re solved in a short per i od 
of time . Neverttelc~s, · some gains have been made , ~~d a 
number of new approaches have been ident i f i ed in the 
literature . 
An analys i s of t he literature r eveale d (1) that 
studies concerning the cont inuing educational develop-
ment needs of educational administrators focused primarily 
on three admini strative groups1 superintendents. secondary 
school principals, and el ementary school principals . 
Other admin i strative t i tles were virtually ignored . ( 2 ) 
That th<~ documents wer e concerned with programs of con-
t inui ng education rather t han with a discussion of the 
ne eds wM.ch generated the program . ( J ) That educational 
futurism, i.e. , what education in the future will be , 
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as a new field of ~pecialization , is gaining in prestige 
and is consid ered to have high promise and gr~at potential 
significance for education (Lonsdale & Ohm, 1971). 
The question is frequently asked r How can one plan 
for the future professional development needs of prin-
cipals when the future is unf oreseen? Mdrphet (1968 ) 
indica ted that the dilemma is not as serious as it may 
seem. The purpo s e of educational futurism is not to 
predict the exact course of events but to present reason-
able a.ssumptions about the future based on the best 
evidenc e available. 
In other words, the s e assumptions s hould provide 
the bases for developing wha t some author i ties call 
guiding pred ictions. These -should no t attempt to 
describe the worl d as it may be at any particula r 
time .in the fut'-lre (e. g ., 1980 ). Rather t hey should 
serve an guides for predictj nr; , a nd for evaluating 
the con::H!qu ences of, feasible alternat ive courses 
of action (Morphet, 1968 , p. 4). 
Goldh ammer (1 967 ) provided the frame of refe rence for 
this study of the future c ontinuing professional devel op-
ment needs of principals by remarking z 
Some of the changes that appear t o be on the 
horizon for the admini stration and or aanization 
of local schools may seem to be prono~nced depar-
ture s f rom the present general pattern. This i s 
not neces sari ly th e case . Most of the changes 
have been corning abou t gradually, and trends--
both in publi c educati on and society - at-l arge--
have already star ted the transition (p. 244 ). 
This review of the literature identified some 
reasonable fu t ure professional development needs of 
principals. That these predictions have a reasonabJ.e 
chanc e of becoming a reality in the future i s "ba sed on 
1+2 
the evidence available from re search studies, writings , 
and development s which i denti f y some of the role r equire -
ment s of princ ipals in t he schools of tomorrow. 
Administrat ion consists of a number of id entifi able 
component procef;ses . McNally (1 968 ) and Ohm (1 971) have 
indicated that educationa l adminis tration, through the 
study of administrat ion as a s ocial system , is gr adually 
evolving into a process comprised of four segments t 
planning , goal setting , conflict r esolution , and organ-
ization in research and development. These processes, 
discussed and analyzed separ ate l y , will serve as the 
major divisions of this review for three reasons • (1) 
they are a division already used in the field of educa-
ticn3l. administrat ion (Cunni ngham , 1965 1 Mc Na lly , 1968; 
Ohm , 19?1); ( 2) t h ey serve as an organizational structure 
to f ocus the d.i.scuss ion; and ( 3) they develop ins i ght 
and understanding of the administr ative process . How-
evert this division presents an artific i al s i t uation . 
These pr ocesses, in reality, do not occur as separate 
r eadily-di scernable entiti e s . They are a lmos t in-
separably interwoven ( Bumbar ger , 1968) , 
Adminiptrat.LQ.n as a Pro ce~~ n of PlC!nning 
The notion tha t administrat ion is a process of 
planning i s an old one in organiza tional theory; but, 
according to the futuristic liter ature, the administrator 
will be a systems spec.:ialist with e·mphasis on planning ; 
he will be more the planner , coordinator , innovator , 
change agent, and expert in technolcgical application to 
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education than the efficient manager (Gibb , 1967; 
Knezevich, 1971; McNally , 1968 ). Francoeur (1968) has 
identified three components in ·the planning process for 
administrators : ( 1) it is future oriented; ( 2) it is 
directed at achieving goals; and {3) it is the search 
for the best means of attaining goals. He has stipulated: 
"Educational planning has become a necess ity (p. 24)," 
And further, "Any organization which does not have a 
four or five year plan is risking a series of con-
tinuing crises in operation (p . 17)." 
The computer, according to Knezevich ( 1971), i s 
one means of facil itating .Planning . It will be r efined; 
.~any of the routine and sophistica·ted tasks of school 
administrators will be facilitated by its use . It will 
be the "sol i d s·tate middle management '' specia list; that 
is 9 it will organize information required for prudent 
decis i ons that are now prepared manually . 
Ohm (1 971) has argued that as rationality increases 
t hrough new tools a nd techniques for data treatment and 
problem solving , the values and morality of the con-
siderat ions will become increasingly central and in-
sistent . Ad min i s trators will have at their disposal 
bette r planning techn1.que s, but the s olutions 0ill not 
be easy ones , Vlhile one important use of the computer 
lies in it s capabil ity of being programmed t o simulate 
circumstanc es to identi fy a l ternatives and t o guide 
planning (Bargman , 19?0i Hansen , 1968), the computer will 
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increase the demands on administrators to wrestle with 
the moral and ethical consequences of the policies they 
choose and implement (Michael, 1966). Howsam (1968) 
quotes LeBaron as saying s "Decisions formerly based on 
a low amount of specific information ~nd a high degree 
of personal i nsight will not require judgments based on 
l ar ge amounts of informat ion and a different kind of 
decision power (p . 103)." An appreciation for research 
value s , concerns and methods, a thorough grasp of the 
processes of knowledge and r etrieval methods and tools , 
in sum , a knowledge of social psychology will be needed 
by principals to interpret and apply rational planning 
techniques (Brain, 1969). 
The · probl~rn of "coping with technology (Brain , 
1969 , p. 9:3)" requires a new competence on the part of 
the educational administrator. Measurement techniques , 
informati on and data processing, outcome prediction 
techniques , and computer s imulation will require in-
struction to und erstand their operation and their 
capability (Ander son , 1964 ; Brain, 1969) , "It is not 
t echnology but the control of it which should concern 
us in educat1on (Bowen , 1971, p. 2) ," 
Society, according to a study by Shebuski (1971), 
will give increased and serious attention to account -
ability and to the admini str ation of schools . Knezevich 
(1971) has indicated that systems techniques will be 
implement ed and that behavioral obje6tives will. be the 
~ 
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guidelines for educational operation . Price (1971) 
perceived a trend in studies of elementary school prin-
cipals to establish performance object ives and to work 
systematically to achieve them. Culbertson (1967) has 
stated that there will be wide use of programming-· 
budgeting- systems in planning and-implementing policy 
decisions in education . 
Cooperman (1970) and McGowan (1 967) have predicted 
that improved educational techniques and teacher demands 
to be involved in educational planning will create new 
problems and new types of decision-making responsibilities 
for principals. The need for developing skil ls in par-
ticipatory decision-making was identified by Carr (1971) 
• .J. d rd' 101 r · h h - r' · 1 · Mi h ' a . :tn a s (t.~ y ~ _ . . .1J.g . sc .oo.L p_lnclp8. s 1.n . .. c. 1.0 an , 
and by De 'rurk ( 1972) in his study of develor~ing a frame-
work to initiate change . Sheely (1 970 ) described par-
ticipation in decision-making as efficient and effective . 
That skill in decision-ma king i s a necessity for 
the administrator is evident from Wolf's (1971) conclus ion 
that a positive r elationship exists between the t eachers e 
pE.!l''cei ved participation in educat ional decis ion-mald.ng 
and the teachers ' morale . Becker and others (1 971 ) 
conclud ed that many elementary school principals "recognize 
in t hemselves a tendency to resi~t change a nd some reveal 
a l a ck of confidence in ·their ability to make decisions 
r e l a ting to instructional innovations ( p . 15)), 11 
Trump and Smi th (1967 ) proposed an inservi ce pro-
gram designed to take a principal out of his school at 
mid-year to expose him to new developments in curriculum 
l earning theory , educational technology , change , in-
novation, and techniques of progr am evaluation . A r e-
presentative sampl e of American Association of School 
Administrators (AASA) members identified the need for a 
program i.n systematic l ong-range pl anning (Hoffman , 1971 ; 
Knezevich, 1969). The need for the development of skill s 
i n developing strategi es for evaluat i on and accountability 
has been further recognized by the Association of Cali-
fornia School Administrators (ACSA ) (1972), Knezevich 
(1969) , Root ( 1972) , and Till ey (1 971 ). MacKay (1968) 
percr:dYecl the thr-ee mof>t essenti8. l i~;su. P.s in edll.CC~tion 
today as decision-making , evaluation , and planning . 
AdmjJ}j~st.r_<.U;J, .. ~'1..Q._g___J:rocess of Gqptl Setting 
Without goals , there is no direction, no ordering 
of priorities. Lack of goals is the genesis of ir-
relevancy (Goldman, 1969). Without goal s there can be 
no meaningful planning (Goldman, 1969: Howsam , 1968) . 
Ohm (1971) identified goal de finition as a complex, 
strategical process , involving changing , re-defining , and 
emerging goals rather than readily defined statements that 
i nitiate the planning process. The standard requirement 
for clear and spec ific objectives , couched in quantitative 
or measurable terms of such planning methods as PPBS , 
becomes paradoxical in light of Simon's (1964) view of 
goals as a set of organization constraints , of goa ls as 
the control process of a complex organization. 
Kne 4evich (19?1) predicted that the demand for 
greater ac countability would likely intensify; that rising 
expectations for education , accountability, and social 
ferment would reinforce each other as change forces. 
One hundred California administrators -have identified 
their needs in e ffective leadership as l earning t o estab-
lish goals, working out problems, and making decisions 
(ACSA, 19?2). The Association of California School 
Admini strators Committee on Elementary Admini s trati on, 
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in its study of the role of the elementary school principal, 
1972 , and Brain (1969 ) have specified that t here is great 
need for school administrators t .o be abl~ to ( 1 ) identify 
desirable goals ; (2 ) clarify appropriate means for achiev-
ing goal st and ( J) present suitable -procedures to evaluate 
their attainment. 
Knezevich ( 1971 ) a l so predic ted that through t he u sc 
of extens ive and sophisticated el ectroni c gear , school 
di s tricts would be st i mulated to unify into larger and 
more efficient structures ; but the effective local school 
distri ct within this structure would decentralize . In 
1967 , I3rickell, Cunningham , and Fawcett , in separate 
art i cles appearing in DesigniJJK Edug_ation fq_r_ th.Q F~tl~LC....1 . 
. fio.L_?_._8,_Im.Ql~ cat i..Q.D..§_f_Q£. Ed1J.Q.8. t ion of _Pro ~,pective .. .Q.h ang_~.;'! 
i n .. ~So.Q.\gJ;y, rec ommended new patterns for educational 
government . Nyquist (1968) ident i fie d several. reasons 
for the de6entralization of administrative servi~es and 
functions& (1) to become more. responsive to local 
needs; ( 2 ) to speed up the process of doing business; 
(3) to achieve better planning and coordination of 
resource s and progr ams : and (4) to accelerate the pro-
cess of change. 
Goldhammer (1968b) stated: 
There is cons ider able evidence indicating that 
the entire matt e r of what is meant by local res-
ponsibility and control needs to be reconsidered 
(p. ?l+). 
Many citizens f ee l that they have difficulty in 
participat ing in t he governanc e of the schools. 
It ~ay be possible that , as some decisions are 
decentralized t o the local attendance area , more 
effect i ve citizen participation can be provi.ded on 
tha t level (p. 89) . 
Yet 1 j_n 1960, Lie herman had wr.i tten 1 "One of the most 
important educational trends in the next few decades j.s 
likely to be the decl ine of local control of education. 
Such a development is long overdue · ( p. Jl~)." In contrast, 
in 1972, Assemblyman John Vasconcellos , a member of the 
California Lt"lgislature' s .Joint Committee on Educat ional 
Goals and Evaluation, was quoted as saying that his 
major concern was the development of a process which 1 
Will deeply involve lay people of the community 
with minimum administrator and/or other profes-
s ional interference . The process will cause peopl e 
to become more interested ln their school a nd 
cause schools to become more r~sponsive to the 
wishes of the people (p. 1). 
Various models for the decentraliz ation and modi f -
ication of t he local school di strict for t h e f uture have 
been di s cussed by Goldhammer ( l968b), pages 96-11L~, i n 
Pesigntng Education for the F'uture , Not._4 ., Cooperative 
Planni.ng__fo.r.. EduQ..ation ..i.rL12.§_Q , Andes ( 1.9?1), through 
a USOE r esearch project , has identified seven models for 
future district organization. 
Through the decentraliza tion process, the school 
will interact with other agencies that concern them-
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selves with children, youth, and adults (Bergen & Chamchuk , 
1970J Wayson, 1971; further, other institutions will 
contribute to, complement, and extend the formal education 
experienc e of the schools ( Bebell, 1968 ; Becker and others , 
1971; Brickell, 1967; Haskew, 1968 ; Jennings, 1969; 
Knezevich, 1. 971). 
The fact that ' the total community educates ' will 
need to be kept in mind at all t imes. '!'he formal 
E:ducat j_ ulw.l program will n et!d to 1 e pla1med with due 
consideration of, and clo s e relationship to, the 
oth c~r forma l and informa l agencies which have educa -
tional fun ct ions withi n t he community (Goldhammer , 
1968b , P· ?i.~ ). · 
Public school systems ar e experiencing the early 
stages of administ r ative 0 social and polit ica l 
mutation t ha t will probably resul t, by th e turn of 
the cent ury 0 in institut ions that are pr ocesses 
r ather t han places--that have no f ixed locations 
but a re r ather social servic e systems which mediate 
among other insti t utions with5.n soc iety to assure 
that every individua l does achi eve (his ovm) 
educa tional goals (Jennings , 1969 , p. 137 ), 
Administr ation will be overtaken by the organizational 
need to account for how well the schools ar e r ealizing 
the purposes for which they exi s t. Recent trend s toward 
decentralization, performance contract i ng , and program 
planning and budgeting are steps to ac tive accountability 
(Bowen: 1971 ), School staffs will ·relat e with t heir 
communities and be accountable to them for the quality 
of the instructional and community service that has been 
mutually defined (Briner & Srou£e, 1971). As cost s of 
education mount, citizens will increase their demand 
for accountability, Administrators must begin to face 
up to the problems of presenting ~angible evidence or 
results in terms of cost-benefits (Brain, 1.969). As 
teachers gain a larger voice in policy affairs and as 
their compensation increases, the public will expect 
improved services. Professional personnel, especially 
teachers , will be required to give a performance account-
ing , The responses tea chers are able to give to per-
formance questions will feed back directly into public 
acceptance or rejection of further participation in policy 
areas a~,; well a.s compensation levels (Cunningham, 1967). 
Likewise, 
Boards of education will become considerably 
tougher-minded about what constitutes real evidence 
of accomplishment. They will be starting to talk 
about cost-per-learning- increment f or assorted 
grades and sub jec ts and types of pupils, and they 
will want to know comparable costs of alternative 
methods of instructio~ to which the school might 
change (Brickell, 1967, p. 225). 
Br.ain (1969) has asserted' "This need has significant 
implicat ions for the training of personnel for the schools 
of the 1980~s (p. 95).H 
Bergen and Chamchuk (1970) and Briner and Sroufe 
(1971) also anticipate the development of an organization 
which will allow for greate r achievement of individual 
freedom and sel:f~fulfillment. Becker and others (1971) 
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Elementary principals s hare a common concern for 
curriculum r evision and for new building designs , 
teaching methods, and staffi ng patterns . This 
concern has a single focus t the growing need to 
develop pract icable instructional programs to the 
individual needs of great numbers of children . 
There is fear that unl ess the current educational 
system is change, the individual child will be 
neglec·ted (pp . 143-144), 
And Jennings (1969) has remarked : "For the first time 
in our history, we are so painfully conscious of their 
(th~ schools') inability to meet the needs of all 
children ( p. 139) • " 
In 1971, Knezevich theorized that the increased 
range of services to learners of all ages and the close 
proxi.r.1ity to the community and other institutions would 
LYte11si vy c ~mnnun .~ ty rclat ic..ns probl en;s, Nine years 
before, WilJ.is saw a need for professional development 
programs to acquaint administrators with forejgn cultures, 
Eastern as well as Western, and expr essed the hope that 
continuing education offerings would "avoid a narrow and 
expedient approach to such topics as buses and bonds 
and some of the other day-to-day operating procedures and 
would deal instead with some of the broad economic and 
social i ssues confronting us (1 962 , p. 12?)," 
The American Association of School Administrators 
(1963 ) and Holmes and Seawell (1965) saw a need for 
inter-cultural studies . Pharis (1966) emphasized the 
continuing education needs of elementary school prin-
cipals regarding social problems. ·He recommended that 
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staff development programs differentiate between in-
dividuals and groups . Content for individuals should 
include emphasis on self-evaluation, wide reading in the 
humanitie s r and written composition. Content for groups 
should include simulation, case studies , human relations 
exercises conducted under l aboratory conditions , re-
search seminars , unstructured seminars , and retreats . 
The Association of Elementary School Administrators 
of Los Angeles ( 1969 ) has suggested inter-disciplinary 
programs invovling economics, political science, tax-
ation , anthropology, soc iology , psychology, philosophy, 
literature, and his tory . .It also proposed a program to 
.. include (1) problems, developments , and issues in American 
culturer (2) theory anct practic~ in planning , 0rganizingi 
and a.dministeri ng the program of a school J and ( J) 
research and evaluation, together with skill in communi-
cation particularly related to school-community r elations . 
The process of decentralization and community involvement 
in the school s have reinforced needs for administrators 
in human relations and i t s sub-systems (AC SA , 1972; 
Anderson. 1964). 
McGowan (1 967 ) has predicted that r enewed public 
interest and criticism in education will f orc e principals 
tu rely on their professional competenct~ rather than 
their job title . Heinforc:i.ng t his point , the Standing 
Comm:i.ttee on Secondary Administration of the Association 
of California School Administrators ( 1972 ) has written' 
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As educational l eade r so the ori-si te schoo l admin-
i strators must create a climate for openness , ex -
perimentation , and change . As experts in human 
relati ons skill s and group dynamics , the on-site · · 
s chool administrators mus t develop a cooperative 
team effort that will allow and encourage students , 
s taff, and communi ty to be involved in the educa-
tional program (p. 2 ). 
Ohm ( 1971) has summarized s '' The administrator of 
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the future will b e r equired to be more and more a humanist, 
an expert in working with others in purpose definition 
and goal setting within a pluralistic and conflicted 
milieu (p. 100)." 
Administratiol! as a Pro.QQ_$.S of Conflict Resolution 
Current and future planning and goal setting pro-
cesses re f l ect an admini s trative environment that is 
becoming .increas ingly conflictive (Piel e , 1. 972 ). 
Handling conf lict success fully or cons tructively is 
and wi l l cont inu e to be a major administ rative problem 
(Ohm, 19?1 ). Administrators must begin to view conflict 
as an organi zation phenomenon, and they must l earn 
conflict resolution techniques (Caplan , 1966 ; Cunni ne ham, 
1967 : Griffiths , 1959 ; Tye , 1968 ). 
Caplan (1966) in hi s study of the psychological 
processes inf luencing change introduced conflict re-
solution and communicat i on , which he defined as working 
with peopl e as peopl e 9 as essential ski l ls for the 
adm3.nistrator ~ s survival . Brain (1969) has ind icated 
t he i mportance of communi cation skill s s 
So impor·tant has the factor of administrative 
communication become in t he operation and develop-
rnent of the public educati on syst em that the admin-
istrator's sophisticated employment of communi-
cations and his personal communication skills are 
essential--not optional--qualities. The emerging 
role of the administrator as mediator between 
groups has made more apparent the essentiality of 
the communication factor which has traditionally 
been i gnored in the literature and in the prepar-
ation programs for administrators (p. 90) . 
In looking to the future, Max Ways (1967) defined one 
problem in cbnflict resolution as the· incapacity of 
tl1e bureaucratic modle to innovate and generate change 
as ~emanded by the new emerging environment. The AASA 
Commission on Preparation of Professional School 
Administrators (Whigham, 1969) stressed the need of 
the management of employee relationships and skills 
to improve s chool··communi ty relationships. In 196~b, 
Goldhammer stated: "In addition to the recruitment, 
placement, and evaluation of employees, the personnel 
department has tc be geared to the problems of 're-
tooling' personnel for building the understanding and 
competencies requisite for implementing the new educa-
ti.onal technologies (p . 9J)." The Standing Committee 
on Secondary Administration of the Association of 
California School Administrators (1 972) has assigned 
these roles to the on-sit e administrator . 
Hoffman (1971), Jarvis and others (1969), and 
Watson (1970) conclud ed that the principal should give 
top priority to his role in instructional leadership. 
A study by Tribble (1970) of 526 teachers, 37 elementary 
school princ ipals , and 39 elementary· s chool curriculum 
spec i o.J.ir:;tr:; conc luded that there was a positive 
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relationship in perception between principals, t eachers, 
and specialists that the principal ' s competence l ies 
in staff development matters . Leadership i n the pro-
fessional improvement of staff was ranked first by 
administrators , teachers , citizens , and students in 
the 1959 Study of the High School P:rinciJ?a}..§hip iQ 
Pennsylvaniq, and it was considered to be a primary 
responsibility of the principal in Shaver ' s 1970 study 
of the Texas high school principals. 
The administrator of the future , according to 
Bennis (1 969), Ohm (1971) , and McGowan (1967 ), will work 
in a changing, conflictive system so complex that the 
old notions of .hierarchy and authority will no longer 
apply. The construction of new organizational forms cf 
resolving conflict will be one of the central tasks of 
the educational administrator of the future (Lippitt , 
1969). Bra:i.n (1 969) has emphasized that schools and 
the administrators are intimately connected with the 
political systems in which they funct ion ; educational 
· leadership must and politics are not dichotomies, but 
"school admin i strators must be trained in skills of 
developing and administering political strategies that 
will assure educational improvement (Brain , 1969 , p . 90) ." 
Bowen reminded the American Association of School 
Administrators at their annual convention in February, 
197ll 
The Board of Directors of the National Committee 
for Suppor·t of the Public Schools has set forth 
this prediction on which its planning is baseds 
As issues in education grow increasingly complex 
and beyond the understanding of the general public, 
intel li gent public participation in school affairs 
will decline. · As a result two things .will happen & 
Public support for public s chools will decline along 
with participation; and, sinc e normal procedures 
for public participation will be utilized less, 
more militant groups will foFm to crash through 
by confrontation (p. J), 
Wayson '(1971) has described the use principals s hould 
make of political power bases as they approach diverse 
groups to build political support . He defined his con-
cept as "confrontation politics (p. 14) ." 
Harris (1971)r in his study of areas of conflict 
between administrators and faculty , identified four 
areas of potentia l conflict1 administrative leadership, 
par-ticipative de c: i s ion-making , negotj_at ions, and morale. 
Dodd (1 971) and Bar gman (1970) have emphasized the need 
for t raining in human relations, group dynamics a nd 
interaction analysis for the school principal . In 
the nationwide study by Becker and others (1971) and 
in a comparative study of New Jersey elementary school 
principal s by Andlauer (1 970) , many elementary school 
principa l s expressed concern for the growing militancy 
of teach0r s. Principals felt that such militancy 
threatened th~i:c effectiveness as principals. "Many 
principals concerned with the trend toward teacher 
militancy are insecure in their roles as principals 
(Becker & others , 1971, p. 150)." Cobb (1.970) in a 
study of the relat ionAhip of the princ i~al to teacher 
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militancy s tated: "Teacher militancy is but one of an 
inter-related network of forces which, in an era of 
incessant change and a climate of accelerating activi sm, 
will caluse t he principal to be subj ect to conflicting 
expectations from many source s (p. 59-·A)." 
Grant (1971) in an extensive · study of self-renewal 
programs for adm i nistrators throughout the United States, 
identified these needs as cruci al to the practicing 
administrator t developing l eadership skills, developing 
the ability t o facilitate cons tructive decision-~naking , 
and of applying knowl edge and research of the behavioral 
sciences to educat ional admini stration. 
Adm i nistrat ion as a Process __ Q...f.: ... J3gs~a:rch anQ_ DeygJopment 
_ ___, __ 'iJrz.de:e i;he pl'88Si.:t:c e of sys tems techniques fnr 
decision-making , value judgments , multiple goals, 
plura lism , and conflict resolution , a new perception 
of the ro l e and f uncti on of the ad~ ini strator seems 
to be emerging . When t he interaction between i ndividual 
and institution produce more di vergence (Griffiths , 
1959) than the or ganization can t ol erate, total system 
l earning will take place (Ohm , 1971 ). This general con-
cept of organizational learning is augmented by t he view 
of t he administrator as an organi zational diagnostician 
making decisions that ensure a healthy organi zation 
( Wal ton, 1969 ). Goldhammer ( 1968a) submitted that the 
school administrator must become either a clinical 
stud ent of organi zation or a clinical student of soc i ety . 
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Lonsdale (1969) has called for the position of operations 
analy~t to ~pply organizational theory to the operation 
of a school district and to help in the continuing, 
systematic planning process for the school district. 
Concerning the concept of the administrator as 
the clinical student o£ organization , Denemark and Mac-
Donald, writing in the Review of Ed ucationcaLBesearch, 
1967, reviewed the literature on the need for knowledge 
of theory development and research on the part of the 
administrator. Barnes (19 69) and Goldhammer (1968b) 
have stressed that the continuing education of educators 
demands a strong emphasis upon research-based inquiry 
and activity , . "A contemporary school district needs 
an aeency that hAlps to direct attention to the im-
plications of re 3earch and new knowledge for the in-
structional program and constantly revitalizes the 
organization with f resh inforrnat1.on and data about 
new instructional systems ( Goldhammer , 1968b, p . 9)) ," 
Bro\'m and House ( 1967 ) also writing in the 
Reyj._gw of EducationaLB.ese~rch , reviewed the trend to-
ward the use of organizational theory in educational 
adminis·tration, and they acknowledge the need for the 
admini strator to know how to organize human resources. 
If the administrator is to focus on group goals , 
organization and rational decision-making , he must 
posAess extensive knowledge of organizations in genera l 
and group processes in particular (Brain~ 1969; Ohm, 1971 ). 
Eckel has demonstrated the need f6r these qualities~ 
The history of unionization suggests tha.t a n 
t eacher demands can no l onr;cr be met on the build-
ing level or di strict level, uni ons will agree 
upon larger groupings and negotiate at the state 
and eventua lly the national level. As these agree-
ments are made at higher l evels , the principal's 
role will continue to be redefined--his influence 
on teachers will be decreased. Also, potential 
school innovations which are ' i n conflict with 
teacher union positions will have less chance of 
success {1969, p. 27). 
Concerning the concept of the admini strator as 
the clinical student of society , Harlow (1962) has called 
for the support of "reasonably sophisticated and demanding 
in-service sem inars , short courses and workshops in the 
humanities , designed for working school admini s trators 
(p. 71)," li'arquhar (1 970 ) foresaw a definite trend to-
ward t he .use of ~he humanities in the pr~paration and 
continuing e duca:t ion of administr·ators; he has proposed 
plans for t he impl ementation of a humanities- oriented 
program, Gibb ( 1967 ) as~erted , "'l'he principal is be-
coming more a person and l e ss a :cole (p. 58) ," Comments 
by AASA (1 963) , Holmes and Seawell (1965 ), Pharis (1 966), 
and W5.llis (1962), previously dis cussed, are especially 
applicable her e . 
0!1m (1971) in re spons e to the clinician model , 
proposed a more enc ompass ing one' The major t ask of the 
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chief admini s trator is to train member s of th <:: organiza tion 
in organi~ation str ucture and administrative decision-
making , New concepts of organiza tion have begun to 
emer~e ( Bennis , 1969; Likert, 1967), hut in education 
l 
/ 
little is known 2bout organizational design and the 
administrative processes for dealing with professionals. 
(Ohm, 19?1 ). 
The fact that Findley (1966) summarized fourteen 
research r eports , published between 1960 and 1964, per-
taining to the effective use of teacher time in the 
elementary school, and that the ERIC Clearinghouse on 
Teacher Education recently publi shed two annotated 
bibliographies on different iated s t affing , one , compiled 
by Ross (1 9~9 ), a guide to 114 documents on differentiated 
s taffing announc ed in Research in EdjlQ.at j<on , and the 
other, compi led by McKenna (1969) containing 31. items 
.. that deal spec ifically with the di ffe rentiation of school 
s taffs , v.oott!.1 i.n~~ icate th2.t school admini str ators wi:Ll 
need to know something about organizat ional the ory, 
organizat ional development, and s taff utilization 
( Bargm2.n . :!. 970) • 
In this review of the literature, the fou r major 
processes _identified by Cunningham (1 965 )i McNally 
(1968 ), and Ohm (1 971) of pl anning , goal setting , 
conflict r esolution , and organiza tion in research and 
development served as major divisions to focus att ention 
on admin i s tration as a process. Within thi s context, 
several concepts vd.th which future principalfl must be 
concerned can be es tablished& 
1 . Change will be the hall mark of the future 
in education and in society. 
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2 . The many prospective changes in society will 
require changes or adjustments in the · educational program. 
Careful planning and frequent personal and professional 
~djustments will be requi red to meet the needs gener ated 
by these changes . 
J , The use of the computer will create 
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difficult value - based problems and issues for administrators . 
L~. If education is to become learning-centered , 
goats will need to be stated more clearly , the means of 
achieving them carefully developed , and realistic measures 
of achieving each goa l determined and followed . 
5. The entire staff of a school wil l be ~eld 
accountable for the success of each student in rel~tion 
to s~eci fieci. om; comes . 
6. Authority r elat ionships within schools will 
be modified to include goal-centered collegial relation-
ships of staff, community , and other enterprises and 
organizations within the community. 
7. All administrators will need to · know the 
nature of organizations and administration to instruct 
members of their organizations and to conduct research 
and to coordinate activiti es. 
These concepts provide the basis for the identifi-
cation , in the literature , of the following as the 
future continuing professional development n eeds of 
principals: 
1. To develop skills to improve the process 
of goal-setting . 
2. To develop planning skills . 
J , To develop the facility of constructive 
dec i sion-making . 
4. To obtain knowledge. r egarding social 
problems. 
5. To acquire knowledge of organizati onal 
theory and development . 
The enumberation of these f ive needs is essentially 
the srune as the processes previously identified by 
Cunningham (1965) , McNally (1 968) , and Ohm (1 971 ). 
However, for the sake of r efinement , clarity, and 
specificity, the process· of "planning" has been divided 
into two separ a-ce needs' (1) devel oping planning skills 
and ( 2) developing the facility of constructive decisi on-
making. The process of "conflict res olut ion" has been 
changed to include knowledge regarding social problems, 
and the process of "research and development " has been 
worded as organizational theory and deve l opment. 
~~gDc ial B~~t for Re~al Progr~ffili 
The l .i terature concerning the question of f i nancial 
allocat ion of resources by boards of education to meet 
the expenses of c ontinuing professional development needs 
of school principal s is vauge and meager . Several 
general comments concerning the necessity of local 
boards of education to provide financial assistance for 
6J 
the continuing education of administrators appear, but 
fe w statements about the approximate amount of funds 
to be apportioned for r enewal progr ams are found in t he 
literatur e. Engl eman , in 1961, wrote 1 
Industry after industry has found it profitable 
in recent years to give t i me.off and pay expenses 
nece ssary for top adminis trator s to attend short-
term schools for execut ives . Some boards of educa-
tion have likewise encouraged superintendents to 
pursue programs of study . I s it not time, however , 
for school board s generally to consider similar 
policies for their administrators (p . 2)? 
The AASA Commission on Inservice Education for School 
Administrati on (1.963) drew a parallel between indust r y 
and education concerning staff development . The 
Commi ssion (1963 ) declareda 
Every s~.1.ccessful business corporat ion sets aside 
fun1s not 0nly for capital investment but for 
personr!cl development . Every l arge business or-
ganization attempts to develop leadership among its 
own staff . So far , the schools have almost wholly 
depended upon finding individuals who have planned 
and financ ed their own training ( p . 41). 
In the study which determined the feasibility of 
establi shing the Nationa l Academy· for School Executives, 
Knez evich (1 969 ) found that " the higher the t uition rate , 
the l ower the percentage of administrators likely to 
attend . A very sharp drop of interest appears to occur 
as the instructional fee per week moves f rom $100 to 
$150 (p . 55)." The conclus i cns of this study i mply that 
par t i c i pants meet a majority of expenses incurred by 
a t tending the Academy . 
The AA SA Commi ssion (1963) suggested that local 
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school districts broaden and increase the participation 
of administrators in continuing education programs; if 
necessary, local districts should r equire administrators 
to participate in professional development programs. 
This comment was echoed in 1971 by Becker and others in 
their study of Elementary School PrinciP.als and Their 
School s a 
Local school districts must provide opportunities 
to eliminate 'professional obsolescence' among 
elementary school principals. To provide elem-
entary schools with suffic ient resources, district 
fund s should be allocated on the basis of building 
and program needs . • •• School districts should require 
that principals participa te in inservice education 
programs on a continuous basis (p. 171). 
As quoted previously in thi~ study, Reynard (1963) 
attributed the following remark to Hayes: "Lack of 
specifi cally ass i gned finances hindered the development 
of adequate in-service programs for experienced super-
vi sors ("p. 37?)." And Khan ( 1969) in his doctoral study 
of A Surve_y of In ·· S_ery,i~e Educati on Prpgr ams in Selected 
['iebrask_C?. Schools , concluded that definite budget pro-
visions for the continuing professional development of 
personnel were non-existent. The resources allocated 
for renEwal programs for administrators do not approach 
the amount set anide for other profes s ionals (Bra in, 
1969), It was Spain's conclusion that "Local school 
systems have placed their emphasis on inservice educat ion 
programs for teacherss with little, if any, attention 
to the special needs of principals (1970, p . 12)." 
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A study of 282 administrators·in 13 Northern 
Cal ifornia counties conducted by Filep, Millar, and 
Horton (1970) revealed thata 
A majority of r espondent s felt t hat the school 
board g ives at least moderate moral support to 
inservice training, and almost half acknowl edge 
that the financial support provided by t he school 
board was very l itt l e or none at all ( p . 41 ) • 
In studying the New Roles and Skill s Needed bx t he 
pchool Pr.incinal qur_ipg_"t,.he 12.70 ' s , Ross ( 1971 ) 
recommended that' "In order to help the principal meet 
the challenges of the 1970's, well-funded .in-service 
training programs need to be provided by the schoc l 
system ( p . 88)." 
In 1963 , the Commissi on on Inservice Education 
for School Adm.ir~istraticn declared s .. ·"· ctrong case could 
be built for making 1 or 2 per cent of the current ex-
pense budget (p. 69 )" available for administrator staff 
devPl oprnent . Howsam (1966 ) recommended that ten per-
cent of a local district's budget be allocated to 
personnel development and t hat at l east two percent 
be categorized for professional development of the 
administrative staff . The California Teachers Associ-
ation {1 969) recommended that each local board of 
education allocate between fi ve and ten percent of 
its instructi onal budget for staff development . 
The trend in financing staff development programs 
seems to be toward seeking financia l support from the 
federal government. Becker and others (1971) recommended: 
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"Federal supp6rt for the develo~ment of continuous in-
service education programs relat~d to the basic rieeds of 
elementary school principals sh~uld be provided im-
mediately (p. 169)." Knezevich (1971) predicteda 
By 1985 •.. 1ocal school district and univer sity 
budgets for staff developmen~ will be at least 
ten times higher than the present levels. The 
federal counterpart of what is now called EPDA 
(Educat ion Professions Development Act) will be 
expending $500 million annually for retraining 
programs (p. 44). 
Culbertson and others, in 1969, stateda 
Although some school districts have in the past 
developed in-service training programs for their 
own personnel, the practice has not been gener ally 
a substantial one. However ••• as management and 
instructional technologies are developed in and for 
public school systems, educational leaders will be-
come increasingly concerned about the continuing 
education of their personnel. Like business, they 
will J5.kel.y develop substantial in.t·ernal tra.ining 
systems (p . 298 ). 
Rather than wait for financial support from the federal 
government for professional development programs funds, 
it would seem that administrators should heed this 
remark of Howsam (1 966)t "Perhaps I should indicate that 
the districts with which we work, without exception, have 
experienced no difficulty in getting the needed money 
from their boards. The tough job is to convince admin· 
i str ato:cs that they dare ask for it (p. 27 )." 
This chapter was divided into four sections . 
Selected studies were reviewed in section one . The 
conccpt8 of task oriented and process oriented adminis-
i 
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tration were discussed in section two. In section three, 
the future continuing professional development needs of 
principals were identified, and in section four, the 
role of financial support for professional development 
programs was reviewed. 
In section one, seven studies on the present role 
and problems of the principalship, as perceived by 
practicing principals, were reviewed to provide an 
understanding of the principalship and to develop a 
perspective for this study of the future continui!lg 
professional development needs of school principals. 
These selected studies provided insight into (1) the 
-~elative value of some professional growth activities, 
( 2) . the prir&cipa:L' s chitd duties as p6rce ived ty 
principals. citi~ens, and teachers, (J) the role of the 
principal in specific geographic locations, (4) the pre-
sent problems a1.1d professional growth needs of elem-
entary school principals as researched on the national 
level, and (5) the tas k approach to administrat ion which 
cent~rs on immediate problems. 
Administration as a taslc approach and as a process 
approach was r eviewed in the second section. This 
review presented the historic parallel between manage-
ment theory movements in industry and in education. It 
was pointed out that several authors are suggesting that 
educat ional administration is shifting fr om a managerial-
task approach to an educational leader-process approach , 
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and that the principal 9 s role wau rapidly becoming less 
that of the manager of the school's everyday activities 
and more that of an educational leader. It was suggested 
that administration, in this investigation, be viewed as 
process administration r j . • e., that there are in admin-
i stration several perennial processes which encompass 
the ever-changing technical/managerial tasks of admin-
istration to cope with the rapid changes and increasing 
complexities of technical knowledge and curtural inter-
action now occurring in the schools. Examples of these 
processes were identified as planning, decision-making, 
and mediating. 
In the third section, through the use of research 
fessional development needs of educational aqministrators 
and principals were identified. The four major processes 
of planning , goal setting , conflict resolution, and 
organizat ion in research and development were used as 
organizat ional vehicles to focus the di scuss ion. Several 
concepts , emanating from this division, were stated . 
These concepts provided the basis for the identification 
in the literature of the following as the futm.~e con-
tinuing professional development needs of principals a 
1. To develop skills to improve the process 
of goal-sett ing . 
2 . To develop planning skills. 
3. To devel op the facility of constructive 
decision-making. 
4. To obtain knowledge regarding social 
problem.s . 
5. To acquire knowledge of organizational 
theory and development. 
These needs will be assessed and the data obtained 
following the procedures outlined in Chapter III. 
In the fourth section, financial support for 
continuing educational programs for administrators and 
the role of futuristic literature were considered. 
Concerning the financial support of professional 
development progr·a.ms for administrators, authors and 
agencies interested in this subject have acknow-
ledge~ that more adequate plans for the financing . of 
continuing education programs are needed. The recom~ 
mended alloca tion of funds for staff development ranges 
from five to ten percent; of this amount , it was suggested 
that two percent be allocated specifically for adminis-
trator profess ional dev~lopment . All of the sources 
~tatcd that the organization must dete:r-rnine its commit~ 
ment to staff development and then provide an adequate 
budget to meet that commitment. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESl';ARCH DESIGN 
A de scription of the methods and procedures used 
to design a nd deve l op this study a r e presented in 
this chapter. The a spects of des i gn di scu s sed in this 
chapter are (1) the sampling proc ess , {2) the develop-
ment: and distribut ion of the que s tionna ire, and (3) a 
descript i on of the method of data treatment and ana lys is. 
The popula t i on for this otudy i s the Santa Cl a r a 
County School System J ocat ed in the sourthern peninsula 
of t he San Fr a nci sco Bay Area . The ethnic compos ition 
of s tudents . obtai ned f rom an ethnic and r aci a l r eport 
Cri 6n~al , 17.0% Spanish Surname , .9% Other Nonwhite . a nd 
7·6 9"' C' . h ., .. • t . • Jo t"t e r.· iffl l e . 'fh c-: e thnic eomposi t i on of cla s s room 
t cachers was r·e poi:-·t:;ed a~;:; • 27-; Arnez· i c a n Indian, 1. 8~;0 Neg:::·o, 
) . 2% Ori e~tal , J.J% Spani s h Sur name r .J% Ot her Nonwhj.te , 
;1.n.d 91.2% Other White . 
'.J'here were n o data aV<:1.ilable concer-ni ng the ethn.i. c: 
o f boards of <~ d.ucati orq however , i n the c c:t. tL~gory of 
" 'l1otnl Pro fe E-;s .ionaJ. St aff t" the following pcr.c enhtgPs we ):·e 
g i v en ! ., ,,, . . 1 l • - ~-~; A nc r l.C PJ.n .n c. 1an, 
'} c·.£ c• · • l-
. • _r;~ .:--pa n1. sll 
of 
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JJ separate school districts encompassing three types 
of school district organizational structures & elementary 
school district s , union high school districts , and 
unifi ed school districts . The following data suggest 
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that this county school system may be categorized as rural~ 
urban-suburban . ( 1 ) The number of schools in the various 
districts ranges from 1 to 50; ( 2) student enrollment ranges 
from 14 in on•) district to )6 t 722 in another district , and 
(J) there is also a wide range in the number of professional 
staff employed b~ the individual school districts which 
compose this count y school unit. The number of class-
room teachers r anges from .l to 1,464: the number of 
.principals ranges f rom r to 42 ; and the total number 
of profess ional staff range s from 1 in one school district 
to 1,?04 in another distri ct . 
For the purposes of this study, three categori es 
of positions, principals , teachers, and members of boards 
of education, were stratifiud into two levels , an elemen-
tary (K-8) level and a secondary (9~12) level . The 
t eaehors and principals of the seven junior high schools 
in the school system were considered part of the secondary 
level . Superintendents and members of boar ds of education 
of unified school districts were considered part of the 
secondnry level to increase that stratum sample . 
Within r~ac h l evel of str at ification , elementc.:r y and 
secondary, a 2 percent proport ional systematic Gampling 
( Sax , 1963) of t eachers was obtained. Table 1 i~ designed. 
7J 
to dero.o ns trate the procedure s i nvolved in drawing t he 
stratified proport ional systematic saruple f or the t eacher 
position . 
TABLE 1 
Computation Table Demonstrating Method of Det ermining Number 
of Ca ses t o be Selected within Each St r atum for a 2 Percent 
· Sam.12l e 9f the Teacher Ca t ego,ry . ( 0. 0 2 _]< 1_ 1 • _1 ~ 4 ::: 2:,2_~-h=== 
Populat ion & Sampl e 
Char acteristi cs 
Populat ion N in 
each stratum 
Propor t i on of no. of 
cases i n each stratu~ 
to total no . of 
cases 
No~ in each stra~um 
t o be Helec t ed 
El ementary 
School 
'?,61.1 
2....911. = 0 . 68 
11 , 114 
0 . 68 ( 2 22 ) -· 151 
Secondary 
School 
J , .50J 
.'h..i0..1 -- 0 . J 2 
11 . 11 11-
O. J2 ( 222 ) - 71 
Totals 
1 1, 11 1~ 
1..0 
22 2 
Th e followh!;<:~ pr ocedures wer e used t o obta in th3 
sys t emat i c s ample for the t eacher ca t egory. Since comput er 
sel ect i on of t eachers • names was unavailabl e , ~ersonne l 
directori e s wer e r equested from each school di stric t . 
Personnel d i r ec tori es from 25 school di s t r icts were obtained . 
Eight s~hool districts indi cated that it was agai ns t 
l ocal board of educat i on policy t o r el ease such i n.for-
mat ion . 'l'hrour;h t he use of A M ~_l l ion R..s1J2dOtl) _ _ l)i g i ts .w.i tJl 
l_OO •. .QOO .tiOlJI!.aLD.sy). a_tcs. ( 1955 ) ,. t he personnel directory 
of each school distri ct was a s s i gned a number and t he 
di :?:'ector·i (!S p:t aced i n numer i ca l sequence . A t a bl e of 
:;,.: 
I 
l 
I 
I 
l 
random numbers was again used to select the l jl names for 
the elementary teacher category . The san1e procedure was 
used for the secondary level. -Aft er the directories had 
been placed in numerical sequence , a table of random numbers 
was again used to select the 71 names for the secondary 
school teacher category . 
The stratified proportional random· sample for the 
pos itions of principa l s and members of boards of education 
were determined by following two sources as guidelines , 
( 1 ) The statistical f ormula provided by Sax (1968, p. 146) 
for determining sampl e size , and ( 2) the comments of Fox 
(1969) that '' the stat i stical dividing line between large 
.and small samples is a sample s i ze of JO (p. 347)," and , 
Here l et us note that the r esearcher . in his d ccisic~ 
on samrJle s i zes BhC>Ul<.i allow for the worst c!"l:tl.'i t ion 
he has reason to fear. Thi s is particularly t rue if 
he will have difficulty in obtaining additional data , 
or if1 as often hnppens with students . he cannot 
afford the time for a.dditional data. co.ll ec i; ).on , lfe 
shoulrt then se l ec t a sufficiently large and dlvarsc 
sample s o that even if serious attr·i tion occt,r :~ , he 
still has a sufficiently large dRta-prGduci.ng sample 
to have t he basis for a reasonable study. I n pract ice , 
thi s me8.ns that we do not s·~~l.ect a. sample of the ~>i7.G 
we would. like to conclude with, but r:;eleet a s ample 
one or more times l arger (p. )48). 
Table 2 is designed to demonstrate the procedt~res involved 
i n drawing t he stratified proportional random s<:.mple fo r 
the principal position, and 'J.'able J i s designed to 
demons tra t e t he procedure s involved i n drawing the~ 
stratified proportional r and om sample for the boa.rc~ of 
education poBition . 
u 
! 
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TABLE 2 
Computation Table Demonstrating Me thod of Determining Number 
of Cases to be Selected within Each Str atum for a 40 Percent 
Sample of_i_l}e Pr~n_qipal Cat.Qgory (0.'-}0_x_397 =-:_?:..5.9j_:t.::::=== 
Levels of Stratification 
Population & Sample 
Characteristics 
Population N in 
each stratum 
Proportion of No. of 
cases in each stratum 
to total no. of 
cases 
No. in each stratum 
to be seleeted 
Elementary 
School 
346 
J1i-6 = 0. 87 
39'1 
0.8?(1.59) :: 138 
Secondary 
School 
51 
_51.= 0.13 
39'? 
0.13(1.59) ::: 21 
·-------
----------------------------------
TABLE 3 
Totals 
397 
1. 0 
159 
Com;1utation 1'able Demons t rating l\1ethod of Determining Number of 
Casc~B to b~~ ::;elected within Each Stratum for -a 40 Percent Sample 
:'=';;~:~·;:=gX.;~_tg -~!.9JtTJ~~-Ll~cJ.u~ation 93:~~e&Q,£Y __ b:9.• 49 x 17.3 ~ 69 L ... _ 
.~ls of St~atifl&~a-tiqn 
Population & Sample 
Characteristics 
Popu1.ution N in 
each str atum 
Proportion of No. of 
cases in each stratum 
to total no. of 
cases 
No. in each stratum 
to be selected 
Elementary 
School 
11.2 
112 :::: 0. 65 
1'/3 
Secondary 
School 
61 
61 = 0.35 
ti5 
0.35(69) - 21+ 
The following procedures were used to obtain a 
stratifi ed random sample for the principal and board of 
Totals 
173 
1.0 
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educati on positions. An administrative personnel directory 
was obtained from the Santa Clara County Superintendent of 
School s Office. Each member of the principal population 
and the board of education population was assigned a number. 
The table of random numbers was used to select the ap-
pr.opri.ate number of na.'Tie s for each cat egory. 
BecaUS(! the total population of superintendents 
within this county school system was small, the 8Upcrin-
t endency pos ition was not stratified . The total population 
of supcri ntonden t s se~rved as the sample . . 'l'he total sample 
for this study is summarized in IJ.'able l } , 
Supcrin~ Bom.:-d~;; of To t al 
:t cn9._er~t~~ .E.:r.i n c iJl~11~ T ::>:.?..~h.9I..ll EqH,.Q a·~ i Qll ~J& 
Total s 33 159 222 59 ~~83 
----·-----------~ 
The Neects Assessment I nvent ory, the quest ic1u~aire 
used 5.n th is s·tudy, was developed from the literature 
and prcserrted t o a panel of judges for review (Fox , 1969 ; 
Van .Dc:J.len ,. 1 966) • 'l'llo pa.:rwl cord:1isted of three professors 
of edu<:::Jtl.onaJ admin.i. s trationt on el en:entary school prin~:ipal p 
on secondary schucl princ i pal, and one superintenden·t of 
schools. :nie panel lrt&.d.e no rccommendat:i ons for· content 
} . . t. . C! Ruge ~ ~0wever~ cr1 1c~s~s on forma t and vm.rdinr.; vwr.·e 
J·l .. CC· '·., .r-, ·~.-,.· t· c,. ,.., ~ ,.1+0 ·•:1'!1.': f1' ··)n·: • • ) .. J:-1" 1. (~f.. ~ .... ~t ,,_.. v ~. l, • \;.• • • • ~ .. -~ ..... d.r·::.:.ft of thA instrument . 
Needs Assessment Inventory was also presented for review 
and criticism to three university classes of graduate 
students of educational administration. Their criticisms 
and comments were also incorporated into the final draft 
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of the questionnaire . The questionnaire was then fi eld-
tested through a small sample of superintendents, pri ncipals, 
teachers, and board of education members (Wick and Beggs , 
1971) • 
Five major future continuing professional develop-
ment needs, which are representative of process oriented 
administration and which are of concern to principals, 
have been identified through the rev:i.ew of the literature. 
The se five, f uture, major need s are ~ 
1. To· devPl op skills to improvP the pro~e ss 
of goal··setting . 
2. To develop planning skills. 
). To develop the f acility of (;Onstructive 
deci s ion-making . 
4. '.i'o obtain knowledge r egarding social 
problGms . 
5 I 11'() acquire Jcnowledge of organizationa l 
th eory and d <nre lopmtmt. 
In the Nc-:eds Assessment Inventory, e a ch major need 
Yms sub ~·div 5. ded in~c o some o f i. t s identifiat.l e component 
:parts . ?or instance , tho prcces~; oriented n eed " 'l'o 
C:tevelop pl a nn i ng skill. ~ '' wa s d i '.ri dcd into t he 8.~pe~ts o:l.' 
(1) the :rwed t:c d t=:velop s k.ll1s in the appJ.Ication of 
systems analysis procedures to educational pl anning , ( 2 ) 
the need to develop skills in the methods and tools of 
gathering, processing , manipulating, storing , and re-
trieving information, and ( J ) the need to develop skills 
i.n medium and l ong-range planning . 
The sub-divisions identified for each ma jor ne ed 
are not meant to be all~inclus ive . The sub-divis ions that 
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have been identified for each major future need were re-
ferenced in the r esearch studies concerned with the present 
role of the school principals hip , and t hey were selected 
from the sources reviewed in the literature. While some 
sub-divisions were the result of studies in a specific area , 
-others were disucssed in the genaral writings of s cholars 
who aro expert in the field of f~turc ~cvclopmcnts and 
trends in educati onal administrat ion . Again, us ing the 
r.;ul)-divisions of t he future need "To develop planning 
skills" as examples, all three sub-divisi ons were 
discussed in t he writings of Anderson (1964) , Becker and 
others (1971 ), Brain (1 969), Crotty (1971 ), and MacKay 
(1 968). The need to appl y sys t ems analysis.procedures 
to educational plenning and the need to develop skills in 
data proe;css ing techniques appear in Gi.bb (1967 ), 
Kne~evich (1971 ), and McNally (1968 ); other sub- divisions, 
as part of the major need "To develop planning skills," 
ha.ve been identif.ied by Bargman ( 1970), l<'ra.ncoeu1· ( 1968) • 
Hoffman ( 1971 ) , Knezevich (1969) , and Ohm ( 1971) . 
The sub-division of each major future need was 
necessary for several reasons. First, the future pro-
fessional development needs, as identified in the review 
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of the literature, were too general and too broadly defined 
for meaningful assessment. Thus, the data gained from 
such an assessment would have been of little value to those 
agencies planning professional development programs. To 
conclude that planning skills are essent i al for the future 
professional development of school administrators i s too 
general a conclusion for . those agencies to use in preparing 
for professional development programs . Rathers the question 
is, for example, of the planning skills delineated in the 
literature as nece ssary for future school principals, 
which identified planning skills are of importance for 
principa.ls 0.0 v:l.c:;;ed by the participa.nt s of this study? 
Th is question can be answered by sub~dividing each future 
proccsG oriente~ need into its various parts and then measuring 
the responses to each sub-division, 
Secondly. it has been stated that one of the sig-
nificaHt aspects of this study is that the data may ass.i..st 
universities, professional administrator associations, and 
local s chool districts by serving as guidelines for t he 
development and implementation of comprehensive professional 
growth plans for school principals. 'l'he author, by iden·· 
tifJ•inc: som1-; of the various components of each process 
oriented need, has described that need for the participants 
of the stl!.3.y i n non~·technical language . 'rhis permits 
the~ re spor.dunts to und<~rE.tand tlv'! questionnaire and to 
respond t o it, and it allows for practical inter pretat ion 
of the data. 
Thirdly, in his interpretation of the responses to 
t50 
the Needs As sessment Inventory, t he author ha s described 
through a profile gr aph the participants' patterns of high 
concern and low concern f or each future professi ona l develop-
ment need and its sub-divisions . Each sub-division in t he 
Needs Assessment Inventory was viewed as an indicator of the 
probable necessity for professional development in t he major 
need of which it is a part. Thus, a profile graph which 
reveal ed a pattern of high concern for professional develop- : 
ment in several sub-divi sions of that need reflected the 
necessi ·ty for professional development in the major future 
need c:J.na professional development in the sub-divisions 
themsel ves . 
Thus, emphasis , in this study , has been placed on 
the concern of the participants for professional deve lopment 
in the major needsr t he emphas i s is on whether or not the 
r espondents agree that the professional development needs 
identified in the literature are important for the prin-
cipals of the future, The sub-divi s ions of each major 
need were seen as interr elated to each other and to the 
major proce~w oriented need ( Bumbarger . 1968 ) • ~rhe sub·~ 
divis i ons were not viewed as isolated , segmented parts , 
important in and of themselves . 
In Part A of tho Needs Assessment Inventory, the 
sub-divisions for each future need were rated on a five 
point degree scale of 1 to 5. One was equal to "Not 
Important," 2 was "Somewhat Important." 3 was "Important," 
4 was "Very Important," and 5 was equal to "Extremely 
Important." In Part B of the Inventory, the respondents 
were asked to identify the sub··need which was of "most 
importance." 
Wick and Beggs ( 1 ~1'71) have wri ttens "Any quest ion-
naire is fundamentally an artificial way of determining 
the basic attitudes of people. The que stionnaire itself 
forces the respondents to react in a way that reveals 
only limited aspects of hi s id eas and .feelings ( p. 166)." 
For this reason, Part C of the Needs Assessment Inventory 
.was vpe:n1' ewh~ll . It allowed ~~aoh :resportd t:nt t;,.) fi ·;;Ete rt68ds 
which were not mentioned in the aEJse s srnent inventory but 
wh i.ch he felt were "Extremely Important," or ••very 
Impor-tant 11 fer the future professional development of 
t-~clwol principals. 
In th<:.1 Needs Asse~1sment I nventory, principals 
were asked to assess their own future needs by re sponding 
t<> the questions contained in the Needs Assessment 
Inventor y. The percept1.ons of superintendents, t eachers, 
and members of boards of educat ion concerning the future 
continuing profess i onal development needs of principals 
were also assessed by their r esponses to the questions 
con1~aincd in the Needs Assessment Inventory. 
OJ. 
Que8t.ion11~.ire Dist.ti'Qution 
The Needs Asses sment Inventory and a self-
addressed, stamped envelope were mailed to the 48J 
participants of this study& superintendent s , principals , 
teacher s , and members of boards of education . Each 
participant was asked to respond to the questionnaire 
in r eference to the principals hip, and respondents were 
a s ked to return the quest ionnaire in one we ek. Follow·· 
up l etters were sent out at the end of the first week and 
the second week . The Needs Assessment Inventory mailed 
to superintendents , principals , and teachers is found in 
Appendix A. 'Il1t:~ Needs Assessment Inventory mai l ed to 
mcmbe2~s of boa~~d;:. of education i s found in Appendix B. 
~his study was ~ndnrsed by the Jn8tj.tut e for 
Ed~cational Leadership whicll is a consortium of f our 
uni ve:c::d.ties, t ·,·:o stat~) and two private ; a representative 
of the Santa Cl.ara County Superintendent of School s ; a 
reprc~f,entati v<~ of the Santa Clarn County School Board ' s 
Association: and a r.-ep.resenta.ti.ve of the As soc i ation of 
California School Adm inistrators . The cover letter, 
App<:n:d:i.x C, exp1aining t he need and purpose of t his study 
was w:cittc~ n and signed by th,3 director of the Institute . 
The Ins titute was formed in 1972, and it has as it s 
pr.5.uw.ry a i m the planni.: ig t ir.rplemE!ntation& c..nd evulu.ation 
of professiona l devcl opmer.t programs for sch oo l adminis~· 
tJ:'cl t0r :s wo.r.ld :n.{; in Region 8 of the Association of Cali-
fo:cni c::. /idznini :?t r.·a tor z , 'l'h e Cl~nte:H' -:for Planning and 
Evaluation of the Santa Clara County. Superin·tendent of 
Schools Offic e assisted in this study by coll~cting and 
computing the data because the results were considered 
of value to the Institute as it plans renewal programs 
for the principals of Santa Clara County. The cover 
letter from the Center for Planning and Evaluation is 
also found in Appendix c. 
Data Treatment 
F'rom a review of the literature , the author con-
cluded t hat professional development needs of admini s -
trators have been associated wi th the titles of super-
intendent, secondary school principal s, and elementary 
. ~chool principals in gener a l. Further, the author 
~otw J.qri (~d th~ +:: t lwrP- werP. no c:;peci fie _ _r~?fer-ences to be 
found in the literature of tea chers and boards of 
education assessing the continuing professional develop-
ment needs of administr ators . For three reasons then, 
thi :'> study is pritnarily an exploratory investigation . 
(1) It combines a synthesis of futtu·istic literat ure with 
r esearch studieG, trends , and development s to predict 
continuing prof~ssional devel opment needs for adminis-
t:t~a:tors which have some reas onable chance of becoming a 
r cal:l t:-~ · in th!~ future. ( 2 ) It emnpa1:es the principals t 
perceptions of t heir future profess ional development needs 
with tbose :i.dentif.l (!d in the li t(~rature, ( J ) It C(lmpares 
t he p:~: incipal s ' pP-rcept ions of t he ir future profess i onal 
deve l opment rwedn with those of s up erintend.entso teacb.!r;:; J 
8) 
and members of boards of education. 
As an exploratory study , this investigation analyzed 
the data accumulated from the Ne eds Assessment Inventory 
.through the use of the recognized computer program, 
Stati stical P~c fo r th P-~~Social Sciences ( SPSS ) , as 
written by N:i.c , Bent , and Hall ( 1970). 'l'he tables used 
to summarize the data follow the format suggested by 
SPSS , and the followi ng statistical processe s , considered 
to be significant a t the .05 level, were used ' 
1. The mean scores for each major process 
need , and i ts sub- divis i ons , were calculated according 
to th(! position ( supcrint(~ndents , pr.inc ipal s, teachers , 
mewber s of boards o f educat ion ) of the r espond ents and 
the levH 1 ( el t~li1e :rn: ary ~ :;;econdary) of t he respuwl en Lt:: . 
2 , Fox· each rr.a j or need , an a r1a.l ys is c; f 
variannc was cal culated for t h e el~nentary and secondary 
level of the r e spond ents . A profile gr aph was drawn f or 
e ac l~ l'H:> E: cl when th!.! rP. sults v1ere s igni f ic:arrtl~~ di f f er ent. 
3. F 0t· each ma ;i or need p a'!:J anc•.lys5. t~ of 
var iance was cal culat ed according t o the positi on of 
the l"'G r:~p onden·:s , A prof :i. lo graph wao drH.wn for e ach 
n<:h~d when t he rem.!.l ts wr::rc significa.r.tly di f f erent . 
4. For e2ch maj or need , an analyci s of 
va. c i.an·~f) vw. ~> C 8.l cu.h~.ted accordi ng t c, t he l cv~: l and por: i t ion 
of t he r espondents to determine i f any int<n'C~.ction wa:.: 
significant . 
5. An an~d.y ~.:d. s of ' f <i.r:i.anec wa s caleul ~!. tc~d :for 
each s~b-division need according to the elementary arid 
secondary level. A profile graph was drawn for each need 
when the re sults were significantly different. 
6. An analys is of variance was calculated for 
each sub-division need according to the position of the 
respondents. A profile graph was drawn for each need 
when the results were significantly different. 
'I· An analys is of variance was calculated for 
each sub-need according to the level and the pos it ion of 
the respondents to determine if any inter a ction wa s 
significant. 
8. A table was constructed which identified 
for each group of re spondents t he sub~need judged as most 
iHtpo:cta~1 t in ~ceq_uiring professicr1al developm0nt attention •. 
9· A table was constructed which enumerated 
the needs which were not part of the Needs Assessment 
Inventory but which superintend ents. principals , teachers, 
and boa~d of education membern i dentified as either 
"Extremely Important" or ''Ver.·y Important." 
10, A composite fr equency and percentage 
tahle was construeted to indicate the degree of 
financ i al suppor-t membc::rt:; o.f boards of education would 
give t o the continuing profe ssional development of 
principal s . 
These procedures identified the areas of pro fessio nal 
development, and t he various aspect~ of those areas, most 
urgen·tly r~quiring attenti on as pe~cc i ved by the four 
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categories of respondents. They also allow agencies 
responsible for developing professional development programs 
to compare the responses of principals with those of 
superintendents, teachers, and board of education members 
in order to better plan and implement continuing pro-
fessional development programs for principals. 
QuestiQns to be Invest~~te~ 
This investigation, as an exploratory study. has 
as two of its major purposes (1) to identify through a 
review of the literature the future continuing pro-
fessional development needs of principals and (2) to 
determine whether principals, superintendents, teachers, 
. ~nd boards of education agree on.the importance of these 
futun~ <~ontilmine; profes~iomd. development needs of 
school principals. The future continuing professional 
development n~eds of principals have been identified asa 
1. The need to develop skills to improve 
the process of goal - setting. 
2. The need to develop planning skills . 
3· The need to develop the facility of 
constructive deci~ion-making . 
4. The need to obtain knowledge regarding 
social problems. 
5· The need to acquire knowledge of 
organizational theory and development. 
AH a descriptive study, this inve s tigation (1) 
described th~ perc eptions of ·the respondents to these five 
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p·rofess ional development needs and · ( 2) interpreted the 
responses to provide educators with practica l and immedi-
ately useful information on continuing professional develop-
ment to assist them to make effective plans about future 
courses of action. Further , the synthesis of futuristic 
literature, research studies and trends, and the accumula-
tion of data with respect to perceptions of future needs 
will serve as support for other studies in the area of 
professional development for principals in particular, 
and educational administrators in g~neral. 
In order to acquire factual information about the 
perceptions of principals, superintendents, teachers, 
and board of education members regarding the future con-
tinuing professional developlllent ne e<.is of IJl'inc:ipals, and 
in order to enable agencies responsible for developing 
professiona l development pr·ograms for administrators to 
devise morfl effective plans about :future·profcssional 
development programs, the questions to be investigated by 
this descriptive study, are enumerated' 
1 , How do principals perceive the five future 
continv.ing professional development n~eds , a s identifi~d 
through the review of the literature, for t hemselves? 
2. How do superintendents perceive these 
future continuing professional development needs for 
principals? 
3. How do teachers perceive these future 
continuing professional development needs for principals? 
4. How do board of education members perceive 
these future continuing professional development needs 
for principals'? 
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5. To what degree will board of education members 
financially support continuing professional development 
programs for school principals? 
SumlJ.lar.Y.. 
This chapter was divided into five sections. The 
sampling process was discus sed in section one. The methods 
used to develop the Needs Assessment Inventory, the questio~­
naire in this study, were identified and discus sed in 
section two. The rationale for dividing each major need 
into some of its component parts was also given in this 
. st!c"Liu11. 'J.lht: t!lethod of dis tri tu·Ung t he q ut:s tionnai.rt:: 
wan pnH5ented in section three. In s ection four., the 
met hods of da.ta t reatment and analys i s were discussed and 
enumerated. 11he que s tions to be investigated by this 
study were stated in s ection five, 
The presenta tion and ana lysis of the data will 
appear in Chapt er IV; the f i ndings will be :l.nt ::!r pr eted 
in accordance with the da t a presented in the t ables . The 
conclus tcn r.; and r e commendations will be reported in 
Chapter V. 
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS 
The findings presented in this chapter were 
obtained from the Needs Assessment Inventory. The data from 
the survey instrument were analyzed by two methods. The 
first method was to analyze the re sponses to the question-
naire by calculating the mean scores for each major process 
need and for each sub-need according to the school level 
of the respondents (elementary or secondary) and accord-
ing to the position held in each level, i.e., superin-
tendent, principal, teacher, and board of education 
member. The second analysis consisted of the analysis of 
variance stati:~t j cal treatment. ~his analy\'1is was aJ.r;(; 
applied to th£ school l ev el and tlH~ posi ti c.-~ occupied by 
the participants in thi s study as ·they responded to the 
five major needs and the 19 sub-needs according to degree 
of importance. 
The data are presented in the following manner : 
1. Data pertaining to the questionnaire 
returns. 
2. Data pertaining to Part A of the Needs 
Asce ssment I1TV1mtory. This section is divided into 
two areas . The fi rs t area deals with the major needs 
of t he Needs Assessment Inventory. The second area 
deals with the sub-needs identified in the I nventory. 
For ea ch area , t he mean s core s and the analy s is of 
variance result s a re presented. A profile gr a ph was 
drawn f or each ne ed and each sub- need when the analysis 
of variance technique indicated results that were 
signific~ntly different. 
J • . Data pertaining to Part B of the Inventory i 
The identification of the most important sub-need for the 
future professional development of principals. 
4. Data pertaining to Part· C of the Inventor~ ... 
5. Data pertaining to the financial support 
of professional development programs for principals. 
Ql1e stlQ.rm_air.r. R,g turl1.§. 
Th e mu·v(~y instr ument was designed to assess the 
opinions of ~uperintendents , principals, teachers, and 
board of educa t ion members on the future continuing pro-
fes~i<m~ l devt1lopment needs of principals as. identified 
in tha lJ.terature. Five needs were identi fi ed as being 
cr ucial to the administrator if he .is to be effective in 
the fort hcoming years of change. These needs we~e 
further verified by a panel of judges, and the neods were 
then 5.rworporatl:'!d into the Needs As sessment Inverrtory . 
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'l'he respo11dmd;s wC:n·e asked to indicate their op:Lnions 
regarding tlH'! importancEc' of eo.ch identif5.ed no ed by circling 
a number on a 1 to 5 degree scale renging from "Not 
Impor~ant " to "Extremely Important.'' Of the 483 question-
naires mailed, 66 .?% or )22 were returned in usable fo!m. 
Information concerning t he returns of the mail ed 
quest ionnaire is shown in 'l'able 5. A return of ?5.8% was 
recn i Yed f:com superintendents, 76.1% from principals e 
63.5% from teachers, and 50 . 7% from board of education 
members. 
To reduce bias from the non-respondents , follow-up 
letters were sent at the end of the first and second 
weeks following the initial deadline established for 
the return of the questionnaire . After that timei a 
second sample was drawn at r andom from the non-respondents 
(Van Dalen, 1966) and the partj.cipants telephoned. 
~rABLE 5 
9l 
A Summary of the Number and the PercPnt of the Questionnaires 
====R=e:::·~~!rned_ by__th9 PostiQJ.L_o_L the Resnonci~!1tS __ 
Number in Number Percent 
Position Samule Returned . Returned 
Superintendents · 33 25 75.8 
P:cinci.pa:u-; 159 121 '?6 . 1. 
'l'eachers 222 141 6Jo5 
Member 
Board of Educs.tion 69 35 50.7 
Totals 48.3 .322 66 . 7 
--·---.. -
_ .... _ 
_ _. __ -----··-
Part A of the Needs As sessment Inventory was designed 
to determine how important the respondents considered each 
major need . Table 6 summariz es the mean scor es for each 
major process need according to the responses of super-
intendcnts, principals, teachers, and board of education 
members on the elementary school and secondary school 
levels. 
The mean scores were considered on a continuum of 
valut'! ranging from 1 to 5, f rom "Not Important" to 
"Extremely Important." Mean scores of 1.0 to 1.9 were 
interpreted to be "Not Important," mean scores of 2 .0 to 
2,9 w~re i nterpreted to be "Somewhat Important ," mean 
scores of 3.0 to 3. 9 were " Important ," mean scores of 
4.0 to 4.9 were "Very Important," and mean score of 5.0 
was interpreted to be "Extremely IMportant ." 
The data in Table 6 suggest that the participants in 
t his study consider the need to develop skills in "The 
decision··making process" to be t he most i mportant need for 
the future professional development of principa l s . The 
need to develop the skill of the decision- making process 
received the highest me an s core of al l participants in 
th 1. ~ s ·t;nd.y l S11pr-')-r~ ntend pnts , 11d.ncipa ls, tP.~.che rs ~ ~nd 
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board o .~ educa.t i on membc:r.s on both the elementary and the 
sccond ar:-y school levels . IVierr.bers of secondary school boards 
of edUC8.tion produced a mean score of 4 . 7. Elementary school 
and secondary school superintendent s, elementary school 
principals, and elementary s chool teachers produced a mean 
score of 4 . 6 . Elementary school board of education memb~l. .. s 
had a mean. score of h. 5. Secondary schoo l principals had 
a mean score of 4.4, and secondary school teachers a mean 
score of 4.). The range of mean scores in this procesn 
need fol~ princ .i.pals was Lj .• 3 to 4. 7. The data also suggest 
that elementary school perconnel vi ew the decision-making 
process as a more important n(~ed than do ;:;econdary school 
personnel . 
The major future need with the ·widest range of mean 
scores was "The go~l-setting process . '' The mean range was 
) , 2 to 4 . 2. The major process need with the smallest 
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range of mean scores was the need of "Obtaining knowledge 
regarding social problems, '' The mean range was J.B to 4. 1 . · 
The major process need with the lowest mean score 
was "The planning process~" with a mean score of J . O 
produced by the elementary and secondary board of education 
members. In all instances , on the elementary and secondary 
levels, and for each position within each school level , 
"The planning process" received the lowest mean score. 
The range of mean scores for this need was 3.0 to 3.6 . 
Table 7 is an analysis of va~iance tahJ.e , These 
data show that h e~e was statistically significant d5fferences 
i21 the way elementary school and secondary school level 
persoJ)nel view three of the major future professional needs 
of princi~als. _Statistically significant differences in 
the perceptions of elementar y school personnel when com-
pared to secondary school personnel were found in the 
following major ~eeds: 
1 . To develop skills in the goal- sett i ng 
process. 
2. To develop skills in the dec i sion-
making proces s . 
3. To develop skills in the process of 
acquiring knowledge of organizational development. 
To determine if personneJ. in the positions of 
TABLE 6 
A Summar y Table of the Mean Scores on the Ma jor Needs of the Needs Assessment 
Inventory according to the Level and Position of the Respo_ndents · 
Sunerintendeni:s 
I. The Goal- Setting Process 
Elementary_ 
s e...Q...Ol1.Q.arx 
II. The Planning Process 
Elementarv 
Secondarv 
III. The Decision-Maki ng Process 
Elementa.a 
Secondary 
IV. The Process of Obtaining_ 
Knowledge regarp i ng Social 
Problems 
Elementar_y 
Secondary 
V. The Pr ocess of Acauiring 
KnowJedge of Organizational 
Development 
Elerr.entarv se-concra;v 
4.2 
4.2 
3-3 3.6 
4.6 
4.6 
3·9 
4 '! ..... 
4.3 
4.2 
Members 
Boards of 
?rincipals Teachers Education 
J.9 ).6 
J.l 
J.O 
4.6 
4.4 
J ~9 
3·9 
4.2 
J.9 
3·7 3.2 
3.2 
J.l 
4.6 
4.J 
4.1 
J.8 
4.2 
3·7 
3.6 
3·9 
J.O 
3.0 
4.5 
4.7 
J.8 
4.0 
4.0 
4.2 
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superintendent, principal, teacher, or member of board of 
education ~erceived the importance of the major needs in 
any significantly different manner, an analysis of 
variance by position was calculated. These data are 
presented in Table 8. These data show that on the basis 
of position of the respondents there is a statistically 
significant difference in the way the participants in this 
studyview the importance of the major need "to develop 
skill in the goal-setting process." 
To test for ·statistically significant interactionf 
an analysis of variance was calculated for levels and 
positions of the respondents . These results are presented 
in Table 9· These data indicate that there is a statis-
tically significant in~eracti on be~ween the levels of ~he 
respondent s and their positions in considering- the major 
need "To deveiop skills in the goal-setting process." 
TABLE ? 
9.5 
Analysi s of Vari ance Results on the Ma jor Process Ori ented Needs 
igr=- Pr~nQ.f-_P..~\lS _2-ccording_t ?..-.:the .§.g_hQQ.1._.J::'.evel g.f -~·he __ Re ~g_Q.Q?ents 
Var i able 
I • The Goal-setting Proces s 
II. ~Phe Planning Process 
III. 'rhe Dec i s i. nn -malcing Process 
IV. 'I' he Proc ess of Obtaining 
Knowledge regarding Soc.:i.a l 
Problems 
V. The Process of Acquiring 
Knowl edge of Organizational 
F Rt"!..tio 
9·339 
0 .20) 
8.921 
2.197 
Developlllent 10.685 
----·--------- -- --
* p < .0 5 
Me em Sa P Le s H_T_han 
5·728 0. 00 2{!· 
Oo 146 0.653 
).)07 0 •. 002* 
06779 0.1)9 
6. l.t22 0.001~· 
:J 
I 
i 
~ 
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Analysis of Variance Results on the Major Process Oriented Needs 
Jo'or Principa 1 s according to the PofiiiiQn.s of the ResllQD.Q..llii§.._ 
Variable F Ratio. JY!ean Sq P I.Jess Than 
I , 'l'he Goal-setting Process 8 . 290 5.o84 0. 001* 
II. The Planning Process o. 837 0.603 0 • L}74 
III. 'l'he Decision-making Process 0.619 0 . 229 0.603 
IV. The Process of Obtaining 
Knowledge regarding Social 
Problems 0 . 878 0.)12 0. 452 
v. The Process of Acquiring 
Knowledge of Organiz.ational 
Development 1.202 0 . 723 0.309 
* p < .05 
TABLE 9 
Analysis of Var ::.h!ic e Re:.;ul ts on the Ma 5or Process Ori<:!nt ed Ne cd.s 
for Principals to Tes t for Interaction between the School Level 
::..--;.::·£~-~~tte __ J~g-~B.~J1~lftnt~J ~!ld . the Po ~-:_~tj_~)f the Rfi§POnd ent~== 
Y.!1r i_ill:> l§.. . 1" Hatio f!'!Jlll.n Sg p Le ss Than. 
I. The Goal .. setting Process 2.590 1.588 0.053* 
II. The Planning Proces s 0. 304· 0. 210 0. 823 
III. 'l'he Decision-tnaking Process 1t906 0.?06 0.1.29 
IV. 'I' he Process of Obtaining 
Knowledge regardints Social 
Problems 1 • 614-8 0.585 0.178 
v. 'l'he Process of Acquiring 
Knowl edge of Organizationa l 
Development 1.713 1.029 0.164 
------ --·---· ------ ---
* p <: .os 
The mean score s of the participants in re sponse to 
the need of developing skills in "The goal-setting 
process" are presented in Profile Gr aph 1. 
PROFILE GRAPH 1 
Major Nee9..L The Goal-Setting Process 
Mean 
Scores 
4. 2 
4.0 
).8 
).6 
) . 4 
).2 
).0 
*S 
·~. 
p T 
Elementary Level 
Secondary Level 
B 
-·--·~·--·---,---·-·· --·-----------·-----
In general , e l ementary school personnel view 
'"rhe goal-setting process 11 as more important than do the 
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secondary school participants . Element ary school pr inc i pal s 
and teachers perceive "The goal -setting process" t o be a 
more important future professional devf!lopment n eed for 
principals than do se condary school principal s and teachers . 
However , secondary scho ol board of education members view 
the need as more important than do elementary school 
---·-.... ---- · -~-----------·---------
* s :C'C Superintendent p ... Princ ipal 
'l' -- '.rcachur 
B ~ Boar.d of education member 
boards of education, and according to Table ·9, this inter-
action is statistically significant. Also, secondary 
school board of education members view "The goal-setting 
process" to be of more importance as a future professional 
development need of principals than do secondary school 
principals and teachers. Of the respondents, elementary 
and seconda:t:'y school superintendents have the highest 
mean score of 4.2. Secondary school teachers have the 
lowest mean score of J,J, 
The mean scores of the par ticipants in response to 
the need of developing skills in "The deci s ion-making . 
process" are presented in Profile Graph 2. 
Mean 
Score 
l.j., 8 
4.6 
4.4 
4.2 
PROFILE GRAPH 2 
s p T 
Elementary Leve l 
Secondary Level 
B 
')0 
-----·-··--~-----*------- ----~·-·----~-
In general, elementary school personnel view "The 
dec ision-making process" as more importa.nt than do secondary 
school personnel. Elementary school s uperintendent s , 
principals , and t eachers view this need with t he srune 
degree of importance ~ each position has a mean score of 4. 6, 
and each perceives this need to be more important than 
do elementary school board of education members. 
On the secondary level, board of education members 
have the highe s t mean score of 4.?. Superintendents 
view "The decision··making process" need as more important 
than do principals and teachers, and principals view it 
as more important than do teachers. Of all respondents. 
secondary school board of education members have the 
high~st mean score of 4.?. Secondary school teachers 
have the lowest mean score of 4.). 
The mean score of the partic i pants in response to 
the need of developing skills in "The process of acq,Iiring 
knowledge of organizational development'' are presented 
l.n Prof .~.le Graph :J. 
PROFILE GRAPH 3 
Ma_.iQ..Lll~.Q.::i_t __ . The ~:-~ocess _of _A.Qg_ui:cl.:_p_unl)wleds:e of Organi -
z a t .tQ1.b1l...J)ev e 1 o.mn en i 
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Elementary Level 
Secondary Level 
Mean 
Scor.e 
4.4 
4.2 
l.j-. 0 
).8 
) .6 
s 
-------------·---
p T B 
------------------------- ---------
I n gener al , elementary school personnel v iew the need 
of "Acquiring knowledge of organiz at1onal dP.vcl opment " as 
a more important need for the future professional develop-
ment of principals than do secondary school personnel. 
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Elementary school superintendents, principals, and teachers 
view the need as more important, but not significantly 
more important, than do el ementary school boards of educa-
tion. The mean score range is 4.J to 4.1. 
On the secondary l evel, superintendents and boards 
of education·view t he need more importantly t han do 
principals and teachers. Superintendents and board of 
education members show a mean score of 4.2 while teachers 
have a mean score of 3.7. The teachers' mean score i s 
also the lowest mean score .for all levels and positions 
o.f respondents. 
Part A of the Needs Assessment Inventory was 
designed also t o determine how important t he respondents 
considered each Bub-need. Table 10 summarizes t he mean 
scores for each sub-need according to the responses of 
superintendents , principals, teachers, and board of 
educati07t rnP.mlicr r.; on th~~ elementary school and the 
sec:ondary seL.ooJ. levels. 
In general, these data suggest that the participants 
in this study considered these sub-needs to be the mos·t 
important futu:ce professional development ne eds for 
principal s a 
1. Identifying problems and des igning plans 
to solve them . 
::1 
I 
i 
I 
2. Participatory decision-making. 
). Leveling with people so that staff 
meetings , consultation and evaluat ion sessions become 
open in terms of wholesome personal interaction. 
4. Using ways to establish and maintain 
effective school-community relations. 
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5· The techniques to handle and resolve conflicts. 
6, The ways of dealing with groups of people, 
for exrunple, teachers, students, community members. 
'l'he sub ~·need with the highest mean score of 5. 0 
produced by the secondary school board of education 
members was that need perta.ining to "Leveling with 
people so tha t wholesome personal interz.ction prevailed." 
by t he secondary school principals was the sub-need 
entitled "The methods and tools cf gathering , processing, 
manipulating , storing, and retrieving information," 
The two nub- ne eds with the widest range of mean 
scores were ( 1) devel oping skills in '"I'he procedures of 
determining and implementing decentraJ.h~ation" with a 
range of scores from 2.6 for the elementary school board 
of education members to 4o4 for the secondary school 
superintendents and ( 2 ) developing skill s in "The wr iting 
and evalua·cion of performance objectives" with a mean 
score range of J.O for elemantary school teachers to 
4,) for ele1nentary school superintendents and secondary 
school board of education members. The sub-n~ed of 
:.J 
l 
i 
"Applying the use of such discipli~es as philos9phy, 
sociology, psychology, and cultural anthropology to 
the administration of schools" had the smallest mean 
score range of ),2 for elementary school board of edu-
cation members to ).6 for elementary and secondary school 
teachers and secondary school board of education members. 
These data suggest that among the sub-needs 
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presented, the following are considered the least important 
future professional development needs for principals as 
viewed by the respondents of this studys 
1. Developing "procedures of determining 
and implementing decentralization." 
2. Developing skills in "the application of 
systems analysis nrocedures," 
3. JJevel oping skills in "the methods and tools 
of gathering. processing, manipulating, storing , and 
retrieving information." 
4. Obtaining knowledge regarding "professional 
negotiation procedures and te chniques ." 
These data may be interpreted also from the 
persp<:;ctive of the various positions on each school l evela 
Elementary s chool superintendents perceive the 
most important sub-needs for the future professional 
development of principals t o be developing skills ina 
1. Leveling with people (Mean score 4.?). 
-------~-- ~' - I 
10) 
TABLE 10 
A Summary Table of the Mean Scores on th~ Sub-needs of the Needs Assessment Inventory 
according to tne Level ~nd Position of the Resnondents 
Members 
Boards cf 
Sub-Need Sunerintendent s Prir..cinals Teachers Educat ion 
A. The various techniques for 
assessing the educational 
needs of the community 
I 
Elementary l.j... 2 3·9 3·9 ).6 
Secondary: 4.1 3· 7 3. 2 3. 4 
B. The techniques and procedures 
for evaluating educational programs 
Elernentary '+. 6 4 . 4 4.2 4. 2 Secondarv 4~2 4.) 3·8 4. 5 
c. The writing ar..d evaluation of 
performance objectives 
Elei:lentarv I 4.3 3·7 3· 3 3. 8 Seconda;v- ~t . 2 3·3 J.O 4 . 3 I 
D. The procedures of determining 
and i mplementing decentralization 
. 
Elementaa ).8 3·7 .3. 4 2. 6 
Secondarv l '+~ 4 J . l 2.9 3· 6 
E. The application of systems I I 
analysis procedures 
Elerr.entarv )sl 2.8 2. 8 2.8 
Secondary l ).4 ).0 2.7 2.9 
-r-~-
Table 1 0 --- Continued 
Sub- Need Super5,~}~~end~nts Princi.J>.als 
F. The methods and tools of gathering, 
processing, manipulating s -!.. • s~.or~ng, 
and retrieving information 
Elementar·-.! I 3 ~ 1 2.8 
Sec ondc-.r v J.2 2.5 
G. Medium & long-rang planning 
I 
El er::e;1t aa 3-7 3;? 
Secondarv .:}.1 J . 6 
H. I dentifying pr oblems and designing 
plans to solve them 
I 
Elementaa 4.6 4. 5 
S:= condary 4L'·4 4. 3 
I • . Participatory decision- making 
Ele-:nentarv I 4~ 6 4. 6 
Seccndarv I l} ~ 7 4.2 
I 
J. Leveling with people for whole-
some personal interaction 
:C:lementarv :-J..? 4. 7 
Secondary {:r ~? 4.6 
Teachers 
J.1 
2.7 
3.6 
3·7 
4.5 
4. 2 
4 . 6 
4 . 2 
4.8 
4 . 4 
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Members 
Boards of 
Education 
2. 7 
2.9 
] . 6 
) . 4 
4. 5 
4.8 
4 . 2 
4. 4 
4. 7 
5. 0 
·rable 10 Continued 
Sub- Need · St.n;>..§.:r:i.tAtendents 
K. Applying the use of such disciplines 
as prtilosophy 9 sociology, psychology, 
and cultural o.nthropology to the 
administration of schools 
Eler:1enta..r_y 
Second ary 
3· 5 
3 -5 
L. Applying the knowledge of the cultures 
and the cultural interactions occurring 
in the local e where the school exist s 
Elementarv 
Secondarv 
M. Using ways to establish and main-
tain effective school-community 
relations 
Elementa!'y 
Secondary 
N. Tte techniques to handle and 
resolve conflicts 
Elementarv 
Secondarv 
0. Pr ofessiona l negotiation 
procedures and techniques 
Elementary 
Secondary 
-.. -.. ~~- _,,,_, 
/.;. . 1 
4.4 
4 . ) 
l : . 8 
Lr. 6 
lJ. . 7 
J.2 
J.2 
Pr inc-ipals 
3·5 
J . 4 
4.0 
4.0 
4.4 
4.5 
4.6 
4.6 
J. 2 
J.O 
I 
Teachers 
J.6 
J . 6 
4.1 
4. 0 
4 . 4 
4 . 0 
4.7 
4. 2 
3·7 ).5 
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Members 
Boards of 
Education 
J.2 ) . 6 
).8 
4 .5 
4.6 
4. 9 
4.4 
4.6 
J .l 
2.6 
Table 10 --- Continued 
Sub-Need Sunerinif,e:1dents 
P . The different ways of staff utili-
zation necessary to accom~odate new 
patterns in instruction and learning 
El e:ner.tarv 
Sec or.dar_y 
Q. The ways of dealing with groups 
of people 
Elementarv 
Secondar v 
R. Alternative organizational 
patterns for schools 
Elementary 
Sec ondary 
S. The theories and activities 
designed to i mprove the organi-
zational climate of the school to 
increase its effectiveness and 
efficiency 
Elementarv 
Seco~dary 
,...,.~-·· 
4 , 4 
4.2 
4 Q5 
·' • c:; ""t'o_, 
4.2 
4.0 
4~1 
.it 1 
""1"' t -
Principals 
4.2 
4.0 
4.5 
4.6 
3·8 
3 '• .J+ 
4.1 
3·5 
Teachers 
4.2 
3-6 
4.5 
4.2 
3·9 ).4 
4.2 
3·5 
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I~lembers 
Boards of 
Educatiol}, 
4.1 
4.2 
4.2 
4.? 
3·5 
3.6 
4e 1 
4.4 
2. The techniques and procedures for 
evaluating educational programs (mean score 4.6). 
3. Identifying problems and designing plans 
to solve them (mean score 4.6). 
4. Participatory decision-making (mean 
score lt. 6) • 
5. The techniques to handle and resolve 
conflicts (mean score 4.6). 
Elementary school superintendents perceive the 
1.07 
l east important sub-need for the future professional develop-
ment of principals to be developing skills ins 
1. Professional negotiation procedures 
and technique s (mean score 3.2). 
~Q.G.m:Yri?.l::Y.. ... f.?.£bD.Q.L.§.q:ngx.-J.n:t.?D.9-~.nt_g 
Secondary school superintendents perceive the most 
lmportant sub···needs for the future professional develop-
ment of principals to be developing skills ins 
1. Using ways to e s tablish and maintain 
effective school-community relations (mean score 4.8). 
2. Partici patory de c ision-making (mean 
score 4.7). 
3. The t echniques to handle and resolve 
conflicts (mean score 4. 7) . 
Secondary s chool superintendents perceive the least 
important sub--need f or t he fu tur-e professional development 
of principal s to be developing skills ins 
1. Professional negotiation procedure s and 
techniqu es (mean oc ore ). 2). 
Elementary School Pr incipals 
Elementary school principals perceive the most 
important sub- needs for the future profess ional develop-
ment of principals to be developing skills ins 
1. Leveling with people (mean score 4.?). 
2. Participa t ory decisi on-making (mean 
score 4.6). 
J. The techniques to handle and resolve 
conflicts (mean s cor e 4. 6). 
Elementary school principals perceive the leas t 
import ant sub- needs for the professional development of 
pri ncipa l s to be devel opi ng sk ills int 
1. The appl5. ~ at ion of systems analys is 
procedures (mEan score 2 . 8). 
2 . The met hodG and tools of gathering , 
processing , manipul ating , storing , and retrieving 
informat i on (mea n s core 2.8). 
§ec.Q.~Scl}oq,l_Erinci..ru.-tl s 
Secondary s chool princ i pal s perce ive t he most 
i mportant sub··needs for t heir own f utur e professi onal 
development to be developing skills int 
1, Leveling wi t h people (mean score 4.6). 
2. The te chnique s t o handle and r es olve 
conflic~s (mea n score 4.6). 
J. Professi onal negot i ati on procedur es and 
t echniques (mean score 4 .6). 
lOU 
:J 
J 
I 
Secondary school principals perceive the l east 
important sub-need fer their own future professional 
development to be developing skills ina 
1. The application of systems analysis 
procedures (ffiean score 2.5 ) . 
Elementary ~chool Teachers 
Elementary school teachers perceive the most 
important subuneeds for the future professional develop-
ment · of principals to be developing skills ina 
14 Leveling with people (mean score 4.8). 
2. The techniques to handle and resolve 
conflicts (mean score 4.4). 
Elementary school teachers perceive the least 
inpcrtant subr~ecd for the fu~urc professional dev8lop-
ment of principalE to be developing skills ina 
1. The application of systems analysis 
procedures (mean score 2.8) . 
Secondary schobl teachers perceive the most im-
portant sub·~needs for the future professional develop-· 
mont of principals to be deve loping skills int 
1. Leveling with people (mean score 4.4). 
Secondary school teachers perceive the least im-
p0rtant sub- needs for the future professional develop-
ment of principals to be developing skills ina 
1.. 'l'he application of systems analysis 
procedures (mean score 2.7). 
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2. The methods and tools ·of gathering, 
processing, manipulating , storing 9 and retrieving in-
formation (mean score 2.7). 
Element~xy_J3ch_ool B.Qards of Eclucat ion 
Elementary school hoard s of education perceive 
the mos t important suu- needs for the future professional 
development of principals to be developing skills ina 
1. Leveling . with people (mean score 4 . ?). 
Elementary school board of education members per .. 
ceive the least important sub- need for t he future pro-
fessional development of principals to be developing 
slcills in 1 
1. The procedures of determining and imple-
menti~g decentralization ( ~c~n score Z. 6 ) . 
S c gg_nd 8J':..Y_.;'!£..b_q,o 1 J~ car ds_ of Eg_y cat t <m 
Secondary school board of education members perceive 
the most important sub-need for the future professional 
development of principals to be developing skill~ ina 
1 . Leveling with people (mean score 5. 0), 
Secondary school board of educati on members perceive 
the least it1lportant sub-need for the future profe s s ional 
development of principals t o be developing skills ina 
1 . Profe~sional negotiation procedure s and 
t echniques (mean score 2.6 ). 
Table 11 is an ana lys is of variance table . Thes e 
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data show that, on t he basis of' the school level of the 
respondents , elementary or secondary s there are statistically 
significant differences in the way personnel in the 
elementary and secondary school l evels view some of the 
sub-needs as important future professional development 
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needs for principals. Statistically significant differences 
in the perceptions of elementary personnel when compared 
with secondary school personnel were found in the sub-needs 
to develop skills in& 
1, The various techniques for assessing the 
educational ne eds of the community. 
2, The procedures of determining and 
implementing decentralization. 
J, Participatory decision- making . 
4. Leveling with people. 
5. The t\')chniqueG to ho.ndle and recol •re 
conflictf.'l. 
6. The different ways of staff utilization 
necessary t o accommodate new patterns in instr·uction 
and learning. 
7• Alte:r.native organizational patterns f or. 
schools. 
8. The theories and activities de s i gned to 
improve the organizational clima t e of the school to 
increas e its effectivenes s and efficiency. 
'l'o determine i f persons within the elementary or 
sec;ondary levels in the pos itions of superintendent, 
principal, ·cea~her, or board of education member per·~ 
cei ved the importance of these sub- needs in any signi-
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ficantly different manner, an analysis of variance by 
position was calculated . These data are presented in 
Table 12, They show that on the basis of the positions of 
the respondents there was a statistically significant 
difference in the way superintendents , principals , 
teachers , and board of education members viewed the im-
portance of the sub~needs to develop skills ins 
1. The various techniques for assessing the 
educational needs of the community. 
2i The techniques and procedures for 
evaluating educational programs . 
) , The wri ting and evaluation of performance 
objcwtives. 
4. The procsdures of determining and 
implementing dccentrali~ation . 
5. Using ways to establish and mai ntain 
effective school-community relations . 
6. Professional negotiation procedures 
and techniques. 
To test for sta tistically significant interaction, 
an analysis of variance was calculated for levels . and 
positions of r e spondent s . These r e sults ar e presented 
in Table 1), Thes e data indicate that ther e was a 
stati s tically s ignificant in·tera ction between the l evel s 
of the r espondent s and their positions when cons idering 
the sub-needs ofs 
1. The procedur es of deter~ining and 
4 1 3 
.J. ... 
TABLE 11 
Analysis of Variance Results 0ccording to the School Level of the Respondents 
Variable 
A. Techniques for assessing educational needs 
of t he community 
B. Techniques for evaluating educational 
programs 
c. Writing and evalua"tion of performance 
object ives 
D. Procedures of determining and i mplemr-m.ting 
decentralization 
E. Application of systems analysis procedures 
F. Methods and tools of gathering, proc~ssing, 
manipulating, storing, and retrieving 
information 
G. Medium and long-range pla."lning skills 
H. Identifying prcbJ.ems and designing pla~s to 
solve them 
J... Participatory decision-making 
J. Leveling with people 
K. Applying the use of such disciplines a s 
philosophy, sociology~ psychology to ;.he 
administration of schools 
P Rati.Q. 
11.341 
3.528 
2.532 
3.726 
0.159 
2 . 775 
0.073 
).171 
., . "") :, , 
.r...i.o..)'-f'';i 
5.020 
0.003 
Mean Sg P Less Than 
1) . 742 0.001* 
J.089 0.061 
3.292 0 . 113 
5.142 0 . 054* 
0 . 209 0.691 
) . 080 0 . 097 
0.072 0.788 
2.017 0 . 076 
6.J19 0 . 001* 
2.385 0.026* 
0 . 003 0.957 
Table 11 --- Continued 
Y2.riable 
L. Applying kno·wledge of the cultures i:1 the 
locale where t he school exists 
M. Maintain effective school-community 
relations , 
N. Techniques to handle and resolve conflicts 
0. Professional negotiation procedures and · 
techniques 
P. Different ways of staff utilization 
Q. Ways of dealing wit~ groups of people 
R. Alt ernative organizational patterns for 
schools 
S. Theories and activities to improve 
organizational climate of schools to increase 
effectiveness and efficiency 
* p < • 05 
:~.......-,-._..,.....,.. 
.f .Ratio 
0.029 
2 . 029 
4.750 
1.758 
7·589 
0 . 4)4 
?.909 
12.)54 
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Mean Sa P Less Than 
0 . 02) 0 . 864 
i.20) 0.155 
2.246 C.OJO* 
2.2)1 0 . 186 
7 · 530 0.006* 
o. 241 0 . 511 
8 . 904 0 . 005* 
14.))1 0 . 001* 
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TABLE 12 
Analvsis of Variance Results according to the Positions of the Resnondents 
Variable 
A. Technique s for assessing educationa:i.. ?H~eds 
of t he community 
B. Techniques for evaluating educational 
pr ogr ams 
C. Wr it i ng and evaluation of pe rformance 
ob jectives 
D. Procedures of determining and implementing 
decentralization 
E. Applicat ion of systems analysis procedures 
F. Me t hods a~d tools of gathering, proce3sing, 
manipulating, storing, and retrieving 
infor mation 
· G. Medium and long-range planning skills 
H. Identifying problems and designing p l<?.n8 
to s olve t hem 
I. Partic i pat ory decision-making 
J. Leveling with people 
K. Applying the use of such disciplines as 
philosophy, sociology, psychology to ~he 
administration of schools 
..,_, __ 
" 
F Ratio 
2.7)4 
J.203 
9·394 
6.459 
0.957 
1.403 
0.463 
0.966 
1.497 
0.)24 
1.081 
({;ean So 
J.Jl2 
2.804 
12. 214· 
8.915 
1.262 
1.557 
0.460 
0. 611~ 
0.834 
0.154 
'.1.102 
P Less Than 
0.004* 
0 . 024* 
0.001* 
0.001* 
0.413 
0.242 
0.708 
0.409 
0.215 
0.808 
0.357 
Table 12 --- Continued 
Va_::-iable 
L. Applying knowledge of the cultures in the 
l ocale where the school exists 
M. Yiaintain effective school- community 
relations 
N. Techniques to handle and r esolve ~onflicts 
0. Professional negotiation procedures and 
techniques 
P. Different ways of staff utilization 
Q. Ways of dealing with groups of people 
R. Alternative organizational patterns for 
schools 
s. Theories and activities to i mprove 
organizational climate of schools to 
increase effectiveness and efficiency 
* p < . 05 
'!! ~-·-
F Ratio 
0.529 
3. 223 
0.(00 
5.124 
1.537 
1.215 
1.567 
0 . 586 
!'; 
, 16 
.L -
Mean_ Sa P Less Than 
0 . 409 0.663 
1.911 0. 023* 
0.331 0.553 
6.500 0. 002* 
1. 525 0 . 205 
0.6?6 O.J04 
1.?64 0.197 
0. 680 0. 624 
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TABLE 13 
Analysis of Variance Results to Test for Interaction between the School Level of the 
Res£Ondents and the Positio~·n=s===o~f==t=h=e==R=~=~=s=n=o=n=a=·e=n=t==s~======================== 
Vari?..ble 
A. Techniques fer assessing educational needs 
of the community 
B. Techniques for eval uati ng educationa l . 
programs 
c. Wr iting and eYaluation of performancE: 
objectives 
D. Procedur es of determining and i m?lerGf:nting 
decen~ralizat ion 
E. Appl ication of systems analysis proc edures 
F. Met hods and tools of gathering, processing, 
manipulating, storing~ and retrieving 
information 
G. Medium and long-rar.ge planning skill s 
H. Identifying p!.~oblems and de s igning pJ.a:.'ls 
to s ol·J"e t hem 
I. Part icipatory decision- making 
J. Leveling wi th peopl e 
K. Applying the use of such disciplines as 
philosophy, sociology , psychology to the 
administration of schools 
F Ratio 
1.078 
1.294 
1 . 040 
4.408 
0. 189 
0. 597 
0.538 
0.922 
1.609 
1.892 
0.293 
Mean Sa P Less Than 
1-306 0 . 359 
1 . 133 0 . 376 
1 . 353 0.375 
6.085 0. 005* 
0.250 0 . 904 
0 . 663 0.617 
0. 535 0.656 
0.586 o.4J1 
0 . 896 0.187 
0.899 0.131 
0.299 0 . 831 
Table 11 ---Continued 
Variable 
L. Applying knowledge of the cultures in the 
locale where the school exists 
M. Maintain effective school-community 
relations 
N. Techniques to handle and resolve conflicts 
0. Professional negotiation procedures a~d 
+ . . 
., ecnrnques 
P. Different ways of staff utilization 
Q. Ways of dealing with groups of people 
R. Alternative organizational patterns fer 
schools 
S . Theories a nd activities to i mprove 
organizational climate of sc~ools to 
increase effectiveness and efficiency 
* p < . 05 
11a 
F Ratio l'Jlean Sq P Less Than 
2.098 1.623 0.100 
J.644 2.160 0.013* 
J.122 1.4?6 0.026* 
C. J50 0.444 0.789 
0.804 0 . 798 0.492 
2.212 1.2)0 0.087 
0.529 0.596 0.662 
1.926 2.2J4 0.125 
implementing decentralization. 
2. Using ways to establish and maintain 
effective school-community relations. 
), The techniques to handle and resolve 
conflicts. 
The mean scores of the participants in response to 
the need of developing skills . in "The various techniques 
for assessing the educational needs of the community" are 
presented in Profile Graph 4. 
PROFILE GRAPH 4 
.§J.tb-need _f.t 'l'he V..?ri9us_J' cchnJ_gues ,_fQJ' Ass essing- th~ 
Educational Needs of the Comnmnity 
Mean 
Scor.e 
lj • • 0 
J.8 
).6 
).2 
s p ,., .l 
Elementary Level 
Secondary Level 
B 
Ele·mentar;y school personnel vievv thi s sub-need as 
significantly more important than do s econdary ::~chool 
personnel . I t would seem t hat superintendents , princ ipals , 
and board of education members on both levels tend to view 
this sub-need wi'U'l. the same relative degree of importance ; 
however, it would seem that teachers disagree as to the 
sub-need's importance. Elementary school teachers view 
this sub-need as " Very Important" with a mean of l+.O, 
whereas secondary school teachers view developing skills 
in ''The various techniques for assessing the educational 
needs of the eomrnunity" as "Important " with a mean of 
).2. Elementary school superintendent s have the highest 
mean score of 4.2; secondary school teachers have the 
lowest mean score of ).2. 
The mean scores of the participant s in re sponse 
to the need of developing skills in "The t echn ique s 
and procedures for evaluAting educational programs" . 
are presented in Profile Graph 5· 
PHOFIL~ GRAPH 5 
f?...l2_t>..::n.~~-9.-lh_~TI1!L rpf.i.~l!..tl1SLu e s and J~.r o_ c e d !d.!:~ s f o r._:g_y{i_l uat,ine. 
~~<;,lycational Programs 
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El ementa:r.·y Level 
Secondary Level 
4. 6 X 
4. l+ 
Mean 4. 2 Score 
4.0 
).8 
).6 
s p T B 
--·--·- ·---·--·---·-- ----·----------------
l 
As idt~ntified in 'l'able 12 and pre sented in this 
graph, there is a significant difference in the way 
superintendents, principals, teachers, and board of 
education members vie w th:i.s sub-need. Superintendents 
and principals see this need as more important for the 
future professional development of -principals than do 
teachers. Elementary school superintendents and 
principals perceive it to be more important than do 
secondary school superintendents and principals. 
Secondary school boards of education view the need 
as being more important for the future professional 
development of principals than do secondary school 
superintendents, principals, and teachers . Elementary 
St'l:o0J. f:~ upe:ei:'!tendr:-nt;s have the .highest mean s~ore of 
4. 6. Secondary ~~chool teachers have the lowest mean 
score of ).8. 
The mean scores of the part icipants in response 
to the need of developing skills in «The writing and 
evaluation of performance objectives" are presented 
in Profile Graph 6. 
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PROFILE GRAPH 6 
Sub- need C: The \\'r:_it_i.D.g and Evaluation of Perfo.rmg_~ 
Ob.iectives 
Elementary Level 
Secondary Level 
s p B 
·---------·---------·---
This graph plots the significant differenc e in 
the way superintendentst princ ipals, teachers, and board 
of education ll!ernbers view the impor tance of this sub·· 
need for the professional development of principals. 
Superintendent s and boards of education view the need 
to write and evaluate performance objectives as more 
important than do the principals and teachers. The 
secondary school board of education members and the 
element ary school superintendents have the higheot mean 
of 4.), the secondary school te achers have the lowest 
me an score of J.O. 
The mean scores of the participants in response to 
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the need of developing skills in "The procedures of 
determining and implementing decentralization" are 
presented in Profile Graph 7• 
PROFILE GRAPH 7 
Sub-need D1 The Proced1,1res_QLJ)_etermining and Impleroentine 
P~.c.entral iJ~.J!.t ion 
4·. 4 
1-t . 2 
4. 6 
J . 8 
J . 6 
Mean J .4 Score 
J.2 
J,O 
2 . 8 
2 . 6 
2. '+ 
s 
El ementary Level 
Secondary Level 
X~ / ' 
·---------x· . 
• 
p T B 
-~----··-· ------··--~-·· --·-·-·-·------
This graph plots the significant interaction l>etween 
the school l evels of the respondents and the positions 
of' the respondents . Secondary school super intendents 
and secondary school boards of education view the ·need 
of dr:!veloping skills in "f.'he procedures of determining 
and implement i11g decent:ca.lization" to be of a significant ly 
gr eater importance for principals than do t heir counte r -
parts on t he elementary level. How~ver, secondary 
school principals and teachers view this need to be 
significantly less important than do elementary school 
principals and teachers . Elementary school boards of 
educationi with a mean score of 2. 6, view the need to 
be of little importance for the future professional 
development of principals. Secondary school superin-
tendent s have the highest mean score of 4.4. 
The mean scores of the participants in respons e to 
t he need of developin r.; f> kills in "Participatory dec i s ion-
ma king" are presented in Profile Graph 8. 
Mean 
Score 
4.8 
4- . 4 
4. 2 
4. 0 
PROFILE GRAPH 8 
El emcntF.:ry Level 
Secondary Level 
-x---·;x 
s p T B 
In general, elementary school personnel tend to 
perceive tl1e need for participator y dec i sion-making skill s 
as more i mportant for t he f ut ure professional dev~lopment 
of principals than do secondary school personn~l. Super-
intendants view the need as be ing "Very Important," 
boards of edueation as less important. Elementary school 
principals and teachers, however, view the participatory 
decision-making skill as being more important for 
principals than do secondary school principals and 
teachers. Secondary school superintendents have the 
highe s t mean score of 4.7; elementary school board of 
education members have the lowest mean score of 4.2. 
The mean scores of the participants in response to 
the need of developing skills in "I,eveling with people 
for wholesome personal interaction" are presented in 
Profile Graph 9. 
PROFILE GRAPH 9 
Sub-:nged J: Leveling with Peonle for Wholesome Personal 
Interar:tion 
l\1ean 
Score l~. 6 
4. L~ 
s p T 
Elementary Level 
Secondary Leve1 
• 
B 
·------------------
In general~ these data suggest that elementary 
school personnel view the need to "Level with people" 
to be more impo:t.~t ant to principals' futur·e development 
than do secondary school per sonnel . Both elementary 
and se condary school superintendents vi ew thEl need in 
the same way with a mean score of 4.?. For members of 
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Hecondary school boards of education, "Leveling with 
people .. is an "Extremely Important" need, they had a 
mean score of 5.0. Secondary school teachers had the 
lowest mean score of 4.4. 
The mean score s of the participants in response to 
the need of devE:loping skill s in "Using ways to establish 
and main ta in effective school-community relations" are 
presented in Profile Graph 10. 
PROFII.,E GRAPH 10 
§.1t_Q::neei!.._lll ~ Using Wgys to Es_i~::tblish .and Mainta i.n Effective 
ScJ1.9...Q.l 7 ·Cgmrn..m1i t y HeJ,£ttiQ..ns 
Me<U1 
Sc;ore 
4~8 
4. 6 
1+. 4 
~ .• 2 
4.0 
3.8 
s p 
·--- Elementary Level 
__ Secondary Level 
T B 
·---·--------·-----·- -----
Seconda:ry school personnel view this need to be 
significantly more i mportant to the future profess ional 
development o f principals than do el ementary s chool 
pers onnel. Secondar y school superintendents and necondary 
school boards of educati on vj.ew this need with about the 
same d eg>:· e e of impor·tMJCe , l.J. . 8 to 4 . 9. r.rhe se high mean 
scores would indicate that these twci categories of res -
pondents perceive this need as "Extremely Important" for 
the future professional development of principals. 
Secondary school teachers have the lowest mean score of 
4.0 which would indicate that they do not view the need 
with the same degree of importance as secondary school 
superintendents and secondary · school board of education 
members. Elementary school board of education members 
with a mean score of 4.6 view this sub-need to be more 
important for principals t han do elementary school super-
intendents, principals, and teachers. Secondary school 
boa rd of education members ·had the highest mean score of 
4.9, secondary school teachers had the lowest mean score 
of 4.0. 
'I'he mean scores of the participants in response to 
the ne t~d of d(-:Veloping skills in "The techniques to handle 
and re s olve conflic t s" a1:- e pres ented in Profile Graph 11.. 
PROFILE GHAPH 11 
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Although secondary school superintendents and 
secondary ·school boards of education view this need as 
more important for the future professional development of 
principals than do elementary school superintendents and 
boards of education, the three categories of superintendents, 
principals, and boards of educatiori view this need with the 
same relative degree of importance. 1'he range of degree 
of importance is greatest in the teacher category. 
The mean scores of the participants in response to 
the need of developing skills in "Professional negotiations 
procedures and technique s " are presented in Profile Graph 12. 
Mean 
Score 
J.8 
).6 
J.4 
3.2 
).0 
2.8 
2.6 
PROFILE GRAPH 12 
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'rhose <lata sugges t tha t elementary s ehoul personnel 
id entify thi s sub- need to be a more impor t ant futu re pro -
f e s s :w nal development need for princ ipals than do s econdary 
school personnel. Teachers on both levels see this need 
to be mor e important for the futur e professional develop·· 
ment of princi pa l s than do the other. three categories of 
respondents . Of all the respondents , elementary school 
teachers have the highest mean score of J . ?, s econdary 
school board of education members have the lowest mean 
score of 2.6. 
The mean scores of t he participants in re spon~e to 
the need of developing skills in the "Different ways of 
staff utilization'' are presented in Profile Graph 13. 
Mean 
Score j.8 
3.6 
J.4 
s 
~-------.. ---
PROFILE GRAPH 13 
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Elementary school personnel vi ew thi s sub~need to 
be signifi riantly mor e i mport ant for princ i pals than do 
secondary ~chool personnel . Superintendents on both 
levels perce i ve t his need to ba more important f or the 
fut ure professional development of principal s than do 
the other t hree categories of respondent ~ . The gr eat est 
rang~-! in mean scores occurs in the teacher category. 
Elementary school teachers, mean score of 4.2, see this 
need as beinG more important than do secondary school 
t~achers. mean score of ).6. Elementary school super-
intendents have the highest mean score of 4.4 while secon-
dary school tea(~hers have the lowest mean score of J. 6. 
The mean 8cores of the participants in response to 
the need. of developing knowledge in 11 Alternative 
orgm1iz S~:t.i. on.al. patterns for schools 11 are presented in 
Pro:f)J.C:! Graph 1 L~. 
PHOFILE GRAPH 14· 
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Element nry sehool personnel perceive the nec~ d of 
de V(~loping knowledge of "Al tel:-nati ve organizational 
patterns for schools" as being significantly more impor-
t ant :for. the future pr.ofess:Lonal development of principals 
than do secondary school personnel • . Elementary school 
superintendents view this need as being "Very Important" 
with a mean score of 4.2r elementary school board of 
education members view the sub-need as "Important" with 
a mean score of 3.5. Elementary school principals and 
teacherD see more importance in this need as a future 
professional development need for ~rincipals than do 
secondary school principa ls and t eachers. Elementary 
school superintendents have the highest mean score . of 4.2. 
Secondary school principals and teachers have the lowest 
mean score of ).4. 
The mean scores of the participants in response to 
the need of developing knowledge of "'l'heories a.nd 
activitieH to improve the organizational climate of the 
PROF'ILE GRAPH 15 
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This ~rofile graph i s us ed t o illustrate the 
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significant difference between the way elementary school 
personnel view . this need and the way secondary school 
personnel view it. Elementary school personnel perceive 
this need as being significantly more important for the 
future professional development of principals than do 
secondary school personnel. Secondary school superin~ 
tendents view the need as having. more importance for the 
future role of principals than do the secondary school 
principal and teacher categories. Within these categories, 
however ~ elementary school principals and teachers view 
this sub-need as being more important than .do secondary 
school principals and teachers. Secondary school board 
of education members lw.ve the highest mean score of 4. l.t; 
seconO.ary school nrincipals and teache:cs i1a v-e the lowe~t 
mean score of 3e3· 
Datc-~ .. EJl.:C~.'J).n .1.n.g_j;o Pat·:t B of the IttyentQ.r..Y. 
Part B of the Needs Assessment Inventory was designed 
to determine which item in the Inventory the respond ents 
viewed as the most important need for the i'u.tu.re pro-
fessional development of principals~ There were 19 
identified future profc~ssional development sub-needs. 
The respondents were asked to circle the letter of the 
future sub~·need deemed most illlportant. 
The data regarding the opinion of the participants 
on the most important sub-need for principals are sho¥m. 
in Table 14. Three topics were seen by 50% (161) of the 
322 respondents as the most important sub-needss 
1. Sub-need Ha Identifying problems and 
designing plans to solve them, 20.2% or 65 responses. 
2, Sub-need Ja Leveling with people so that 
staff meetings, consultation and evaluation sessions 
become open in terms of wholesome personal interaction, 
1?.1% or 55 responses. 
J. Sub-need Qa Ways of dealing with groups 
of people, for exrunple, teachers, students, community 
members, 12.?% or 41 responses. 
Using the information from Table 14, four additional 
tables were developed which reflect the rank order by 
percent of the four needs valued as most important by 
the positions of the respondents. Table 15 refers to 
sup€ri~tendents; Table 16 r efers to pri~~~pals. Ta~!e 17 
refer3 to teachers, and Table 18 refers to board of' 
l t• b e~uc~· - 1on mcm ers. 
Clearlyt superintendents and principals agree that 
"Identifying pt•oblems and designing plans to solve them" 
is the most important future prcfessional development 
need for principals, and that "Ways of dealing with 
groups of pe ople " is the second most important proff:s-
sional development need for principals. Teachers and 
board of educa tion members agree, however, that "Leveling 
with people so that staff meetings, consultation and 
evaJ.uation sessions become open in terms of wholesome 
personal interaction" i s the most important future 
professional development need for principals ~ and that 
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TABLE 14 
A Suill!l!ary of Part B of the Needs Assessi·H:~nt Inventory: An Identification of the Needs 
=========· Vi e1N&_~s Mo~t Imp_o:;"t apt by the Respondents _ 
Number/Percent by Position 
Superin- Board of Row 
Variable tendent Principal Teacher Education Tqtal 
Techniques for assessing educational 
1/4~0% needs of the community 
A. 
B. Techni ques for evaluating educational 
programs 3/12.0% 
c. Writing anG. evaluation of performan-::!n 
ob j ectives 0/0 
D. Procedures of determining and 
i mplementing decentralization 
E. Application of systems analysis 
procedures 
F. Methods and tools of gathering, 
processing ~ manipul ating, storing, 
and retrieving i n formation 
G. Medium & long-rnage planning skills 
H. Identifying proble~s and designing 
plans to solve them 
I. Participatory decision-making 
0/0 
0/0 
0 If\ ;v 
0/0 
5/2040% 
l~/1 6 ~ o% 
5/4.1% 0/0 J/8. 6% 9/2 . 8% 
J/2.5% 4/2.8% 1/2.9% 11/J.4% 
0/0 0/0 1/2 . 9% 1/0 . J% 
4/J.J% 0/0 0/0 4/1 ~2% 
0/0 0/0 1/2.9% 1/ 0.J% 
0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 
2/1' 7% 1/0. ?% 0/0 3/0 . 9% 
29/24.0% 25/17.7% 6/1? . 1% 65/20.2% 
ll.}/11. 6% 18/12 . 8% 2/5 .?% 38/11 . 8% 
. , , I I 
Table 14 --Continued 
Number/Percent by Position 
1 --~ .)~ 
Sunerin- Board of Row 
Variable tendent ?rincinal Teacher Ed~cation Total 
J. Leveling with people 2/8.0% 11/9 . 1% JJ/2).4% 9/25.?% 55/1? ~ 1% 
K. Applying the use of such disciplines 
as philosophy, sociology, psychology 
to the adrninistrati0n of schools 1/4.0% 
L. Applying knowledge of the cultures in 
the locale where the school exists 0/0 
M. Mai ntain effective school-ccmmunity 
r elations 
N. Techniques to handle and resolve 
conflicts 
0. Professional negotiation p~ocedures 
and techniques 
P. Different ways of staff utilization 
1/4.0% 
2/8.0% 
0/0 
L/lJ- . O% 
J/2.5% 
J/2.5% 
4/J. J% 
9/7 . 4% 
0/0 
5/4.1% 
Q. Ways of dealing with groups of 
people 4/16 .0% 1?/14.9% 
R. Alternative organizational patterns 
for schools .J/0 0/ 0 
--.-'!-
5/J-5% 0/0 
5/J.5% 0/0 
7/5. O% 1/2 . 9% 
4/2.8% 0/0 
0/0 ojo 
5/J.5% 1/5.7% 
16/ll . J% 4/11.4% 
4/2.8% 0/0 
9/2.8% 
8/2.5% 
13/4.0% 
15/4. ?% 
0/0 
13/4.0% 
41/12 . 7% 
4/1.2% 
Table 14 -- Continued 
Variable 
s . Theories and activities to improve 
organizational climate of schools 
to increase effectiveness and 
efficiency 
Non-respondents 
Column Total 
"1.36 
- -
Number/ Percent by Position 
Superin Board of Row 
tendent Princiual Teacher Education Total 
0/0 
1/4 .. 0% 
7/5.8% 
5/4 .1% 
25/7.8% 121/ 2?.6% 
10/?.1% 2/5.7% 
4/2. 8% J/8.6% 
141/43 . 8% .35/10 . 9% 
19/5.9% 
1.3/4.0% 
322/100 .0% 
TABLE 1.5 
Ranking by Superintendents of the Four Needs Deemed Most 
Important for the Future Professional Development of 
Princi:ga l s 
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Profes_siorg~.l... Development Need Rank Order 
H. Identifying problems and in designing 
plans to solve them 
Q. The ways of dealing with groups of people 
I. Participatory decision-making 
B. The technique s and procedures for 
evaluating educational programs 
1 
2 
2 
4 
-----·------------ ----------
TABLE 16 
Ranking by Principals for the Four Needs Deemed Most Im-
por~unt fer tho Future Professional Dcve lopma~t of 
.::=-::.-:--=.:.::=:..~:..:=·:-===:.:-=~-:-::==--=-~iD.Q.tn.a :! . E:-=-----------·--·-= 
H. I dentify i ng pr;:>be lms and in de s i gning 
plans to s olve t hem 
Q. 9:he ways of dealing with groups of peopl e 
I. Partic ipatory decisi on-making 
J. Leveling with people 
---------·------------
Rank O.rder 
1 
2 
J 
. 
:.a 
1 
I 
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'J.lABLE 1.7 
Ranking by Teachers of the Four Needs Deemed Most Imnortant 
~ _!_or_ t_I1e future ProfcssionRl. J?evelopmen-t:_ of Prin~.ip.i!..J.:.L:=-= 
Rank Order 
J. Leveling with people 
H. Identifying probl ems and i n designing 
plans to solve them 
I. Participatory decis ion-making 
Q. The ways of dealing with groups of people 
1 
2 
3 
4 
- ·-------------------- ----- ----
TABLE 18 
Ranking by Members of Boards of Education of the Four Needs 
Deemed Most Important for the Future Professional 
_ _ _ _ Dey~lQnrn~n"L.Qf Pr~l1Qi..:Q_g.J,_ ~> -==---==== 
.. r. l.eve:U.ng w:i.t:h peopln 
H. Idc~ntifyinr:; problems and in designing 
plans to ao lve them 
Q, The ways of dealing with groups ·or people 
A. The various techniques for assess ing the 
educational need s of the community 
- ·-----·--·---·--··- ·---
1 
2 
3 
4 
'' Identifying problems and designing plans t o solve them" 
is the s econd most important future professional develop-
ment need of principal s . 
Part C of the survcs· instrument provided space for 
the re s pondents to li s t additional needs for r enewal 
programs wh ich th~:~y felt we re either HExtremely Important " 
or "Very Import ant" to meet the future professiona l 
development needs of principals. In some instances, the 
respondents reiterated some of the needs already listed 
in the survey instrument. 
1J9 
In summary, elementary school superintendents tended 
to stress the management aspects of administration, that 
is, the school plant and the school budget, while secondary 
school superintendents tended . to stress the need to develop 
skills in interpersonal relationships. Elementary school 
principals who responded to Part C of the Inventory seemed 
to identify two sets of needsl (1) those related to im-
proving learning and (2) those related to improving human 
relations skills. The two .secondary school principal 
r.e :=:;ponden.ts identified qualities of leadership. 
desire more personal contact with the principal and the 
need for the princ5.pal to develop such human qualities 
of' leader..-Bhip as integrity, trust , honesty, maturity, and 
emotional stability. The comments of board of education 
members t ended to center around skills involving human 
relations and communications. 
For a complete listing of these comments~ see 
Appendix D. The suggestions have been organized to 
corre spond to the four categorie s of positions of the 
respondent s to the survey ir..strumN1t, that is, super in-
tendents, principals, teachers t and poard of education 
members. 
~. Pert.~J n.ing-1Q_Part s D a.ncl E of the Inventory 
Parts D and E of the questionnaire deal with the 
ancillary question of this studya What is the opinion 
of membera of boards of education regarding the financial 
support for continuine; professional development programs 
for school principals? The responses to the questionnaire 
statement, "As a member of a board of education, do you 
believe that financial s upport for staff development 
programs for principals is wholly, partly, or. not at all 
a responsibility of the board of education?" are t allied 
in Table l9. 
Of the 35 members of boards of education respon~ ing 
to the questionnaire, ?4.2% ( 26 ) f elt that financial 
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suppor.t for professional development programs for principals 
should be "partly" the responsibility of the board of 
educ ation . Of the total re spondents ~ 22 . 9% (8) felt that 
such a re sponsibility was "wholly" the responsibility of 
the board of education, and 2.9% (1) felt that it was not 
the responsibility of the board of educat ion. 
TABLE 1.9 
Responses of Members of Boards of Education on The i r. Respon-
sibility to Financially Support Staff Development Programs for 
"""""""=-= ........ -=.,..,.-~~»J;.rlx~Jt.lE~A£1=-:.::or~.~ ... """"""'-=--=-......... ...,· 
Percent. 
Wholl y 
Partly 
Not a l all 
Total 
8 
26 
1 
35 
22.9 
71+-. 2 
2.9 
100.0 
----·----~ ------·-·---~ 
Sixty percent (18) of the board· of education members 
who checked "wholly" or "partly" in Part D of the Inventory 
indicated that less than i of .l percent of the operating 
budget s hould be specifically allocated to the financial 
support of professional development programs for principals. 
Thirty-six percent (11) checked t to 1 percent of the 
budget as the specific allocation. Only J.J% (1) of the 
respondents checked one percent, and no member of the 
board of education category checked the final item "over 
1 percent." Four board of' educ ation members who had 
initially checked 11 Wholly" or 11 partly11 in Part D failed 
to respond to Part E of th~ ques tionnaire. These data 
~re contained in Table 20. 
TABLE 20 . 
Pre sponses of MerrttH1 r s of Boards of Education on the Percent of 
the Distric t ' s Opor at ing Budget to be Specifically Allocated to 
==--:====--~ ~!.'.~-~JJ;:lg!ls-1. D~ v e J-_gmneD t 9_f ~.r:.:i ~1-1 s --===--=---= 
Less than .5 percent 
-~ to 1 percent 
One percent 
Over 1 percent 
'I'otal * 
* four f ailed to res pond 
18 
1.1 
1 
0 
30 
o.o 
100.0 
. 
:i 
! 
Summary of Findi.[lgs 
Two of the ma jor purposes of this study were (1) to 
identify through a r~view of the literature the future 
continuing professional development needs of principals 
and (2) to determine whether superintendents, principals, 
teachers, and board of education members agree on the 
importance of these future professional development needs 
for principal s . In reference to the first purpose of 
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this ·study, five future continuing professional development 
needs for principals were identifieds 
1, The need to develop skills to improve the 
process of goal-setting. 
2, The need to develop planning skills. 
J, The need to develo~ the facility 0f 
constructive decision-making. 
4. The need to obtain knowledge r egarding 
social problems . 
5. The need to acquire knoviledge of 
organizational theory and development. 
In refe:::-ence t o the second purpose, four ma j or 
questions were investigated in this study~ 
1. How do principals perceive t he five future 
continuing professional development needs, as identified 
through the review of the Jiteraturet for themselves? 
2. How do super intendents perceive these 
future continuing professional development needs for 
prir..cipals? 
). How do teachers perceive these future 
continuing professional development needs for principals ? 
4. How do members of boards of education 
perceive the!W future continuing professional development 
needs for principals? 
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An anciJ.liary question was also considered~ To what 
degree will boards of education financially support continuing 
professional deve lopment programs for school principals? 
The findings pertaining to the data obtained from 
the responses to t he Needs Assessment Inventory are 
summarized under the following gen~ral headingst 
1. Findings pertaining to the major future 
continui ng professiona l development needs of principals. 
2. Fir;d3_ngs pe;.'tai:1ing to the f uture cont i nuiliG 
professional development sub-needr; o f principals. 
3. Findings pertaining to the most important 
sub-need for the f uture professional development of 
principals. 
4. Findings pertaining to the financia l support 
for professi(Jnal development programs for principals . 
The data per taining to t he major future pr ofessional 
development needs of principa l s suggest the f ollowing 
general summarie s a 
1 . The mos t important fut ure professional 
development ne ed of pri ncipals is developing s lcill s in 
'"l'he decision-making process . " 
2. Elementary school personnel view "The 
decision~making process" need as a more important need 
for the professional development of pr incipals than do 
secondary school personnel. 
J , The least important future pr ofessional 
development need of principals is develop i ng ski lls in 
"The planning process . " 
4. When considering the school level of the 
respondentsf there were statistically significant differ-
enc~s in the way elementary and secondary school personnel 
v iewed the importance of the major process needs of& . 
~. The goal-setting process . 
b . The decision-making procesR . 
c . The process of acquiring knowledge of 
ol:-ganiz.a tional de'\' elopment. 
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5· When considering the positions of the 
respondents, there was a ststistically significant difference 
in the way superintendents~ pri.ncipal s , t eachers , and 
board of education members viewed the importance of '"I'he 
goal~ setting proces s." 
6. There was a s tatist ically signi f icant inter-
action between the levels of the respondent s and t heir 
l?os i ti ons in considering the importan.ce of " 'r he ~cal­
setting process ." 
The data pertaining to t he ma jor futura prof ess i onal 
development needs of princi pals suggest the fol l owing 
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specific summaries s · 
1. In "The goal-setting process" need, principals 
perceive the need as being more important than do teachers, 
as being less important than do superintendents, and as 
being of equal importance wi~h board of education members. 
Superintendents view the need as "Very Important," 
teachers and board of educati6n members view the need as 
"Important" for the future professional development of 
principals. 
2 . In " 'l'he decision-making process" need, the 
principals perceived the need as more important than 
teachers , as less important than superintendents and board 
6f education members. Neverthele~s , all categories of 
re sponde:-rts hrrd. m~an sco!'os which could be int cq1ret~Jd c.s 
"V <~rJ' Important" e.s a future professional development 
need of princ ipals . 
), Ih the process need of "Acquiring knowledge 
r egarding organizati onal development," principals view 
the need as more important than teachers and as l ess 
important than superint endents and board of education 
members . Supe:r.intendcnts and board of education members 
perceived the need as 11 Very Important " and teacher~·l 
viewed the nt:ed as "Impor·tarrt ;• for t hn f ut ure professional 
deve lopment of principals. 
The data. pertaining to the sub- needs f.mggest t he 
following general s ummariess 
1. The participants in this study tend to 
consider the most important f uture professional develop-
ment sub-needs for principa l s to be t 
a. Identifying problems and designing 
plans to solve t h em . 
b. Participatory dec i sion-making . 
c. Leveling with people for wholesome 
interaction. 
d. Us ing ways to establish and 
maintain effective school-community relations . 
e. Techniques to handle and resolve 
conflicts . 
f . Vlayc cf dc;aling wit~ gr cups of people . 
2. Ac.c c:cding to the school l evel o:( the 
respondents, there wer e stat istically signi ficant differ-
ence s in t he way elementary and secondary schoo l personnel 
viewed t he i mportance of the sub-needs of a 
a. The various t echnique s for assessing 
the e:ducational nee ds of the community. 
b, The procedure s of determining and 
implementing decentralization. 
c. Participatory decision-making . 
d. Levl~ling with people . 
o . The techniques to handle and r esolve 
confl icts . 
i'. The diffore nt ways ·of staff utilization 
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necessary to accommodate new patterns in instruction 
and learning. 
g. Alternative organizational patterns 
for schools. 
h. The theories and activiti es designed 
to improve the organizational climate of the school to 
increase effectiveness and efficiency. 
J . According to the positions of the respondents, 
there were statistically significant differences in the way 
superintendents, principals, teachers, and board of edu-
cation members viewed the importance of the sub-needs ofa 
a. The various techniques for assessing 
the educational .needs of the community. 
b. The t 12 chniques and procedures for 
evaluat:i.ng educational programs. 
c. The writing and evaluation cf per-
formance objeutives. 
d ~ Using ways to establish and maintain 
effective school-community relations. 
c. Profe s sional negotiation procedures 
and techniqu.o~j. 
LJ.. 'I'here was a statistically si gnif:i..ccmt 
interaction between the levels of the respondents and 
their positions in considering the importencP of the 
sub-need8 of& 
a. The procedures of determining and 
implementing decentralization. 
b . Using ways to establish and maintain 
effective school -community relations. 
c . The techniques to handle and resolve 
conflicts . 
The data pertainin~ to the sub-needs suggest that 
t he following specific summaries can be made when the 
mean scores are used as the basis of the summarya 
1, For elementary school super i ntendents, 
"Lev~ling with people" was the most important future pro-
fessional development need for principals, and developing 
Bkills in "Professional negotiations procedures and 
techniques" was the leasJc important futv.re professional 
development need for principals. 
2. For s econdary school superintendents~ 
"U£d.ng h'ayG to establish and maintain effective school-
cormnuni ty 1~elations " wan the most important futu:ce pro·· 
fesnional development need for principals, and develop ing 
skills in "Professiona l negotiations procedures" was the 
least important fut ure professional dev~l op~uent 1 eed for 
p1:-incipals . 
), For elernent2.ry school principals~ 
"Levelil1g with people" was the most il:1portant f uture pro~ 
fcssiona l development n e ~; d for pri nc ipals, and d ~~veloping 
s lcills in "The application of sy!:: tems analysis pr.ocedures" 
arid in "The methods a nd t ool s of gather 1 ng, processing , 
tnanipulat ing, storing, and r e·trieving information" were 
the least importar1t future profesr:>ional development needs 
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for principals. 
4. For secondary school principals, 
"Leveling with people, .. developing skills in '"rhe 
techniques to handle and resolve conflict, .. and develop-
ing skills in .. Professional negotiation procedures and 
techniques" were the most important future professional 
development needs for principals, and developing skills 
in 11 The applicat'ion of systems analysis procedures" 
was the least important future professional development 
need for principals. 
5· For elementary school teachers, 11 Leveling 
with people" was the most important future professional 
development need for principals, and developing skills 
in 11 'l'he appJj c:<=~.1: ion or r.;ystems analysis procedu.rfls" W8.s 
th e least important future professional development need 
for princ:i..p <-:J.s . 
6. For secondary school teachers, "Leveling 
with people" was the most important future professior1al 
development need for principa l s t and developing skills 
in " The applicat i on of systems analysis procedures" was 
th e least important future professional development need 
for principals. 
7• For e l ementary school board of education 
members, "Leveling with people" was the mo s t important 
future professiona l devc.;;lopment need for prind.pala, and 
developing skills in ~Th a procedur es · of determining and 
implementing decentr ali za·tion» was the least important 
future professional development need for principals. 
8. For secondary school board of education 
members, "Leveling with people" was the most important 
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future professional development need, and developing skills 
in "Profess ional negotiation procedures and techniques" 
was the least important professional development need 
for princ ipals. 
Sum.l!~ary of Fi nd i ng_s Per. tai"Qj.ng to the 
Most _ll']}_ROrtant Sub-need for the Future 
Pr.ofespional DeveJ_omnent of Princinrtls 
In Part B of the Ne eds Assessment Inventory, when 
the re spondents were asked to s elect the one sub-need 
which was most important for the future professional 
development of principals • 
1. "ld.~:;; 't ifying protlerr.s aY1d de signing pl~!1S 
to s olve t hem" r ece ived the highest number of re sponses . 
2. Superintendents and principal s r anked 
"Identi f ying problems and designing pl ans to s olve t hem" 
<..-r.d. "Developing ways of dealing with groups of pe ople" 
ar; the two most i mportant f utur e profess ional developmen t 
sub-needs for principal s . 
3. '11eacher s and board of education members 
ranked 11 l1evel i ng with people" and "Identi fying problems 
and d0s i gning plans to solve them" as the t wo most 
important f ut ure profe ssional development sub-needs for 
the f uture pr ofessional development of principals. 
:.....I 
! 
..! 
Sum.marx. of Findings . Pert_(!i nipg to i!l"ie Financial 
Sup.nort. f or Prof ess i_Q.na l JJe velonmcnt Pr ograms . 
The data pertaining to the financial support for 
profess iona l development programs suggest thats 
1. Ninety-seven percent or 34 board of 
education members feel that financial support is "partly" 
or "wholly" the r esponsibility of the board of education • 
2. · sixty percent (18) of the board of 
educat ion members indicated that l ess than ! of 1 percent 
of the operating budget should be specifically alloca t ed 
for the financial support of profess ional development 
programs for principals. 
3. Thirty percent ( 11) .of the board of 
education members indicated that i to 1 percent of the 
opc 1~o. ti:ng budget shoul d he specifi cally allecated for 
the f i nancial sv.pport of professional development 
programs ·for· pl~inc ipals. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECO:v!MENDA'l1IONS 
The purposes of this study were (1) to identify, 
t .hrough a r eview of the literature, the future continuing 
professional development nee ds of s chool principals' 
( 2 ) ·t;o d e termine whe ther principals , superintendents, 
te;achEn·s , and hoard of education 111embers agree on the 
impori.:a.nc c of the se future needs ; and ( J) to provide 
findings wh5.ch would be of practica l value to 
institutions of higher education, to administrator 
orgrmizati on~3, e.nd to l ocal boards of education to a ssist 
them to develop cont i nuing professional development 
progr2.r<i~; ~:o:::.- s ehool p:r. i.nc.:ipals , 
Th o fi v·e r;<<l J C•J:· flt ·~ure p:t'ofe s:-o; iona l deve:l.opm~nt n eeds 
of p:-:·5.nc.i. pals as ident ified through a r eview of the 
litci:a.tv.r·e were: 
1. ~~h~ goa l··setting process , 
2" 'fl1e fJlannir;g proces s , 
3. '!'he decision-making process , 
4 . The pr ocess of obtaining knowledge 
l'<:.gar0.l.ng social problems, and 
5~ ~~e process of acquj.ring knowledge of 
org2.n:i.?.at ional devel opment . 
The s e needs were then s ub-divided into 19 sub-
nP-eds, The differences in perceptions of i mportance 
between pri n cipals and the other th~ee categories of 
re~pcnd0nts ware discussed i n Chapt~r IV. 
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The conclusions presented in this chapter are 
organized into three groupsa (1) conclusions pertaining 
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to the importance of the major future profeusional develop-
ment needs; (2) conclus ions perta ining to the importance 
of the 19 sub- needs as future professional development 
needs, and (J) conclus ions pertaining to financial support 
of profess ional development programs for principals. 
Conclus i ons on th~ ImQortance of _the Fi v_g_ 
Major Futurf: Profess ional Develo.mnent Needs 
From an analysis of the findings, it may be concluded 
that the most important future profes sional deve1opment 
need for principals i s l 
1. The decis ion- making process . 
From an analy~i. s of the findings, it may be concluded 
l.. El ementar y school personnel view "The 
d ecisl c;n- ma!d.ns p:r.oc ess" to be a moz:-e i mportant future 
;.H'Cf-essiona.l Q~ '!el oprnent need for pr i ncipals than do 
2. The ~reatest di ffer ence in perception a s 
to t he impor~an~e of t he needs f or the f uture professional 
devGl OJ.nn ~mi.: o f princ i pals occurs betv,reen th(! positions of 
pr i n ci1·:-oaJ. an d sr:.per int cnd<mt. Superintendent s view the 
f ive f uture ma jor ne eds to be more i mportant for the 
futtu·e cont inuing pr ofessional development of principals 
than ~ o the princ i pal s. 
Conclusions on the IIJmortangJL...Qf_1he S~tb­
Needs for Futur~_]'rofe8si onal Developmeq! 
From an analysis of the findings regarding the 
sub-needs, it may be concluded thata 
1. The most important future professional 
development sub-needs for principa~s are a 
a. Identifying problems and de signing 
plans to solve them. 
b. Participatory dec i s ion-making. 
c. Leveling with people for wholesome 
personal interact ion. 
d. Using ways to establish and maintain 
effective school- community r el ations. 
e. The techniques to handle and 1·esol ve 
conflicts. 
f . Ways of deal i ng with groups of people. 
2 . Those sub-needs whi ch .deal with the dynamic 
processes between i ndividual s tend to be mor e important 
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to the respondents as future professional development needs 
f or principa].s than t hose sub-needs which deal with 
mechanistic proceBses. For instance, the sub~·need~3 of 
"Leveling with poopl~) 9 " " Participatory decision-making," 
and "Ustng \'lays to e;.;tabli sh and mainta.in effective 
school ·ucommuni ty :celations" were deemed to be irnportant 
f uture professional development needs for principals. 
Such :::;ub~·needs as " '!'he application of systemn analysis 
procc~dures~ 11 "Skills in t he methods of gathr:!ring , pro-
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cessing, manipulating , storing, and retrieving information" 
were deemed to be least important by the respondents in 
this study as future continuing professional development 
needs for principals. 
J, In the ranking of the one most important 
sub- need of the 19 sub-needs listeds 
a. The one most important sub-need 
viewed by all respondents for the future professional 
development of principals is "Identifying problems and 
designing plans to solve them ... 
As a general summary, it may be concluded that the 
sub-needs which deal with the interaction between 
individuals are perceived by the participants of this 
study to be t!lf~ "!Yt n~t imp0rtr.~.nt; sub-needs f or t he f utur·e 
profess ional development of principals. "Leveling with 
people in t erms of wholesome personal interaction" 
received tha highest mean score value and .. Identifying 
problems and designing plans to s olve them .. :cecei v0d the 
highest number of responses by all respondents as the 
one sub~need of most importance for the future professional 
development of principals. Each of the se are sub- needs 
of the major need of deve loping skills in the dacision-
making proce s s. "The decision-making proce ss" was the 
mo s t important major f uture professional development need 
of principals as viewed by super·intendents , principal s , 
teachers, and board of education members on the elementa ry 
and sec ond.at·y l evels. From these findings , one may 
conclude that the identification of problems and the 
designing of plans to solve them must be approached 
through an interaction process of leveling with people. 
Principals should keep this conclusion in mind as they 
design plans to solve problems and as they deal with 
people. 
Financt_al_,Supnort for_ Professional 
Q§'L<tl-..Q .. o, rnent Programs for Principals 
From the data pertaining to the financial support 
of professional development programs for principals by 
boards of education, it may be concluded thata 
1. Boards of education seem willing to 
specifically allocate some funds to support professi onal 
development progr ams for principals. 
2. A specillu allocation of less than ~ of 1 
percent of the district's operating budget seems to be 
the financial oupport boards of education a re willing 
to all vcate fQr professional development programs for 
principals . 
Rec01~mend ati ons 
The following recommendat ions are bas ed upon the 
review of the J.iterature and the findings of this study , 
Th ey are organized into two sectionsa (1) recommendatio~s 
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directed to instit utions of higher education , admini strator 
organizations . local boards of education, and school 
prineipal s ·; and ( 2) recommendations regar ding fur t her 
investigations of this topic . 
.. 
u 
I 
! 
Recommendations Directed to Inst itut ions of ifi.gh"er}:Ziucat"ran:. Ad1nini s t r ator is~~oCiat"Tons . 
Loca l Boards of Educati on , and School Principals 
Institutions of higher education, adminis trator 
organizations, local boards of education, and individual 
principa l s must accept the res ponsibility for the future 
professional development of principals if principals are 
to meet successf ully the future challenges and changes 
in education. All must cooperate to develop self-
rene\val programs which will prepare principals to f ulfill 
efficiently and effect i vely their future role. 
One of the implications of the review of the 
literature and t he f indings of this s tudy is t hat the 
future role of t he principal wi ll be one which will . focus 
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on l.rnc~n.-tainty 1, ~ cmt)_ nuaJ. soc i a.l. transitions as t hey affe>ct 
education, and t he ne ces sity to dea l with cont inuous complex 
problems through pe r-sonal d ecision ·~making . I t will b e 
wha t Shane ( 197J ) ha s t erme:~d t he "cr.isi s of cri ses (p . 327) ... 
Ins t i t utions of l1ieher education, administr a t or ass oc i at i ons, 
and l ocal board s of education , then, should cooperatively 
deveJ cr and present t o school princ i pal s renewal prog:rams 
speci fic al l y designed to i mprove t he deci s 1.on-making 
proc c~> s for pr i ;1eipals. These programs shoul d incor por at e 
r eadings , a c civities, and discussi ons focusing on the 
aspects of i dentifying probl ems and de signing plans to 
solve them, deve l oping s ki lls in participatory deci s i6n-
making , and developi ng skills in th e pr incipal s o t hat 
he fe el s comfortabl e i n .leveli ng wit h people so t ha t 
staff meetings, consultation and evaluation sessions 
become open in terms of wholesome personal interactions. 
The continuing professional development progrruns 
for principals should focus on developing skills in the 
areas of group dynamics. Special attention should be 
placed on developing skills to establish and maintain 
effective school-community relations, the techniques to 
handle and resolve conflicts~ and acquiring the knowledge 
and ~kills of dealing with groups of people. 
The findings of this study provide supporting 
documentation to War>:·en Dederick's recent research on 
basic competencies for school administrators. In 
discussing the various domains for competency-based· 
pr ogr ams ior admln.l s tra"Lors , Dt:: <.i.e1·lck ( 1973) identified 
the "Doma.in of Dec i s ion'Making" and the "Domain of 
Human Relat ions ." Under the domain o:f decision-making, 
he has included these sub-competencies! 
1. Rec ognizes when a pr oblem exist s and i s able 
to ident ify i t correctly. 2. Under s t ands l egal, 
economi c , s ociocul t ural , and policy limitat ions 
on the decis i on -making proc ess . 3. Est abli s hes 
proc edtn:-e s for deci.sion ~waking in which communi ty 
rep!.~e fwntr!t i ve ~; o faculty , a nd stud ent~~ are active 
par ticipant s . 4. Involves tho s e persons who will 
implement the resol t s of a decision in the making 
of that decis i on (p. 349) . 
In cl:i.f'ft-:r·ent wor ds, these competencies have been 
id enti f i ed i n thi s s tudy of the futu~e profes s ional 
development needs of principal s r,s "Important " or "V ery 
Irnportant . " 
Under the domain of human relati ons , Dederick (1973) 
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has included these sub-competencies a 
1, Demonstrates consideration through behavior 
indicative of friendship, mutual trust, respect, 
and warmth in r elationships between oneself and 
members of one ' s sta ff . 2. Demonstrates a 
range of techniques to involve the faculty in 
the effective form ation of policy decisions whi ch 
the faculty will have to implement . J, Com-
municate s to parents information concerning major 
changes in school policy, curficulum , or teaching 
practices ( p . 350 ). 
In a variety of ways , these competencies have also been 
identified ir. this study as "Important" or "Very 
Important. " 
The literature dealing with the future has identified 
a paradox for the school principal. On the one hand, the 
li teratu.re :tden.ti:fies an accelerated movement to a highly 
computcriz~d , mechanistic society, to ~echnical develop-
ments which will {;(,).:'eatly influcence the living condit i ons 
of the f uture . On the other hand , the literature al so 
contends that indiv i duals will deman.d to be treated more 
humanely and individually, that human relations and 
interper son?..l r elat i ons wi l l become incr·ea singJ.y more 
important be c.~ c..u se of th~ t e chnologica l s ociety , Although 
many of t he r neent educat ional writers stress such 
mechani s t ic approache s as pr·ogr am budgeting systems, 
systern8 an a.ly2i!-J, and pcrforma.nee obj ectives a s b e i ng 
c r u c ia1 i:o CIJ.l'J.CHtt D.nd fu ture educat i on, the f indi ngs of 
t bi n r;t,_HJ:r i ncli c~:•.te t hat t he on~site educators , the s uper-
intendent s , ;winc i p:J.ls , teach<~r s t and board of education 
members , have pl aced t heir emphasis on. i nterpersonal 
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relations rather than mechanistic processes. The fact 
that skills in these areas arc identified as important 
would imply that the participants are dissatisfied with 
the status ~~ and are motivated to improve existing 
conditions . 
It is recommended that principals and superintendents 
develop a mutually agre ed upon professional development 
progr~1 f or principals. Since superintendents view the 
needs ident ified in this study as more important for 
principals than principals do, such a program will 
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minimize the areas of disagreement. Principal s are 
generally accountable to superintendents. It is the 
superintendent who is responsible for the total educational 
PL' vg.c-altl of a rl:l.s"L:c1t!t. He e~tablishes the atmosphere 
which facilitates movement toward unity of pur.pose to 
attain district goals . Therefore, it i s necessary for the 
principal to develop his program in 'conjunction with the 
superintendent to unify personal profess ional development 
goals with district goals. 
To gain an additional perspective f or continuing 
professional deve l opwent programs, institutions of higher 
education 9 administrator organizations, and/or local 
boards of educati on should administer the Needs Assessment 
Inventory to a group of administrators and other categories 
of r espondents to determine the perceptions and needs 
of principa1 f; in a specific l0cale and from a variety of 
points-of··view. Members of the community and shtdents 
could also be -respondents. Since the Needs Assessment 
Inventory used in this study was based on the future 
needs of principals, any use of it by agencies responsible 
for the continuing professional development of principals 
could develop a formal professional growth proc;ram based 
on long-range needs. By viewing the results, school 
districta could determine their own needs and plan practical, 
individualized selfnrenewal programs for school principals . 
The major result of such action would be an on-going 
procedure for continuous self-renewal. 
The school principal cannot afford to wait for the 
institutions of high education, administrator organizations, 
or loc~l bo8r dc of education to take ac t ion. He must 
provide t he initia tive. The results of this ~tudy provide 
the basis f or that initiative. The school principal could 
use the Needs As sessment Inventory a.s a continuous self-
appraisa l device. He could dis tribute the Inventory to 
the facuJ.ty of the s chool , for example, and compare his 
perceptions of these needs to those suggested by the 
faculty. FJ:om thi s t echnique p he could note any dis-
crr:!pancios and d_evelop hi::: own ·· profe ssional growth pro-
gram whj.ch could be a combination of many activi tier:l s 
those spons ored by higher institutions of lea rni ng , 
administ rate.!: a ssociations , or independent reading and 
research. The s chool pr incipal must - r emember tha t such a 
program of' :ccncwa l require s a twofold ·commi tmerJt on his 
part--time and money. 
Las tly, it is r ecommended tha t boards of education 
allocate at leas t t of 1 percent of the operating budget 
for the professional development of principals. This 
would serve as an incent i ve to school principals to 
engage in rc~newal proc ra.ms , and it ·would provide thEl 
board of education the opportunity of combining djst:r.ict 
goals with individual needs . The result , as suggested by 
Benni s (1966), would be a possibl e reciprocity of renewal 
for individual s and institution. 
Recommendat j;_qns for 
Furth er Hesq_~rch 
It is recommended that additional research be 
c onducted toa 
1. Further analyze the perceptions of board 
of ed\H.:~tion meli•bers regarding t he f uture cont inuing 
professional de~elopment needs of p~incipals . 
2. Further inve s tigate those areas where a 
significant intoraction occurred in this study between 
tlw school level s of the respondents and their positions. 
3· Assess the perceptions of the community 
and tlw students r.egard:i.ng the future continuing pro-
fe ssional development needs of princ jpals . 
4. Inves·ti gate~ i n depthp each of the five 
fu ture profes s ional development needs identified i n t his 
study. 
Develop a framgw0rk whe~eby the r esults of 
this study 'tloul d 1..>€~ ut:cd t o develop a cooperai:i ve 
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1.6J 
professional development venture between institutions of 
higher education, administrator associations, boards of 
education, and individual principals for the purpose of 
renewing principals to cope with the uncertainties of the 
future . 
u 
J 6. Determine whether the future needs 
' identified in this s tudy are also the future professional 
development needs of superintendents. 
APPENDIX A 
NEEDS ASSESSMENT INVENTORY 
POR 
PRINCIPALS 
SUPERIN'l'ENDENTS 
TEACHEHS 
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Fl~ns0 check 0n~ : 
----------
S;.:perinte.nd0n.:: 
... __ _ Ele~er:.ta7:y 
Principa l 
NEED;) A~5E~;St1.11~7 U.'VENTOW 
--------- ----
I 
T ·2nche.:-
__ ~ .. : r.:\:te.~:_ery (r~-8) __ E!.er.J.;:;,tary (K-8) 
_ __ __ Ser:onca ::::y /!Jnif ied . ___ Szconda.:::y (9-12) _ ___ Secondary (9-12 ) 
PAH.T f.:. : 
------
D!RI:CTim::s : For each question . c:!.rcl~ a nu~b.:!r at the r i g.h: . 
Plea se e.ns,..;e-:: evf:ry question . 
I. Tl:e Gv<\1-.Sett::!.ng P::::oc.:ess 
Not 
HOH Il{PORTA."·l"£ IS IT F0H. PRDICIPPJ. S TO D:CVELOP SKILLS I N ImEortant 
A. The various techniques for ass e s s ing the educa tional needs 
o f t he con~ucity, e.g., delphi tach~i~u~, a ction r esea rch? 
B. The tedmiques and p-rocedures for evaluating educational 
progn:.ms ? 
C. The Kriting and eval uation of performance objectives ? 
D. The proc•~-:.lures of de t c r minhq; a:ld implementing dece'\tralization? 
II. The Plan~i~g rroces3 
HOW DIPORTA~rr IS IT FOR PRINCIPALS TO DEVELOP SKILLS I N 
E. The application of systems analysis procech!::-es , e.g . c omputer 
t echr.iques , ?PBS, PERT , cost-benefit a nolysi s? 
F . The methods a nd tools of gather ing , pt·oc;:ossi ng, ll!<,nipulati ng , 
storing , and retrieving informacion? 
G. Med ium and long- ra:1gc planning ::.kill3? 
(Hedium: 3-5 years ; lonr;-range: mo:::e th<•n 5 years) 
A. 1 
B. 1 
c. 1 
D. 1 
E. 1 
F. 1 
G. 1 
........... ._.n.,l-.J 
:.. 
(1 -4) 
Member Bo2rd of Education 
_ _ Elementary (5) 
____ Secondary/Unified 
I mEortance 
Extremely 
Important 
2 3 4 5 (6) 
(circle one) 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 (12) 
III. The Decision-Ma ~ing Process 
ROW IMPORTA.c~T IS IT FOR ?RINCIPA;:.S TO DEVELOP SK.Il.LS I N 
H. Identifying problems and in designing pl ans to solve them? 
I. Pa rt; ici pator y decision-making, i.e., fo:::mally icvclving 
Leacher~ in the de~ ~sions tha t affect the education~l program? 
J. Leveling with peopl~ so that staff meet :i.:;.gs , cor;~ ..:.l ::ation 
and eval uation $essions become open in t erms of w0olesome 
personal inte r ac tion? 
IV. The Process of Obtaining Knowledge Regarding Social Problems 
HOW !MPCRTA.~T IS IT FOR PRINCIPALS TO DEVELOP SKILL I N 
K. Applying tne use of such disciplines as philosop!"ly, 
soci ology, psychology, atid cultur al ar.t hropolcgy to 
the administration of schools? 
L. Applying the knowledge of the cul tures and the cu~tural . 
interactions occurri ng in the l ocale where t he school exists? 
M. Using ways to establish and maintain effec tive s cho0l-
co~~unity relations? 
N. The techniques to handle and resolve confl icts? I 
0 . Professional negotiation procedures and t echniques? 
V. The Pr ocess cf Acquiring Knowledge of Organizat i onal Development 
HOW I.HPCRTANT IS IT :?OR PRINCIPALS TO DEV!':LOP KNOI~EDGE OF 
P. The ci.ifferent ways of s taff c.tilizati,1n necessary t..> 
accormnod.::te new patterns in instruction and l earn::.ng? 
Q. The ways of dealing with groups of people , f or example, 
teache:::s, s t udent s , community members? 
R. Al t er native or ganizational patte:::ns for schools, such as, non-
graded s chools , flexi bl e schedul ing , the extenQed school year? 
S. The theories and activities designed to i m?rove the 
organizat ional clicate oi the school to increase ~ts 1 
effect iveness and efficicn~y? 
Not 
I mportant 
H. 1 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
M. 
N. 
c. 
P. 
Q. 
R. 
s. 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
.... - -:-.--..t .Jiu 
Importance 
2 3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
t Extremely \ 
Imoortant \ 
l 
! 
4 5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
(13 ) 
(24) 
.- ~ 
PART: 
B. OF THE IT~S MENTIONED ABOVE, li.1HCH C~"E IS THE MCST 
IMPORTANT? (circle cr..c) 
C. PLEASE: :WE~IT'!FY AZ...'Y ADDITIONAL NEEDS YOU T?.INK REQL'IRE 
INCLUSION: 
NEED : 
NEED: 
NEED : 
D. Comments: 
A B c 
G H I 
M N 0 
Extremely 
Important 
E. Wo~ld you like ~ copy of the results of this questionn~ire? (circle one) 
Please. che::k t o :;ee t hat all ques t i ons have been a:::1swerec . 
D E 
J K 
p Q 
,.,_~ 
F 
L 
R s 
Very 
Important 
(check one) 
Yes No 
(25) 
(26) 
(29) 
(30) 
:-J 
I 
I 
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NEEDS ASS~SS:-1£~:r INVENTORY 
?lease check ane : 
Supe:-~.ntendent P:rincipal Teacher 
__ Elementa::-y __ Elcr.:.:ntary (K- 8) __ Elementary (K- 8) 
_ __ Secondar y/unified _ _ Secondary (9-12) _ _ Secondary (9- 1 2) 
PART A: 
DIRECTION'S: For each questicn , circle a nnmber at the right . 
Please answer every question. 
I. The Goal- Setting Process 
Not 
HOI-7 IMPORTANT IS IT FOR PRING IP ALS TO DEVEJ:..OP SKILLS IN I rn:eo:-tant 
A. The various techniques for assessing the educational needs 
of the comcunity, e.g ., delphj. technique, ac tion re.3earch? 
·B. The techniques and procedures for evaluating educational 
programs? · 
C. The writing and evaluation of performance objecti •: es? 
D. The procedures of determinine and impl ementing deceilt:ralization? 
II. Th.e Pl anning Process 
HOlol !ctPORTANT IS IT fOR ?RINCIPALS TO DEVELOP SKILLS :::N 
E. The application of systems analysis procedures', e.g. comput er 
techniques , PPBS , PERT, cos~-benefit anal ysis? 
F. The methods and tools of gathering, processing , ~~nipulating, 
s ::oring, and r etrieving inf,n-mation? 
G. Medium and long-range plannin3 skill s? 
(Medium: 3-5 years; long-range: mere than 5 years) 
A. 1 
B. 1 
c. 1 
D. 1 
E. 1 
F. 1 
G. 1 
..... 
L ! ,.. . 
(1- 4) 
M~ber Board of Education 
___ Elementary (5) 
____ Secondary/Unified 
Im2ortance 
Extremely 
Important 
2 3 4 5 (6 ) 
(circle one) 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 ( 12) 
III. The Decisi on- r-<.a.kir..g Process 
HOW IMPORTA!~l' IS IT FOR PRINCIPALS J:O DEVELOP SKILLS :a: 
H. Ide~tifyi~g problems and in designing plans t o solve them? 
I. Participatory dec:i.sion- making, i. e ., formalJ.y involving 
teachers in the decisions that affect the educati or.al program? 
J. l.eveling with people so that staff maetir..gs, cons :.1l t:-.tion 
and evaluation sessions become open in terTI's of w;1Qlesome 
personal interaction? 
IV. The Process of Obtaining Knmvledge Regarci.ing Social P:-~blems 
HOW IMPORTANT IS IT FOR PRINCIPALS TO DZVELOP SKILL IN 
K. A?plying the use of such disciplines as philosophy , 
sociology. psychology , and cultural ant hropology ::o 
the ~dministration of schools? 
L. Applying the knowledge of the cultur es ~nd the cultural 
interac::ions occurring in the locale ~"her.e the school exists? 
M. Using ways to establish and mainta i n effective school-
com!:!unity relations? 
N. The techniques tc handle and resolve conflicts? 
0. Prof ession~l n~gotiaticn procedur es and techniques? 
V. The P'(ocess of Acgnir :i.ng Knowledge of Or ganizat:_ional Development 
SOW IMPORTA~~ IS IT FOR ?RI~CIPALS TO DEVELOP ~OWLEtGf. OF 
P. The different ways of staff ut ilization necessary to 
accommodate ne~' patterns in instruction and learnir:g? 
Q. The ways of dealing with groups of people , for exaraple, 
teachers , students, community members? 
R. Alternative or ganizational patterns for school s , st;ch as , non-
graded s chools, flexible scheduling , the extended school year? 
S. The theories and activities designed to improve the 
orgm~izatio~.:tl cJ ioate o{ the school to ir..crease its 
effec:t-:.v~:less 2~1d efficler.cy? 
_;;.,_~;, 
Importance 
Not Extremely 
Important Important 
H. 
I. 
J . 
K. 
L. 
M. 
N. 
o. 
P. 
Q. 
R. 
'S . 
1 
1 
1 ' 
1 
1 
·1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
(1.3) 
(24) 
?ART : 
B. OF !I-IE ITEMS MENriO!'!'ED ABOVE, WHICH ONE IS THE MOST 
W'ORT!u'IT h"EED? (eire le one) 
C. PLEASE IDENIIIT 1i1JY ADDITIONAL NEEDS YOU THINK !U:QUIRE 
I NCLUSION: 
NEED: 
NEED: 
NEED: 
A B 
G H 
N N 
Extre:nely 
Important 
........... ~. 
c D E F 
I J K L 
0 p Q R s 
Very 
Important 
(check one) 
D. AS A MEMBER OF A BOARD OF EDUCATION, DO YOU BELIEVE TH..o\T FINA..'~CIAL SUPPORT FOR STAFF DEVELOPMENT 
FRCGRAHS FOR PRINCIPALS IS .... mOLLY, PARTLY, OR NOT AT AL..L A RESPONSIBILITY OF THE BOA.'ID OF EDUCATION? 
Please check or.e: ~dOLLY PARTLY _ _ NOT AT ALL 
E. IF YOU CHECKED WHOLLY OR PARTLY, WHAT PERCENT OF THE DISTRICT'S OPERATING BUDGET DO YOU THI~~ SHOULD 
BE SPE~IFICALLY ALLOCATED FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF PRINCIPALS? 
Please check one: ___ Less than l/2 of 1 percent 
___ 1/2 to 1 percent 
___ 1 perce~t 
Over 1 p e rcent. Please indica te per cent amount: ____ i. 
F. COHHEt-;"'TS: 
G. WOULD YOU LIKE A COFY OF TH?: RESULTS OF l"diS QUESTIONNAIRE? (circle one) Yes 
Plf'.as~ check t o s~e t hat all gt:e~=ions have been snswereU .. 
No 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
J 
:J 
! 
i 
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· Dear Colleague: 
Cen.te'l {o't !:Planning 
and evaluation 
OF THE SANTA CLARA COUNTY OFF I CE OF EDUCATION 
1110 N. Tt!nlh Streel, San Jose, California 95112, Telephone (408) 299-373 1 
February, 1973 
The Institute for Educa tional Leader ship, a consortium of Santa Clara 
• County institutions, has as one of its primary functions the es tabl i shment 
of inservic e education programs for the administrators of Santa Clara 
County. It has thuD endorsed a study by Nicholas Gennaro entitled, "The 
Future Continuing Professi.on.al Developr:1ent Needs of Principals." 
.The Center for Planning nnd Evaluation of the Santa Clat·a County 
Superint e nd ent of Schools Of f ic e is assis ting in this study by collecting 
and anclyz ing the data b ec ause the result s may b e of value to the Institute 
as. i.t plan s inserv ice programs for the principa ls of Santa Clara County. 
For th:i.s r eason, your h-elp is s olicited by a r. king you to r espond to the. 
a ttf' C'h0.ri ··pH?~~t: j ot~nc;i. !·;> 
This quf•.stiolH1c1:ix2 'i.·:; g(:!l:l.r ·~d to =·m analysis of ::he future inse:rvice 
needs of pd.ncipa ls. It i.s being sent to a r <mdom sampl·;-;:;f.-·princ ipals, 
t eacher~·, stq;er.i,n tcnd t;!n t s, a nd memhers of boards· of educ.c:.tior. in Santa 
Clara Cou'."lty . Thi~ to t: .:d smuple for the study is 483. In this "Vmy, the 
perceptions of p~ inci~Rl s, ce ac hers, Ruperintend ant s , Rnd boards of educa-
tion ~ill be an~iyzed r0ga r cllng the future inservic~ needs of principals. 
T.n t>1e f.i.r!.ld-te~t of tb:Ls questionnaire, it 1-1as found that roost partici-
pc:nt ~~ CP.<ld e0mp ~1.Pto? th~~ questic-nnairc :i_n t:lu:ee to f0u r minutes . For your 
convcni c:·. n.~e, a !Wl f·· ?.odrc s•_;,O!t: , si::Jnped enve l ope i s enclosed. You are asked 
to ret·rn:n (.!'!<: cor.iple1:ed ques c:i.cmnaire in one ... .'eek . All rf!Sponses "i·Ji) i be 
tn·ated ).•'1 s t 1· ic t c:.ot".ficlencc . Each questionnaire is cod t:: -:1 so that follow-
up proccch:r es r1.:.y be u sed, i f necessary, o:c to forward the result s of the 
study t:o y.;u , if you so d esire. 
WG : mc 
tncle>[; UrC! 
Si.nccl'E:d.y, 
CJ)~JL~~-v %2iZ'jl}.,_(1___o~ 
IHLLIAl1 GILMORE 
Educational Researcher 
nsti~ute for !Educational Leadership 
oglon 8, A.C.S.A. 
nlv, of Sanla Clara 
alii. Stsl o Univ .. San Jose 
l~nford Univorsl ty 
niv. of Calif. Extension, Sonia Cruz 
.C.C. School Oonrds Associolion 
.C. Counly Olllco of Education 
Dear Colleague: 
The Institute .for Educational Leadership has endorsed the 
Doctoral study projected by Nicholas Gennaro. It is entitled, "The 
,Puture Continuing P1:ofessiona.I Development Needs of School. Principa.ls 
/Js Vi e~>.•od by Principals , Superintendents , Tea~hers, and Boards of 
J<:ducadon." University of Pacific is the sponsoring institution. 
'.i.'hc~ .::tt: cl~· shou.ld p;:·ovidc i;::~c;-:t.:wt i1Jonnation c .::;Jicerning 
long-ranye pl.!lrming fo.t· .fut ure in!;ervice t1·ai.ning needs of principal.r.; . 
We .n:o.r;p-;.•ctf'.llly 1·equest and appreciate your coopP-ration with 
Mr. Genn .~z0 in this ende~vor. 
GP/s 
Since1·ely, 
4d4Jlt'jll'];)<V.!3~ 
Georg<J Pe.razze> 
Ex~cut.ive Di1.·ector 
;;:l 
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APPENDIX D 
LIS'l' Of' ADDITIONAL TOPICS SUGGES'l'ED BY 1J}HE 
SUPER.lNTENC;:~NJ~S, PRINCIP/.LS \) TEACHERS , AND 
BOARDS OF EDUCATION 
j_ '15 
, 
:.J 
I 
J 
I 
I 
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--------·---· 
Suggested 'ropic 
Extremely 
Important 
Very 
Important 
Elemenj;l!!:L_School Su_nerintendents 
1 • Keeping abreast of current 
writings and reseC~.rch X 
I') 
t~. Designing the school -plant X 
J, Developing the school budget X 
.§.e..pong..§l.a_$chool_§_u))erirU;endents 
1. Teaching teachers to diagnose and 
prescribe according to student 
learning requirements X 
2. Develop skills in ·interpersonal 
relattonshi.ps (2) X X 
1, Encoura~ing a~d seeking out 
wom0n f e r adminlstrative roles x 
2. Acquir ing the scope of learning 
dicabil iti es and their ap~ropriate 
remedial prescriptions (2, · x 
J , Techniques to humanize schools x 
4. Techniques to use to.bring about 
change in the instructional pro-
gram of t he traditional teacher x 
5. The realities of education in the 
1980's x 
6. The techniques of b~dget preparation 
fo): qua.li ty preparation ( 2 ) x 
7. Need for determining his own personal 
and. profess ional philosophy 
8. Human relations techniques (4) X ( J) 
X 
X ( 1) 
Suggested Topic 
-------
Extremely 
Important 
17'1 
Very 
Important 
-------------------------------------------------------------
f.lementary School P~incipals (cont inued ) 
9. Developing procedures and techniques 
to handle the emotional pressures 
of the job . x 
1. Ability to delegate respon-
s i bility and hold people 
accountable x 
2. Ability to inspir e confidence 
i n the school x 
1. Techniques t o properly evaluate 
teachers ( J ) 
2 . Ile on C!&upus (2) 
J, ':Pechnir~'...\C8 of good human 
r0 l atio~u:; ( 2 ) 
4 , Knowledge of the methods of 
communication 
5. Skills to bnplement exploratory 
programs ( 2 ) 
6. Techniques for better school-
community relations ( 2 ) 
7• Th e ability to share authority 
and responsibility 
8. Th~ ability to seek and trust 
·~eacher j udgment ·{ 2) 
9~ Knowledge and techniques to make 
tho principal more human 
X ( 1) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X ( 2) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
A.Jm.endix D -- Continued 
Sugg ·~sted Topic 
Extremely 
Important 
Se.cond~t.'L. School Teachers 
1. More personal contact and obser-
vat ion of teachers ( 2 ) 
2 . Co~rdinating other people and 
progra.ms , evaluating r-esults , and 
X 
re solving the conflicts x 
3. Continual actual ins tructional 
experience at school level ( 2) X 
4. Maturity and emotional stability x 
5. Integrity (2) X 
6. Honesty in open communication 
7• Ability to evaluate and discipline 
staff (2) x 
8 . Ability to stand by tha decision 
onc e it has been made {3) x 
9. ~cllow t hrough on suggestions and 
178 
Very 
Important 
X 
X 
X 
X 
recommendations made by the fact1lty x. 
10. Ask for staff evaluati on of himself x 
11. Leveling with teacher·!:; ( ~~ ) 
El em Q.DJ;.C!,:t:;t !)c l} o o J. !iQ§.r<!_QL.~9 u c a 'f:j,sm Niem b !rr. 
1. Skil l s and abilities to evaluate 
t<~ach <~rs (2 ) 
2 . Abi lity to work with groups of 
X 
X 
people ( 2) x 
3. Level i ng with people x 
4. Comm0n sense x 
5. The need to identi fy as a member 
of the administrative team {2) x 
X 
X 
179 
Appendix JL.:..:. Coptinuc=d ___ . 
----------------
Suggested Topic 
Extremely 
Important 
Very 
Important 
Elementary Sch_ool__Board of Education MeJ1lber (continued ) 
6. Have knowledge of a building program X 
Seconda ry S.chqol_Boa:r.d .of E<;Ll.;l_Q.a.tion Member 
1. Techniques for decision-making (2) x 
2, Identifying problems and s olving 
them x 
3. Communication skills (3) X (1) X (2) 
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